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Abstract	

Tuberculosis is a major cause of premature mortality. Communities in Southern 

Africa are disproportionately affected. A growing body of evidence suggests that 

recent transmission within households can explain only a limited proportion of 

tuberculosis disease. However, our understanding of where transmission between 

households occurs is limited.  

 

I undertook a systematic review and meta-analysis of molecular epidemiology studies 

that described rates of strain discordance in co-prevalent cases of tuberculosis 

resident in the same household. I also conducted a tuberculin school survey in 6-8 

year old children in a rural community in Northern KwaZulu-Natal.  These children 

were all registered in a household surveillance programme operated by the Africa 

Centre for Population Health.  

 

I found that, across a range of both high and low burden countries, co-prevalent cases of 

tuberculosis in the same household often have different strains of Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis. These molecular epidemiological data suggest, at least in some settings, 

that recent transmission within households may explain a modest proportion of 

tuberculosis disease.  

 

I estimated the annual risk of tuberculous infection to be approximately two percent in the 

community around the Africa Centre. I found weak evidence that exposure to HIV 

positive adults in the household was associated with Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

infection in children. I found no strong evidence associating use of specific indoor public 

spaces with Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection. 
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Transmission between households is likely an important determinant of tuberculosis 

disease. Further research locating Mycobacterium tuberculosis transmission might 

enable TB control interventions to be better targeted.  
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1.	Introduction	

 

The research presented in this thesis is an attempt to better understand 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) epidemiology, particularly in Southern Africa 

where, by any measure, tuberculosis (TB) is out of control(1,2). A particular focus of 

the work is my wish to better locate transmission. If we better understood where MTB 

transmission occurs, TB control programmes might be better targeted(3). The thesis 

consists of an introduction, three results chapters, and a discussion.  

 

In this chapter, I briefly describe the tools we have for studying TB epidemiology, 

leaving detailed discussion of the tools used in TB molecular epidemiology and of the 

tuberculin skin test for Chapters 2 and 3, respectively; I outline current understanding 

of the natural history of TB disease and of airborne MTB transmission; I summarise 

what is known about risk factors for MTB infection, with a focus on exposure to 

putative sites of MTB transmission; and I describe TB epidemiology in KwaZulu-Natal 

(the province where much of this research was undertaken) and how the epidemic 

there compares to that in the wider region. My thoughts on approaches to achieving 

TB control, incorporating insights from the three results chapters, can be found in the 

discussion (Chapter 5). 

 

Much of this research was undertaken at the Wellcome Trust Africa Centre for 

Population Health, which operates a household surveillance programme in Northern 

KwaZulu-Natal(4). In Chapter 3, there is a detailed description of that research 

platform.    
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Tools	for	studying	TB	epidemiology	

MTB is not an easy organism to study. The available tools for diagnosing infection 

and disease have poor sensitivity and or specificity. Our understanding of the 

organism’s natural history remains incomplete. Prevalence and annual incidence of 

disease (and the incidence of infection in many communities) rarely exceed 2%. This 

means large studies are needed to make inferences about TB epidemiology at a 

population level(5). 

 

Tests	for	MTB	infection	

The World Health Organization (WHO) have adopted a pragmatic definition of latent 

MTB infection (LTBI) as ‘a state of persistent immune response to stimulation by 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens without evidence of clinically manifested active 

TB’ (6). There are two main types of test for ‘MTB infection’ – the tuberculin skin test 

(TST) and the interferon gamma release assay (IGRA). Both look for evidence of a 

previous adaptive immune response to MTB.  

 

Tuberculin	skin	test	

The TST is probably the most widely used immunological test globally. It is the 

textbook example of a delayed type (or type IV) hypersensitivity reaction. The 

fascinating history of its development and standardisation is detailed in Hans 

Rieder’s monograph(7).  

 

Tuberculin is a ‘purified protein derivative’ (PPD) produced from cultures of MTB. The 

TST involves injecting a standard volume of PPD intradermally, typically into the volar 

aspect of the forearm, then measuring the extent of the induration at 48-96 hours with 
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a ruler to the nearest integer millimetre (e.g. 5mm, 12mm). Reactions over a certain 

threshold are deemed positive.  

 

Enormous studies in the 1950s and 60s helped to ascertain the basic characteristics 

of the test. Distinct frequency distributions of reaction sizes were seen in 671,007 

United States naval recruits with and without histories of TB exposure with the 

difference in the distributions approximating the distribution of reactions seen in 

5,544 individuals with TB disease.(8) This suggested that positive reactions reflected 

previous TB exposure but that the test could not differentiate between individuals with 

past exposure and those with active disease.  

 

The same studies(8) found that recruits from south eastern parts of the USA often 

had reactions to tuberculin regardless of TB contact; that these reactions were 

typically smaller than reactions seen in individuals with TB disease or a history of TB 

contact; and that the same individuals reacted to PPD-B. PPD-B was prepared from 

Mycobacterium intracellulare, a so-called environmental or non-tuberculous 

mycobacteria (NTM). The spatial differences in the distribution of reaction sizes was 

therefore interpreted as being a result of differences in exposure to NTM, which are 

found in, for example, soil or water.  

 

‘Non specific reactions’ to the TST are also observed in children who have received a 

BCG vaccination. However, evidence suggests that, among children vaccinated in 

infancy, BCG explains very few false positive reactions of 15mm or more and that the 

BCG effect wanes with age, with little effect seen after 10 years of age (9,10).  
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Approaches to choosing TST cut points and ways of making inferences about the 

force of infection from TST survey data are discussed in Chapter 3.  

 

Interferon	gamma	release	assays	

In these tests, the patient’s T cells are incubated ex vivo with antigens that are found 

in MTB but not found in BCG nor in most NTMs. Levels of interferon gamma are then 

measured in the supernatant or cells producing interferon gamma counted in an 

Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSpot (ELISPOT) assay. 

 

IGRAs are a more specific test for MTB infection(11). They can also be performed in 

a single visit, which is a significant advantage. However, IGRAs are expensive and 

require phlebotomy. There is substantially less experience informing their use in 

epidemiologic studies. Another major problem is that the mode of the frequency 

distribution for positive reactions is very close to the cut point recommended by the 

manufacturer(12). This means that small differences in the choice of cut point can 

have a substantial impact on both inference and prevalence estimates. 

 

Tests	for	TB	disease	

Tests for disease include clinical diagnoses and symptom scores; radiological 

diagnoses, usually based on chest radiographs; and microbiological diagnoses. 

Obtaining a microbiological TB diagnosis is difficult in young children who tend not to 

expectorate sputum and who often have extra-pulmonary disease.  

 

As this thesis focuses on infection rather than disease, I will not discuss these tests 

in detail. However, some are more sensitive (e.g. chest x-ray) and some more 

specific (e.g. reports of haemoptysis or a positive tuberculosis culture). The predictive 
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value of these tests will depend on the background prevalence of disease and also 

on patient characteristics.  

  

Molecular	epidemiology	

Another important toolset in understanding MTB epidemiology are strain-typing 

techniques, which can provide evidence to support or refute putative transmission 

events. Except in a few research centres, strain typing is generally not performed in 

high burden settings. These techniques require an MTB isolate so, typically, TB 

molecular epidemiology does not capture transmission to or from children. For the 

same reason, except in rare instances(13), molecular epidemiology does not capture 

TB infections that have not progressed to disease. TB molecular epidemiology is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 

 

The	natural	history	of	tuberculosis	

The classic view of TB epidemiology is that a proportion of individuals exposed to a 

case of active pulmonary TB become infected with MTB, with those not previously 

infected converting from TST or IGRA negative and developing a positive test for 

infection. Thereafter, a proportion of those infected progress to active disease and a 

proportion remain latently infected though may ‘reactivate’ later. Much of the data 

supporting this sequence of events are from low incidence settings where individuals 

could be followed up after discrete episodes of exposure to infectious cases of TB. 

The literature is summarised well by Rieder(7). However, recent data suggest that 

this framework may not fully reflect MTB’s natural history. 
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Early	clearance	

Tests for MTB infection are known to have limited sensitivity(11) with the precise 

value calculated dependent on the cut point used and the choice of gold standard. 

Gold standard tests for TB infection include TB disease. Alternatively, one can 

assess tests’ ability to detect a difference in infection prevalence between groups of 

individuals with more or less exposure to MTB. There is evidence that TST sensitivity 

might be further reduced in individuals with immune compromise resulting from, e.g., 

HIV or malnutrition, with limited evidence suggesting the same might be true with 

IGRAs(11,14,15).   

 

Some have hypothesised that certain individuals might be able to clear MTB 

infection, probably via an innate immune response, without developing an adaptive 

immune response(16). Support for this suggestion comes from the discovery of 

genetic loci that predict TST reactivity(17–19) and interferon responses to antigens 

included in commercial IGRAs(20), plus the longstanding observation that some 

individuals with heavy MTB exposure remain TST negative(16). So-called ‘early 

clearance’ might be important epidemiologically. However, given it leaves no 

footprint, it is difficult to study. 

 

Conversions	and	reversions	

Among individuals with positive tests for infection that do not progress to active TB, I 

am aware of no compelling evidence regards what proportion retain latent infection 

and what proportion manage to clear their MTB infection entirely. Demonstrating an 

absence of viable mycobacteria within an individual (living or deceased) would clearly 

be a challenge. 
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Instability of both TST and IGRA tests have been noted in individuals undergoing 

repeated testing(11,12,21) and the meaning of reversions debated. 

 

Fine and colleagues(21) studied 64,225 tuberculin tests undertaken by the Karonga 

Prevention Study in a rural area in Northern Malawi. These data included paired tests 

undertaken on 6991 individuals at an interval of five years. They noted that the mode 

of the distributions of non-zero reactions increased with age from approximately 

10mm in children to 15mm in adults. They also noted that TST reversions were 

common, particularly in BCG vaccinated under five year olds, and that the reversion 

rate settled to approximately 5 reversions per 100 person years by adolescence. A 

larger proportion of reactions in young children, particularly those who had recently 

received BCG vaccination, might be expected to be false positives. It was therefore 

suggested that the observed pattern in reversions could be, at least partially, 

explained by the initial positive tests being false positives. 

 

Andrews and colleagues(12) studied adolescents in a community near Cape Town 

experiencing a very high force of infection. There were 5,357 participants of whom 

3,236 underwent IGRA testing (QuantiFERON Gold) every three months. In the 

study, both TST and IGRA conversion were associated with an increased incidence 

of TB disease. A quarter of those who converted to IGRA positivity in the first year of 

follow up reverted to negative by the end of the second year.  A quantitatively higher 

IGRA reading was less likely to revert, as might be expected. There was a 

suggestion that adolescents who IGRA reverted had the same TB incidence as those 

who IGRA converted and remained positive. However, these estimates were 

imprecise as there were very few cases of TB disease among individuals who IGRA 

reverted.  
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Both Fine and Andrews(12,21) note that test reversions may result in cross sectional 

studies underestimating the force of infection. This is discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

A	continuum	between	infection	and	disease	

Historically, MTB infection has been thought to consist of either ‘latent infection’ – not 

infectious and with little replication – or active disease – potentially infectious, if in the 

airway, and replicating.  

 

This dichotomisation is probably a simplification of the biology. A number of groups 

have now proposed that MTB infection probably exists on a continuum (22–25). The 

proposed continuum goes from early clearance, through slowly dividing or ‘latent’ 

infection, then subclinical disease to symptomatic clinical disease. The further along 

the continuum, the greater the rate of MTB replication and the higher the bacillary 

load. 

 

The evidence prompting this reassessment includes Positron Emission Tomography 

Computed Tomography (PET-CT) scans undertaken on individuals with active and 

latent TB. In very small studies, scans using radiolabelled glucose to detect 

metabolic activity showed occasional periods of activity in latent infection that were 

similar in appearance to metabolic activity seen in TB disease(26).  

 

Regardless, it does seem likely that pulmonary infection on the more active end of 

this continuum would be required for infectiousness with peak infectiousness perhaps 

occurring just before the disease results in reductions in social contact, death or 

treatment initiation.   
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Airborne	transmission	of	M.	tuberculosis	

Droplet	nuclei	and	airborne	transmission	

MTB is one of a limited number of pathogens thought to be spread predominantly via 

the airborne route, although transmission via unpasteurised milk remains important in 

some communities(27) and transmission via direct inoculation onto broken skin or 

mucous membranes is possible(28). The airborne mode of transmission was 

predicted by Robert Koch(7,29) but only convincingly demonstrated in experiments at 

Johns Hopkins University more than seventy years later.   

 

Prior to these experiments, William Frith Wells undertook a set of calculations 

predicting the behaviour of droplets expelled from the respiratory tract(30). He 

estimated that, whilst larger respiratory droplets would be expected to fall directly to 

the ground, smaller droplets (those 0.1 – 0.2 mm in diameter or smaller), would not. 

Their high surface area to volume ratio would result in water evaporating rapidly. 

Wells predicted that these smaller droplets would attain a sufficiently low mass 

before settling that they would remain suspended on air currents until either inhaled 

or ventilated out of the room. Wells predicted that infections transmitted via these 

small airborne particles, which he termed ‘droplet nuclei’, would behave differently to 

those spread via larger respiratory droplets. 
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‘The epidemiological characteristics of droplet infection and droplet nuclei 

infection are by nature opposite. Droplet infection is essentially localized and 

concentrated while infection broadcast by droplet nuclei is dispersed and 

dilute.’ 

William Frith Wells, 1934 (30) 

 

To demonstrate that this route of transmission might be relevant in MTB 

transmission, Wells, Richard Riley, and others at Johns Hopkins University, set up a 

‘pilot ward’ (31). In this ward, air from six rooms, each containing a tuberculosis 

patient, was exhausted through cages of rabbits or guinea pigs. The ventilation 

system was carefully calibrated with the aim of ensuring all animals were exposed to 

an equal volume of air from the ward. Incident infection was measured through 

vivisection and the counting of tubercles in the lung. The infection of guinea pigs and 

rabbits at some distance from source cases suggested airborne rather than droplet 

transmission.  

 

This work did not rule out other modes of transmission, particularly droplet infection, 

also being important. However, three other pieces of evidence point towards airborne 

transmission being the dominant means by which MTB is transmitted between 

humans. 

 

First, in separate experiments, Wells(32) and Lurie(33) demonstrated that 

aerosolised MTB in coarser droplets were less likely to result in tubercles in the lungs 

of exposed animals than MTB in finer droplets, with Wells observing no infections 

caused by droplets settling at more than one foot per minute. It is thought that larger 
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droplets are filtered in the upper airways and do not reach alveolar macrophages, the 

primary target in early MTB infection. 

 

Second, descriptions of well-characterised outbreaks suggest exposure to shared air 

predicts MTB infection better than close or conversational contact. A widely cited 

example is the outbreak on the battleship USS Richard E. Byrd, where, in the mid 

1960’s, 350 navel personnel were exposed to a case of infectious TB for a period of 

at least six months(34). There were a number of secondary cases. Detailed data 

were available on social contact, sleeping arrangements and on the mechanical 

ventilation system. In the outbreak, the cabins in which the sailors slept and the 

extent to which these cabins were supplied by air from the cabins in which TB cases 

slept predicted tuberculin conversions well(34). Similarly, in a household contact 

study in the Gambia where, presumably, most household members had frequent 

close contact, MTB infection was strongly predicted by whether individuals slept in 

the same room or building as the index case(35).  

 

Finally, ‘cough box’ experiments, recently undertaken in Uganda, suggest that MTB 

in droplet nuclei are the primary means of transmission(36,37). In these experiments, 

smear positive TB patients were asked to cough ‘as frequently as was comfortable’ 

for two five minute periods into a ‘cough aerosol sampling system’(36). This system 

contained an Anderson six-stage cascade impactor that separated droplets by size 

before capturing them on culture dishes. Nearly all culturable MTB was found in 

droplets of less than 5 μm in diameter(36). These small droplets would be expected 

to remain suspended in the air rather than settling to the floor(30). Importantly, the 

number of these droplet nuclei containing viable MTB produced during sampling 
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predicted transmission to household contacts much better than smear status or time 

to culture positivity(37).     

 

Cough	and	other	aerosol	generating	activities	

Clearly, if droplet nuclei are the main means by which MTB is transmitted, aerosol 

generation is required for transmission to occur. The evidence for the role of cough in 

MTB transmission has recently been reviewed(38). Early studies showed that 

coughing was a very effective means of generating bioaerosols(39) and that there 

was substantial reduction in cough frequency after treatment initiation(40). More 

recently, an association has been described between patient reports of cough 

severity and transmission to household contacts(41). Some evidence suggests that 

speech and singing are effective aerosol generating activities(39,42,43) although the 

earlier studies(39,42) only measured aerosols arising in the oral cavity.  

 

‘The present writers would not wish their finding to be constructed as 

suggesting that singing should be proscribed. Not only would they prefer a 

world with tuberculosis to a world without song, but they recognise the 

relatively minor place occupied by this means of dissemination of airborne 

infection. Better that people gather to sing together than to shout at one 

another, even if the droplets produced are smaller and therefore occasionally 

more dangerous.’ 

Loudon and Roberts, 1968(42) 

 

On going research suggests patients with TB disease may produce a higher 

concentration of droplet nuclei during normal tidal breathing than healthy 
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controls(44). This may be important, given most people spend more time breathing 

than coughing, speaking or singing. 

 

TB	treatment	and	infectiousness	

There is an active debate regarding how quickly TB treatment renders cases non 

infectious. The bulk of the evidence comes from animal studies and from studies 

looking at transmission to household contacts.  

 

‘Pilot wards’ like that established at Johns Hopkins in the 1950s have been replicated 

in Lima, Peru, and in Witbank, South Africa. In the early studies, the source of 

transmission to animals was estimated from antibiograms and in the Peruvian studies 

spoligotyping was used. These are both low-resolution means of discriminating 

between MTB strains. There was a suggestion in all three sets of studies that the 

majority of transmissions were from patients who were yet to initiate treatment, 

patients who interrupted treatment, or patients who were on ineffective treatment as a 

result of drug resistance(45–49). It has been claimed that these studies show 

effective treatment rapidly reduces infectiousness(49). Broadly speaking, that is 

probably true. However, only a small number of patients were studied and the 

animals were in contact with air from the wards for several weeks. Had the animals 

been removed after a few days, it is possible that there would have been no 

infections in the guinea pigs exposed to untreated patients. In my view, these studies 

do not definitively establish a time on effective treatment after which infectiousness is 

abolished.  

 

There are also limitations to the studies focussing on transmission to household 

contacts following initiation of treatment. There has only been one pertinent 
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randomised trial(50), which randomised smear positive adults in India to taking their 

first six months of treatment in hospital versus fully ambulatory treatment. The 

treatment in both arms was isoniazid and para-aminosalicylic acid. The trial 

compared outcomes among the household contacts of patients treated in hospital 

versus the household contacts of the ambulatory patients. It found no difference in 

TST at baseline, TST conversion over the subsequent six months or disease 

incidence at five years. However, it has been argued(51), given the high force of 

infection in the surrounding community, that a small excess of transmissions from the 

ambulatory patients might have been hard to detect. There have been several other 

studies comparing transmission to household contacts between patients who 

received ambulatory versus hospital treatment, all with reassuring results. However, 

these were non-randomised studies, meaning the patients selected for ambulatory 

treatment may have been less infectious than those treated in hospitals. Also, many 

of the household contacts were taking isoniazid preventive therapy. This literature 

has been reviewed by Menzies(51). 

 

So, whilst it seems likely that a few days or weeks of effective treatment reduce 

infectiousness substantially, in my view current data do not clearly establish a time 

window after which patients can be considered non infectious.  
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Risk	factors	for	MTB	infection	

The	Wells-Riley	Equation	

The principal determinants of the risk of MTB infection in a defined space are 

described as a Poisson process by the Wells-Riley Equation(52).  

 

Risk of infection = 1 – e -Ipqt/Q 

 

I is the number of individuals with infectious pulmonary TB  

p is the rate at which the individual(s) at risk of TB breathe 

q is the rate at which infectious individuals produce infectious ‘quanta’ 

t is the period at risk 

Q is the rate at which room air is either sterilised or replaced with uncontaminated air 

 

Below, I discuss these variables in turn. 

 

TB	prevalence	

Clearly, time spent breathing the same air as one or more individuals with prevalent 

infectious (i.e. pulmonary) TB is required for airborne MTB transmission to occur. The 

determinants of population level prevalence are TB incidence and disease duration. 

TB incidence is determined by the incidence of MTB infection and the proportion of 

individuals infected with MTB who progress to pulmonary disease. Disease duration 

is affected by case detection rates, the proportion of detected cases that receive 

effective treatment and mortality. At least in the pre-antiretroviral therapy era, HIV 

positive individuals with TB had a shorter duration of TB disease(53,54) resulting, 

presumably, from some combination of faster progression to illness (and thus 
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treatment), possibly faster diagnosis (as a result of a higher index of suspicion or 

regular contact with the healthcare system), and higher mortality. However, 

individuals with prevalent pulmonary TB who keep themselves to themselves do not 

present a transmission risk. Therefore, it is TB prevalence in putative sites of 

transmission that is the relevant parameter. For example, Rieder suggests that, as 

TB disease in several low burden settings is increasingly concentrated in older 

people, household MTB transmission (typically from parents to children) will become 

less frequent(7). 

 

Respiratory	rate	

Children breathe lower volumes of air per minute than women, and women, on 

average, breathe slightly lower volumes of air per minute than men(55). People 

engaging in physical activity breathe greater volumes of air than individuals at 

rest(55). Therefore, spaces in which individuals exert themselves (e.g. gyms or 

evangelical churches) might be riskier than e.g. libraries. Differences in respiratory 

volumes might – all else being equal – increase risk of MTB infection in adults, 

especially adult men, relative to children.  

 

Quanta	production	rate	

Riley and colleagues described a quantum as ‘the number of infectious airborne 

particles required to infect…[which] may be one or more airborne particles’ (52). 

 

In the animal studies, attempts were made to estimate q empirically. The Baltimore 

studies calculated a mean rate of quanta production of 0·62–0·82 and 1·25 quanta 

per hour in a group of hospitalised, HIV negative patients(46,56,57). The latter value 

is often assumed in models. In the Peruvian studies, an estimate of 8.2 quanta per 
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hour was obtained in a group of hospitalised, HIV positive patients(48). Higher 

estimates – e.g. 138 quanta per hour among those not wearing surgical masks – 

were obtained in the Witbank studies in a group of patients of mixed HIV status 

hospitalised for multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB)(58).  

 

Much higher estimates of q have been obtained in people exposed to TB during 

aerosol generating procedures(59). However, estimates fitted to data on ventilation, 

social contact patterns and age structured data on tuberculin positivity in a South 

African community yielded an estimate of q of 0.89 per hour(60). Whilst this estimate 

was very sensitive to assumptions regards duration of infectiousness and the extent 

to which contacts were recurrent (i.e. with people with whom contact had previously 

been made), the relatively low value is interesting. A possible explanation is that 

undiagnosed individuals in the community may be less infectious than hospitalised 

patients, perhaps as a result of less advanced disease.  

 

It is important to note that the Wells-Riley equation does not account for 

heterogeneity in infectiousness or susceptibility – both between individuals and within 

individuals over time. Heterogeneity in infectiousness is apparent not only in the 

animal studies described above (45,46,61) but also in population based 

studies(37,62–64).  

 

Some of the drivers of heterogeneity in infectiousness are well described. It is well 

established that smear positive individuals are more infectious than smear negative 

individuals(65–67). However, recent household contact studies have yielded new 

insights. As mentioned above, only a minority of TB patients produce cough aerosols 

containing MTB and the quantity of these cough aerosols produced better predicts 
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infectiousness than smear status or time to culture positivity(37). Importantly, HIV 

related immune compromise in the index case has been shown to reduce 

transmission to household contacts. Contacts of index cases with a CD4 count of 

<250 cells/μl had 0.49 times the risk of TST positivity (95% CI 0.24–0.96) when 

compared with contacts of HIV negative individuals (little difference was seen 

between contacts of HIV positive people with higher CD4 counts and contacts of HIV 

negative people). This may be, in part, a result of shorter disease duration (see 

above). It may also be because HIV positivity is associated with smear negative TB 

and fewer cavities(68,69). These differences may be reduced with immune recovery 

in those taking antiretrovirals (ARVs) (68,69) although in one study(69) HIV positive 

miners with CD4 counts of <100 cells/μl had higher rates of smear positivity than 

those with higher CD4 counts, perhaps as a result of high bacillary load.   

	

Duration	of	Exposure	

There have recently been attempts to measure duration of exposure to specific 

congregate settings in populations in Southern African communities(70–72). The 

length of time individuals are exposed to certain indoor spaces may or may not be 

modifiable. It is worth noting that, with long exposures, the cumulative risk of 

transmission may be high even in very well ventilated spaces(61). TB infection 

control strategies, such as the F-A-S-T strategy(73), have tended to focus on 

reducing the duration of infectiousness of individuals with TB rather than reducing the 

length of time over which susceptible individuals are exposed to relevant indoor 

spaces.  
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Ventilation	

In the Wells-Riley Equation, Q was defined as the rate at which the room was 

ventilated with ‘germ-free air’. In the original paper, this was defined as a volume of 

clean air per unit time(52). However ventilation rates are often presented as the 

number of air changes per hour (ACH), with 1 ACH equivalent to approximately 63% 

of the volume of room air being replaced with clean air each hour.  

 

A systematic review of observational and animal studies found ‘strong and sufficient’ 

evidence linking ventilation to TB risk(74) – a lot of the studies included in the review 

were descriptions of outbreaks. A recent household contact study in Uganda found 

weak evidence that TB disease in household contacts was less likely in better 

ventilated homes(75). 

 

Alternative approaches to providing safe air can be described in similar language. 

For example, upper room germicidal irradiation (UVGI) is an effective means of killing 

aerosolised MTB(76) in which mycobacteria passing through the irradiated part of the 

room are killed by type C ultraviolet light. The impact UVGI on MTB transmission risk 

is often quantified by stating the equivalent number of ACH that would be needed to 

obtain the same effect. 

 

I, t and Q are the three terms in the Wells-Riley Equation that are potentially 

modifiable. In spaces where the ventilation rate is much greater than the rate at 

which susceptible individuals breathe, transmission should be infrequent. It should be 

noted, however, that the Wells-Riley Equation assumes full air mixing. Even in well 

ventilated spaces, transmission may be possible in pockets of poorly mixed air or 
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prior to dispersal should individuals be directly exposed to a large number of 

infectious quanta.    

	

Exposure	to	public	spaces	

Two major motivations for undertaking the research described in this thesis were 

Suzanne Verver’s molecular epidemiology study looking at intra-household 

transmission in Cape Town(77) and Olivia Horna Campos’ studies from Lima, 

Peru(78–80). Molecular epidemiological studies estimating the proportion of TB 

disease that is a result of recent transmission within the home are the focus of 

chapter 2.   

 

Olivia Horna Campos studied users of and individuals working in an informal public 

transport system(78–80). Some of the studies were small and limited adjustments 

were made for covariates. However, striking associations were observed between 

exposure to these congregate settings and TB or MTB infection. Among commuters 

with chronic coughs, individuals commuting to work using minibus taxis had 4.9 times 

the crude odds of pulmonary TB (95% CI 1.06–23.09) of those not commuting to 

work using minibus taxis(78). Among workers in the informal transport sector, those 

who had been in employment for more than two years had 15.7 times the age 

adjusted odds of a positive TST (95% CI 3.3 to 75.4) than workers who had been in 

post for less than two year(80). 

 

There are other data linking exposure to public space with TB risk. I recently 

supervised a project in which we explored the association between working 

conditions and TB mortality using routinely collected data from 1890-2, 1900-2 and 
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1910-12 in England and Wales. We found that men working in crowded indoor 

environments had 1.43 times the rate of death from TB (95% CI 1.33-1.54) of men 

working outdoors or in less crowded indoor spaces, after adjusting for age, 

socioeconomic position and calendar period(81). However, for a number of reasons, 

including high mortality in men whose occupation we were unable to categorise, 

these results should be treated with caution.  

	

In the South African gold mines, workers on the surface had 0.5 times the incidence 

rate ratio for TB disease of workers underground in an analysis adjusted for 

covariates including HIV and silicosis grade(82). Healthcare workers are known to 

have an elevated TB risk(83). This is likely, in part, to be a result of the high rates of 

undiagnosed TB disease found in healthcare facilities (84–87). However, part of the 

risk may simply be due to clinics and hospitals being congregate settings. The 

proportion of all MTB transmission that occurs in healthcare facilities is not known. 

 

TB	epidemiology	in	KwaZulu-Natal	and	the	wider	region	

The coastal province of KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) is South Africa’s second most 

populace province, home to an estimated 10.3 million people according to the 2011 

census(88). It is bordered by Swaziland, Mozambique and Mpumalanga province to 

the North, by the Eastern Cape to the South and, to the West, by Lesotho and Free 

State province.  

 

The incidence of TB in KZN is exceptionally high with districts in the province 

reporting TB notification rates (all TB disease) of between 547 and 1097 per 100,000 

per year (2013) (89). Capture-recapture studies suggest that notification data in KZN 
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are incomplete(90,91), so these data may underestimate the true burden. That KZN 

has the highest incidence of TB disease of any South African province(92) is 

probably explained by the province having a higher HIV prevalence than the other 

eight provinces. HIV prevalence in 2012 (all ages) was estimated to be 17.4% in KZN 

as compared to 12.6% in the country as a whole(93). This will equate to an adult HIV 

prevalence in KZN of approximately thirty percent. HIV prevalence is rising with the 

roll out of antiretroviral therapy (ART) (94). An estimated 2.3% of TB disease in the 

province is MDR-TB and, of this, 9.6% is extensively drug-resistant (XDR-TB)(95). 

These 2007 MDR-TB estimates are substantially lower than those reported by the 

District Health Barometer, which report the proportion of GeneXpert positive samples 

that have rifampicin resistance mutations(89). Patients, particularly those with 

complicated disease, may have more than one test for resistance and this will have 

inflated the estimates produced by the District Health Barometer.   

 

Reliable recent data on the force of MTB infection in KZN are not available with the 

last tuberculin survey undertaken in 1974(96). Similarly, there has not been a recent 

TB prevalence survey in KZN (a national prevalence survey begins this year after 

some delays). 

 

As outlined above, numerous factors may shape TB epidemics. These include HIV 

prevalence; social contact patterns, which are influenced by factors such as climate 

and household structure; the performance of the TB programme; the design of indoor 

spaces; and socioeconomic factors. Therefore, findings from one setting may not be 

reproducible elsewhere. The extent to which TB epidemiology in KZN is comparable 

to that in the rest of the region is an interesting question with implications for the 

generalizability of my results. 
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Other South African provinces – Eastern Cape, Northern Cape, Western Cape – 

have similar TB notification rates to KZN(92). However, the (all ages) HIV prevalence 

is much lower, particularly in Western Cape and Northern Cape (5.0% and 7.4%, 

respectively) (93). There is little published on TB epidemiology in Eastern Cape or in 

the sparsely populated Northern Cape. The force of infection in Western Cape has 

consistently been estimated to be higher than that measured in general community 

settings elsewhere in the world(2,12). The reasons for this are not clear though one 

might speculate that the cooler climate might play a role. Modelling work from Cape 

Town suggests that the spatial legacy of Apartheid era forced removals – leading to 

long commutes for the city’s poor – are likely to adversely impact TB control(97). 

However, Gauteng province also has cold winters and informal settlements distant 

from sources of employment. Gauteng has a lower TB notification rate than the 

Western Cape despite higher HIV prevalence(92,93). I don’t believe these 

observations have been fully explained.  

 

In the Southern African region, there are a number of countries with similarly high 

estimated TB incidence to KZN. Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia and Mozambique all 

had an estimated TB incidence of greater than 500 per 100,000 per year (2014) (98). 

TB disease in all four countries, as in KZN, is concentrated in HIV positive 

individuals.  Botswana and Zambia have slightly lower TB incidence but, similarly, a 

large burden of HIV associated TB(98).  

 

Swaziland is poorer than South Africa but, in terms of climate, culture and way of life, 

very similar to communities in the northern parts of KZN. In terms of climate and way 

of life, the same can probably be said for the southern parts of Mozambique. Lesotho 
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is mountainous, has cold winters and is more pastoral. I know less of the other 

countries. 

 

Differences within countries may be more pronounced than those between countries. 

I think it might be reasonable to generalise my findings from a poor sub tropical rural 

community in KZN to rural communities with high TB incidence, and high HIV 

prevalence, in Swaziland, southern Mozambique, and perhaps elsewhere in 

Southern Africa. However, it would not be reasonable to use my data to make 

conclusions regards TB epidemiology in, for example, Durban or the wealthier parts 

of the Natal Midlands. Clearly, the proper test of generalizability would be to attempt 

to reproduce key findings in other communities. 

 

Conclusions	

In this chapter, I have described evidence that airborne transmission is the dominant 

mode of transmission for MTB. I have described gaps in our knowledge of the natural 

history of the infection and the deficiencies of the tools we have at our disposal to 

study it. I have described risk factors for MTB infection with a focus on a growing 

evidence base that suggests exposure to public spaces is an important risk factor. I 

have reviewed the TB epidemics in KZN, South Africa and the wider region. 

 

Important insights into MTB transmission have been obtained using the imperfect 

tools available to us. For example, Olivia Horna Campos’ TST survey in public 

transport workers demonstrated clearly elevated risk associated with working in that 

environment(80). Similarly, a molecular epidemiology study from Los Angeles 

suggested that a substantial proportion of TB cases in that city (70% of cases where 
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the site of transmission was identified and 22% of all cases) were a result of 

transmission within three homeless shelters(99). 

 

Similarly detailed insights into where transmission occurs in Southern Africa, based 

on empirical data, are urgently needed. Such insights would permit infection control 

and case finding interventions to be better targeted(3). In the chapters that follow, I 

attempt to fill that knowledge gap. My focus is on typical congregate settings rather 

than prisons and mines, which are known to be important sites of MTB 

transmission(83,100).  
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2.	 The	 Contribution	 of	 Intra-household	 transmission	 to	

Tuberculosis	Disease,	a	Systematic	Review	and	Meta-Analysis	

of	Molecular	Epidemiology	Studies	

	

Background	

In the mid 1980s, strain-typing techniques with better discriminatory power emerged. 

An early and, at the time, surprising observation was that the two individuals with 

active TB, resident in the same household, often had different strains of 

MTB(101,102). 

 

Studies have subsequently attempted to strain type MTB isolates from all patients 

with active TB within defined communities and also to collect data on residence. 

Under a set of assumptions, these studies enable estimation of the proportion of all 

active TB (or all recently transmitted active TB) that is a result of recent MTB 

transmission between members of the same household. The first such study, 

conducted between 1993 and 1998 in Cape Town’s northern suburbs, estimated that 

only 19% of active TB resulting from recent transmissions occurred as a result of 

MTB transmission between members of the same household(77).   

 

Assumptions regarding household transmission of MTB may guide clinicians’ 

treatment choices if no isolate is available from one of two linked cases. However, 

this thesis focuses on understanding MTB transmission in high burden settings rather 

than clinical management. Assumptions regarding household transmission of MTB 

also inform public health professionals’ understanding of TB epidemiology and 
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therefore the design of programmes to interrupt MTB transmission. This is discussed 

in the final chapter of this thesis. 

 

Strain	typing	techniques	

Historically, investigators attempted to differentiate between strains of MTB by 

comparing antibiograms or by using bacteriophages – these techniques have limited 

resolution.  

 

Restriction	Fragment	Length	Polymorphism	(RFLP)	

The first higher resolution technique to emerge was restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP)(103). IS6110 is a 1,355 base pair sequence of DNA, which is 

found in most MTB genomes. Many strains harbour multiple copies. RFLP typing 

using IS6110 involves the following steps.  

 

1. The DNA is ‘digested’ using a restriction enzyme – typically PvuII. This means 

that the enzyme severs the DNA chain wherever there is the specific DNA 

sequence it recognises. These sites can be found both within and outside 

IS6110 sequences. 

2. Electrophoresis is used to separate the fragments by size.  

3. A probe that binds to the IS6110 sequence is then used to visualise only the 

fragments that contain IS6110 sequences. 

4. The pattern of bands is then compared with that from other isolates. 

 

RFLP based typing of MTB was, for many years, the workhorse of TB molecular 

epidemiology. There are two major limitations of the approach. First, considerable 

laboratory capability and time are required to undertake RFLP based strain typing. 
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Second, some strains of MTB have few IS6110 copies. This reduces the 

discriminatory power of RFLP. Further limitations are considered below. It is 

considered good practice to use a second strain typing technique to add resolution 

when using RFLP to strain type isolates containing few copies of IS6110(104).  

 

Multiple	 Interspersed	 Repetitive	 Units	 –	 Variable	 Number	 of	 Tandem	 Repeats	 (MIRU-

VNTR)	

MIRU-VNTR was proposed as a less laborious method for strain typing 

MTB(105,106). The technique focuses on sections of the TB genome (‘loci’) that 

contain ‘tandem repeats’ – specific sequences of DNA that repeat themselves a 

variable number of times. Amplification of these sequences by polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) and determination of the number of repeats based in the size of the 

amplicon allows a numeric classification of MTB strains with a sequence of numbers 

representing the number of repeats at each locus. The resolution of the technique 

depends on the number of loci used with, for example, 12 loci MIRU-VNTR having 

less resolution than 24 loci MIRU-VNTR(107).   

 

Whole	Genome	Sequencing	

Rapidly reducing cost means that Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) is likely to 

become the dominant strain typing technique for MTB. Typically, WGS does not 

sequence the whole genome as some sections are technically challenging.  

 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the substitution of one nucleic acid for 

another – for example, substituting a guanine for a thymine – at a specific point in a 

DNA sequence. An understanding of the number of SNPs that separate distinct 

strains of MTB has been achieved through analyses of well characterised samples 
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(64,108–110). These have included samples from the same patient over time, 

samples from different anatomical sites within the same patient, samples from pairs 

of individuals with epidemiological links and samples from pairs of individuals without 

epidemiological links. These analyses have suggested that MTB evolves slowly, 

acquiring fewer than 0.5 SNPs per annum, although occasional bursts of more rapid 

evolution have been observed(111). WGS is able to discriminate between some 

isolates that are indistinguishable using 24 loci MIRU-VNTR or RFLP(64,108–110). 

     

Making	epidemiological	inferences	from	strain	typing	data	

Epidemiological data and a number of assumptions are needed to make inferences 

about TB epidemiology from strain typing data. It is generally accepted that, if two 

individuals have different TB strains, it is unlikely that one infected the other. It is also 

assumed that, if two individuals have the same strain and a strong epidemiological 

link, it is likely that one transmitted to the other with transmission having occurred in 

the space in which those individuals spent most time together. The direction of 

transmission is then, sometimes, predicted based on which case came first or smear 

status.  

 

Another common assumption in TB molecular epidemiology is that isolates of the 

same strain type obtained from a community within a few years of each other – so 

called ‘clustered’ isolates – represent ongoing MTB transmission. Unique strains are 

assumed to result from reactivation of strains that were circulating at the time the 

individual was infected. Clearly there are other potential explanations for unique 

strains including migration and low density sampling. 
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Potential biases that are particular to TB molecular epidemiology are 

complex(104,112,113) and, as they relate to this analysis, are addressed in the 

discussion.  

 

Meta-analysis	of	prevalence	

Specific statistical issues(114) arise in the meta-analysis of prevalence, proportions 

and other numeric entities bounded by 0 and 1. Inverse variance weighting, which is 

commonly used, results in unsatisfactory results if some studies report prevalence 

close to 0 or 1.  

 

First, the inverse variance method does not preclude upper or lower bounds for 

pooled confidence intervals lying outside the range 0 – 1. More importantly, 

estimated variance trends towards zero as prevalence approaches 0 or 1. As a 

result, studies of the same size can receive very different weightings. 

 

Transforming prevalence to an approximately normally distributed variable 

unconstrained by 0 and 1 can address these problems. Meta-analysis of the 

transformed values is then undertaken using the inverse of the variance of the 

transformed proportions as the study weights. Pooled estimates and their confidence 

intervals can then be back transformed and reported. 

 

Barendregt et al (114) argue that the best approach to the meta-analysis of 

prevalence is to use a double arcsine or Freeman-Tukey(115) transformation. The 

approach addresses the two statistical issues described above. They show that it 

performs better than a simple logit transformation which can result in too much 

weight being given to studies reporting proportions that are close to 0.5.(114) 
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Objectives	

1. To quantify discordance in strain type in pairs of individuals with active 

tuberculosis residing in the same household. This should be possible for all included 

studies.  

 

2. To estimate the proportion of all MTB transmission in communities that occurs 

between members of the same households. This will only be possible for studies that 

attempted to strain type all MTB isolates in a defined community and which collected 

data on residence.  

 

3. As a post hoc analysis, to use the method described by Crampin(116) to estimate 

the proportion of all TB disease in communities that is a result of recent transmission 

between members of the same household. This should be possible, with 

assumptions, for all included studies. 

	

Methods	

Search	strategy	and	selection	criteria	

I searched for studies published after 1 January 1985 in MEDLINE, EMBASE, 

POPLINE, Global Health, Web of Science Conference Proceedings Citations Index 

(CPCI) Science and Web of Science CPCI Social Science and Humanities.  

 

Detailed search terms are presented in Appendix 1. The strategy required reports to 

include standard TB terms AND terms encompassing household AND strain typing 
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terms. The strategy was developed using a set of test papers (64,77,116–118) and 

with advice from Caroline De Brun at the Royal Free Hospital Library, London, UK. 

 

Titles and abstracts then full text papers were double screened for eligibility. In this, I 

had assistance from Dr Rob Aldridge of the Farr Institute, London, UK. 

Disagreements were resolved by consensus. The process was managed using EPPI 

Reviewer 4 (Institute of Education, London, UK).  

 

The inclusion criteria were 

- Empirical studies or systematic reviews focussing on TB in man. 

- Published in English in or after 1985. 

- Study describes ≥10 household pairs of co-prevalent active TB. 

- Pairs strain typed using RFLP, MIRU-VNTR or sequencing. 

 

When reviewing the full texts, we additionally excluded studies that only collected 

data on residence for isolates that were of the same strain. Whilst we allowed strain 

selection for the index case – for example, some studies only included drug resistant 

index cases – we excluded studies that employed strain selection for both index and 

secondary cases.  

 

I required ten or more case pairs to be reported because I was concerned that small 

studies reporting strain concordance would be less likely to be published than small 

studies reporting strain discordance, given discordance, at least in the early days of 

TB molecular epidemiology, was considered more newsworthy.  
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I could not think of any reason why estimates of strain discordance from larger 

studies should be systematically different to that in the population as a whole. I 

thought the vast majority of TB molecular epidemiology studies would be published in 

English language journals. I could not think of any reason that studies excluded for 

being published in another language would be systematically more or less likely to 

report strain discordance than those published in English. 

 

I hand searched the reference lists of included studies and contacted their 

corresponding authors to ask if they were aware of other studies. These additional 

studies were then reviewed by Rob Aldridge and me and included in the review if 

appropriate. 

 

Definitions	

In most instances, defining ‘household pairs’ was straightforward. We accepted any 

sensible definition of household that was broadly consistent with the term as defined 

in Porta’s Dictionary of Epidemiology – ‘One or more persons who occupy a dwelling 

(i.e., a place that provides shelter, cooking, washing, and sleeping facilities); this may 

or may not be a family.’(119) We accepted studies that stated individuals were from 

the same household or lived together without explicitly defining what this meant. We 

excluded homeless individuals and individuals residing in institutions, such as 

homeless shelters, prisons or hospitals.  

 

I decided not to set a maximum interval after which cases were no longer considered 

co-prevalent. Instead, I opted to stratify by the duration of the sampling interval (see 

below). The definition of co-prevalence used in each study is reported in Appendix 2.   
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The majority of reported cases were in households with two or fewer cases. 

However, some households contained more cases. I did not consider a priori how to 

deal with households containing more than two individuals with active TB. However, 

most studies had a sensible means of designating one case in such households the 

index case based on the timing of the diagnosis, smear positivity or pulmonary 

versus extra pulmonary disease (Appendix 2). We adopted the definition reported in 

each study and considered homes with n cases to contain n-1 index-secondary case 

pairs, with the same index cases in every pair. Where this was not possible, we 

restricted analysis to households containing only two cases.  

 

Data	extraction	

I extracted the following variables. 

 

- The country in which the study was conducted 

- Primary strain typing technique (that with the highest resolution) 

- Secondary strain typing technique(s) 

- The period over which index case isolates were sampled 

- The period over which secondary case isolates were sampled 

- Whether the study was conducted in the context of a TB outbreak 

- Whether there was pre-selection of index cases (e.g. drug resistant or smear 

positive disease) 

- The number of discordant primary-index case pairs 

- The total number of primary-index case pairs in which strain typing was 

available 

- The number of discordant pairs (restricted to households containing two TB 

cases) 
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- The total number of pairs in which strain typing was available (restricted to 

households containing two TB cases) 

- The proportion of all TB cases in the community exposed to a co-resident 

index case (if reported) 

 

Statistical	analysis	

Meta-analysis was undertaken, where appropriate, using the MetaXL plug-in 

(Epigear, Sunrise Beach, Australia) for Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, 

Redmond, USA). 

 

I applied a Freeman-Tukey transformation to the data prior to meta-analysis and then 

back transformed the pooled effect estimates and their confidence 

intervals(114,115). 

 

Strain concordance between pairs of co-resident individuals with active TB might be 

context specific. It might, for example, depend, upon household composition and 

construction, how well ventilated indoor public spaces are, social contact patterns 

and the performance of the TB programme. Whilst, ideally, the resulting 

heterogeneity would be dealt with by stratifying on such variables, in practice, these 

data are not available.  

 

However, the extent to which context is important is unclear. Many molecular 

epidemiology studies are small and it is plausible that the probability that a small 

study is published is dependent on how ‘interesting’ the result seems. Discordance 

rather than concordance between household pairs of TB cases might be seen as 

more remarkable.  
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I present both fixed and random effects meta-analyses. Fixed effects meta-analysis 

should yield less biased results where the probability smaller studies are published 

depends on their findings. Random effects meta-analysis may better account for 

heterogeneity driven by differences between communities. Specifically, the standard 

errors and confidence intervals obtained from random effects meta-analysis may 

better reflect uncertainty resulting from sources of variation that cannot be dealt with 

by stratification(120). Differences in the results obtained by the two approaches may 

be informative.  

 

The I2 statistic(121) was used to quantify between study heterogeneity. I used a 

funnel plot to look for evidence of publication bias. 

 

Planned	subgroup	analyses	

The following subgroup analyses were planned. 

 

1. Stratification by TB burden. 

 

There are two principal mechanisms by which strain discordance might come about 

(potential alternative explanations are reviewed in the discussion). There may be 

independent acquisition of recently transmitted MTB. Alternatively, one or more 

members of a household pair might reactivate their latent MTB infection.  Exposure to 

TB in indoor public spaces will be less common in low burden settings. For this 

reason, co-resident individuals both being independently infected with different 

strains of MTB and progressing to disease might be rarer in low burden settings. 
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However, reactivation TB constitutes a greater proportion of TB disease in low 

burden settings and that may drive discordance in these communities(122,123).   

 

To explore this, I stratified by WHO estimates(98) of national TB incidence at each 

study’s midpoint. For example, if the first isolates were obtained in 1990 and the last 

isolates obtained in 1991, I took the mean of the 1990 and 1991 WHO incidence 

estimates.  

 

In the absence of accepted international definitions of high and low TB incidence, I 

used the following strata:  <20 per 100,000 per annum, 20-100 per 100,000 per 

annum and >100 per 100,000 per annum. Twenty per 100,000 is the European 

Centre for Disease Control threshold for a low burden country, based on the 

recommendations of a 2002 working group(124,125). One hundred per 100,000 per 

annum is an incidence threshold used by the World Health Organisation in their 

recent recommendations regarding LTBI treatment (6).  

 

2. Stratification by the resolution of the strain typing technique. 

 

The resolution of strain typing techniques is known to vary. Clearly, the resolution of 

12 or 15 loci MIRU-VNTR is not as good as 24 loci MIRU-VNTR (123). RFLP and 24 

loci MIRU-VNTR have been shown to have similar resolution (126,127), though 

modest concordance may suggest they evolve separately (126). WGS offers the best 

resolution and can discriminate between some isolates with the same RFLP or 24 

loci MIRU-VNTR pattern(64,108–110).  
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Low resolution strain typing techniques could lead to strain discordance within 

households being underestimated. I will explore this by stratifying by the 

discriminatory power of the strain typing technique: low (12 and 15 loci MIRU-VNTR), 

moderate (24 loci MIRU-VNTR and RFLP) and high (WGS). 

 

3. Stratification by duration of sample collection. 

 

TB is a slow disease so molecular epidemiology studies of insufficient duration can 

result in incorrect inferences as linked cases are wrongly classified as unique 

(112,113,122,128).  

 

In estimating strain discordance, one might expect duration of sampling to be 

important given progression to disease is most likely within the first two years after 

infection(7,129). The likelihood of a subsequent case being secondary to an index 

case would therefore be expected to fall as the interval between the two cases 

lengthened.  

 

I will present an analysis stratified by sampling duration, using the categorisation 

from Houben and Glynn’s systematic review (122): 0-12 months, 13-48 months and 

>48 months. 

 

4. Stratification by pre-selection of TB cases with particular characteristics, such 

as smear positive or drug resistant cases. 

 

Smear positive TB is known to be more transmissible (7). In many settings, there is 

delay in starting cases of drug resistant TB on adequate treatment, resulting in 
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greater potential for transmission (1). However, there are limited data that suggest 

drug resistance infers a fitness cost so drug resistant strains might therefore be less 

transmissible were effective treatment to be started promptly (130).  

 

I will present an analysis stratified by whether there was any pre-selection of pairs 

according to the characteristics of the index case. Strain concordance among 

household pairs would be expected to be higher were the index case more infectious.  

 

5. Restriction to studies not undertaken in outbreak conditions. 

 

Outbreaks are, by definition, atypical and epidemiologists have noted the potential for 

‘outbreak bias’ (131). For example, a high number of transmissions among members 

of a church congregation or within a large household might be deemed an outbreak. 

Clearly, there is the potential for bias in either direct here. I will, therefore, stratify by 

whether or not the study was undertaken in outbreak conditions. 

	

Planned	sensitivity	analysis	

A small proportion of TB disease is in houses with more than two cases. In the 

primary analysis, I assigned one case in each pair to be the index case resulting in n-

1 index-secondary case pairs. Given varying rates of disease progression and the 

possibility of transmission from smear negative individuals(132), this assignment may 

be unreliable. As a sensitivity analysis, I will repeat the main analysis only including 

households with two cases.  
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Post	hoc	calculation	of	population	attributable	fractions	

In the course of conducting this systematic review, it became apparent that I could 

apply the method described by Crampin et al (116) to estimate the proportion of all 

TB cases in the community attributable to recent transmission within households.  

 

Crampin showed that the proportion of household index-secondary pairs showing 

strain concordance is equivalent to the risk difference percent. Therefore, the 

population attributable fraction approximates the product of the proportion of pairs 

that are concordant and the proportion of TB cases that were exposed to a putative 

source case within the home.  

 

Note, Crampin required ‘putative source cases’ (index cases) to be smear positive 

and included non resident close family members (116). To enable the approach to be 

applied to all studies and to estimate household transmission only, I applied the 

definition of index cases used in each study (whether smear positive or smear 

negative) but did not include non-resident close family.    

 

The proportion of cases in a community with household links to another TB case 

might conceivably be under or over ascertained. Under ascertainment might occur 

where the collection of epidemiological data is not thorough or follow up is of 

insufficient duration(133). Over ascertainment (relative to case finding in households 

containing only one case) might occur where household contact tracing programmes 

are strong or where diagnosis in one individual prompts other household members to 

test.  I, therefore, planned to present population attributable fraction estimates using 

not only the estimate from the study (where available) but, if possible, also the 
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minimum and maximum estimates across all studies. Uncertainty in the proportion of 

pairs that were concordant was captured using binomial confidence intervals.  

	

Results	

Identifying	eligible	studies	

An initial search was undertaken on 22 May 2013 and this was updated on 17 

October 2014. In total, the searches identified 8806 references. Screening of titles 

and abstracts and then full texts yielded 15 papers(77,116,118,134–145) that met the 

inclusion criteria. A further 3 references(146–148) were obtained by other means. 

The process is summarised in a flow chart in Figure 1. 

 

Three papers reported overlapping data from Cape Town(77,135,138). Only the 

paper(77) reporting data on the largest number of pairs was included in subsequent 

analysis.  

 

One study was subsequently excluded due to concerns about data reliability (142). 

Conflicting data on strain discordance were presented in a figure and a table in the 

paper. Furthermore, ambiguity in the text made it unclear which cases were index 

cases. We were unable to contact the corresponding author.  

 

A further study(136) was excluded due to ambiguity about the strain typing technique 

used. The paper stated ‘isolates from index cases and their household contacts were 

compared using standard insertion sequence (IS) 6110 DNA restriction fragment 

length polymorphism (RFLP) and/or double repetitive element polymerase chain 
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reaction’. We were unable to contact the corresponding author to clarify what had 

been done.  

 

Figure 1. Flow diagram for the systematic review. 

8806	records	identified	
through	database	searching	

	

	
Additional	records	identified	

through	other	sources:	
2	referenced	in	included	papers	
0	from	contacting	corresponding	

authors	
1	published	online,	July	2014	

4504	records	after	duplicates	
removed	

4504	titles	and	abstracts	
screened	

4127	records	excluded	
	

377	full-text	articles	assessed	
for	eligibility	

344	articles	excluded	
18	full	texts	not	accessible	

18	records	meeting	inclusion	
criteria	

14	studies	included	in	
quantitative	synthesis		

	

	
2	articles	excluded	as	

reporting	duplicate	data	
1	article	excluded	due	to	

concerns	about	data	reliability	
1	article	excluded	as	unable	
to	ascertain	strain-typing	

technique	used		
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Data	obtained	from	corresponding	authors		

We were directly provided with data by two corresponding authors.  

 

Keren Middelkoop’s study(148) of TB transmission in a township outside Cape Town 

included both the residents of formal ‘plots’ as well as people living in informal 

shacks. In the paper, it is stated that plots contained between 1 and 22 houses. Dr 

Middelkoop was unable to provide the data by household for the plots but was able to 

provide data on 13 co-prevalent pairs of TB cases residing in 13 shacks. The data on 

shack dwellers but not the data on residents of formal plots were included in the 

review. 

 

We contacted Judith Glynn regarding a paper(116) describing RFLP typing of TB 

cases in Karonga District, a rural area in the North of Malawi. Prof Glynn offered to 

provide us with then unpublished WGS data on the same samples. These data have 

subsequently been published(149). Given the greater resolution of WGS, we opted to 

use these data in place of the RFLP data reported in the original paper. Whereas the 

paper groups household contacts and close family contacts, Prof Glynn was able to 

provide us with data on the household pairs only. 
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Included	studies	

Our systematic review included data on 664 index-secondary case pairs, from 14 

studies in 10 countries. The papers are described in summary in Table 1 and in detail 

in Appendix 2. The smallest studies(134,141) contained data on 11 pairs each and 

the largest contained data on 260 pairs(137).  

 

Note that I intend to double extract these data prior to publishing this analysis in a 

peer reviewed journal. If this process identifies errors in data extraction, the results 

presented in the paper may differ somewhat from those presented in this thesis. 
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Table 1. Summary of included studies. 

Study Country Years WHO mid 
study TB 
incidence 
(per 
100,000pa) 

Most 
sensitive 
typing 
method used 

Duration of 
sampling 
(months) 

Pre-selection of 
the index case 

Outbreak 
conditions 

Discordant / 
total index-
secondary 
case pairs (%) 

Discordant  / 
total pairs in 
households 
with only two 
cases (%) 

% cases 
exposed to 
putative source 
case in the 
home 

Bennett et al, 
2002(137) 

USA 1996-2000 8 RFLP 48 No No 80 / 260 (31) No data Not presented 

Behr et al, 
1998(146) 

USA 1991-6 11 RFLP 72 Pulmonary TB No 9 / 34 (26) No data Not presented 

Martin et al, 
2009(140) 

Spain 2002-6 20 RFLP 12 No No 5 / 29 (17) No data Not presented 

Borrell et al, 
2009(141) 

Spain 2003-4 21 RFLP 24 Pulmonary TB No 4 / 11 (36) No data Not presented 

Augustynowicz-
Kopec et al, 
2012(143) 

Poland 2003-10 25 15 loci MIRU-
VNTR 

93 Pulmonary TB No 15 / 43 (35) 13 / 34 (38) Not presented 

Inigo et al, 
2003(139) 

Spain 1997-9 25 RFLP 36 No No 0 / 14 (0) 0 / 11 (0) Not presented 

Leung et al, 
2013(144) 

China (Hong 
Kong) 

1997-2011 95 RFLP 186 MDR-TB No 9 / 19 (47) No data Not presented 

Huh et al, 
1995(134) 

South Korea Unclear Likely >164 RFLP Unclear No No 2 / 11 (18) 2 / 10 (20) Not presented 

Buu et al, 2010 Vietnam 2003-6 179 12 loci MIRU-
VNTR 

24 Smear positive TB No 12 / 13 (92) No data Not presented 

Verver et al, 2004 South Africa 1993-8 318 RFLP 72 No No 57 / 94 (61) 57 / 94 (61) Definition of 
household not 
consistent with 
other studies 

Sia et al, 2013 Philippines 2001-3 355 RFLP 36 Smear positive TB No 10 / 16 (63) 5 / 11 (45) Not presented 
Glynn, 2015 Malawi 1997-2010 393 WGS 168 Pulmonary TB No 17 / 46 (37) No data 18.0 
Whalen et al, 
2011 

Uganda 1995-2004 440 RFLP 24 Smear positive TB No 15 / 61 (25) No data Not presented 

Middelkoop et al, 
2015 

South Africa 2001-10 948 RFLP 120 No No 9 / 13 (69) 1 9 / 13 (69) Definition of 
household not 
consistent with 
other studies 

1. These data are only for shack dwellers in this community. 
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Meta-analysis	of	strain	discordance	

Meta-analysis without stratification revealed high levels of heterogeneity (I2 83%). 

The funnel plot (Figure 2), showed studies with outlying estimates of strain 

discordance (118,139) but did not suggest publication bias.  

 

Stratification	by	TB	incidence	

Figures 3 and 4 show fixed and random effects meta-analyses stratified by TB 

incidence at the each study’s midpoint. Note, these are WHO national incidence 

estimates (as these were available for all studies) (98). Estimates local to the study 

site may differ (see Appendix 2).  One study (134) did not state when samples had 

been obtained, only that the earliest patient started treatment in 1975 and the latest 

observed outcome was in 1992. The WHO incidence estimate for South Korea in 

1990, the earliest year in the WHO dataset, was 164 per 100,000 per annum. Given 

the trend towards reducing incidence seen in subsequent years, I placed the study in 

the high incidence subgroup. 

 

There was a modest trend towards greater discordance in higher incidence settings 

with, in fixed effects meta-analysis, pooled estimates of discordance of 0.30 (95% CI 

0.25-0.36) and 0.27 (95% CI 0.19-0.35) in the low and moderate incidence studies 

versus 0.48 (95% CI 0.42-0.54) in the high incidence studies. The estimates from 

random effects meta-analysis were comparable but with wider confidence intervals 

reflecting the substantial residual heterogeneity within the medium incidence and 

high incidence strata. This heterogeneity means these pooled estimates, the overall 

pooled estimate, and any conclusions about the association between TB incidence 

and strain concordance should be treated with caution. 
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Figure 2. Funnel plot showing the Freeman Tukey transformed proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-
type plotted against study size. 
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Figure 3. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by national mid study TB incidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixed Effects by Incidence

Prev
10

Study or Subgroup 

Inigo, 2003 

Martin, 2009 

Huh, 1995 

Whalen, 2011 

Behr, 1998 

20-100 per 100,00 subgroup 

<20 per 100,000 subgroup 

Bennett, 2002 

A-K, 2012 

<20 per 100,000 

Q=0.20, p=0.65, I2=0%

20-100 per 100,00 

Q=16.84, p=0.00, I2=76%

>100 per 100,000 

Q=42.32, p=0.00, I2=86%

Overall 
Q=83.16, p=0.00, I2=84%

Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

Leung, 2013 

>100 per 100,000 subgroup 

Verver, 2004 
Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      2.16

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      4.40

   0.18  (  0.01,  0.47)      1.71

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      9.17

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      5.14

   0.27  (  0.19,  0.35)     17.66

   0.30  (  0.25,  0.36)     43.96

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)     38.82

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      6.48

   0.36  (  0.33,  0.40)    100.00

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      1.71

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      6.93

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      2.91

   0.48  (  0.42,  0.54)     38.38

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)     14.08
   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      2.46

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      2.01

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      2.01

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Figure 4. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by national mid study TB incidence. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Random Effects by Incidence

Prev
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Inigo, 2003 

Martin, 2009 

Huh, 1995 

Whalen, 2011 

20-100 per 100,00 subgroup 

Behr, 1998 
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Bennett, 2002 

A-K, 2012 
Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

<20 per 100,000 

Q=0.20, p=0.65, I2=0%

20-100 per 100,00 

Q=16.84, p=0.00, I2=76%

>100 per 100,000 

Q=42.32, p=0.00, I2=86%

Overall 
Q=83.16, p=0.00, I2=84%

Leung, 2013 

>100 per 100,000 subgroup 

Verver, 2004 
Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      6.15

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      7.46

   0.18  (  0.01,  0.47)      5.64

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      8.36

   0.25  (  0.09,  0.44)     33.99

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      7.69

   0.30  (  0.25,  0.36)     16.83

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)      9.14

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      7.99
   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      5.64

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      8.07

   0.38  (  0.28,  0.49)    100.00

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      6.75

   0.51  (  0.33,  0.69)     49.18

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)      8.70
   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      6.42

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      5.99

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      5.99

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Stratification	by	the	resolution	of	the	strain	typing	technique	

Figures 5 and 6 show fixed and random effects meta-analysis stratified by the 

resolution of the strain typing technique. There was substantial residual heterogeneity 

in the low and medium resolution subgroups so the pooled estimates should be 

treated with caution. There was only one study reporting WGS data. The expected 

trend – less discordance with lower resolution techniques – was not seen. However, 

the vast majority of data was in the medium resolution subgroup (comprising RFLP 

and 24 loci MIRU-VNTR), with only 56 and 46 case pairs respectively in the low 

resolution and high resolution subgroups. Again, the confidence intervals were wider 

in the random effects meta-analysis. Particularly for the low resolution stratum, these 

wider confidence intervals seemed appropriate given the wildly discordant 

proportions reported in the Polish(143) and Vietnamese(118) studies.  
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 Figure 5. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by the resolution of the strain typing technique. 
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Medium 
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Overall 

Q=83.16, p=0.00, I2=84%

Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

Leung, 2013 
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Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      2.16

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      4.40

   0.18  (  0.01,  0.47)      1.71

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      9.17

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      5.14

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)     38.82

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      6.48

   0.35  (  0.31,  0.39)     84.58

   0.36  (  0.33,  0.40)    100.00

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      1.71

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      6.93

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      2.91

   0.49  (  0.36,  0.62)      8.49

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)     14.08
   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      2.46

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      2.01

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      2.01

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Figure 6. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by the resolution of the strain-typing technique. 

. 
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Stratification	by	the	duration	of	sampling	

Figures 7 and 8 show fixed and random effects meta-analyses stratified by the 

duration of sampling. Note that we were unable to include one study in these meta-

analyses (134) as the period over which sampling was conducted was not presented 

in the paper. The corresponding author did not reply to an email. Note also that some 

studies sampled for a longer period but only considered index-secondary case pairs 

if the isolates were obtained within a certain timeframe (118,140). For these studies 

we present the duration of the window, rather than the total duration of sampling. 

Details are presented in Appendix 2.  

 

There were only 29 pairs in the <12 month stratum. There was a trend towards 

greater discordance with longer sampling. Pooled estimates of strain discordance 

from fixed effects meta-analysis were 0.32 (95% CI 0.27 – 0.37) and 0.47 (95% CI 

0.40 – 0.53) in the 13-48 month and >48 month strata respectively. A similar pattern 

was seen in the random effects meta-analysis. This trend might be expected, given 

household transmission would be expected to end soon after diagnosis of the index 

case and given slightly over half of TB disease occurs within 2 years of infection 

(129). However, huge heterogeneity in the 13-48 month and >48 months strata 

should caution against making firm conclusions about trends from the pooled 

estimates.
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Figure 7. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by the duration of sampling. 
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>48 months 

Q=19.71, p=0.00, I2=75%

Overall 

Q=81.72, p=0.00, I2=85%

Glynn, 2015 

>48 months subgroup 

Leung, 2013 

Verver, 2004 

Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      2.20

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      4.47

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      9.33

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      5.23

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)     39.50

   0.32  (  0.27,  0.37)     57.32

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      6.60

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      1.74

   0.37  (  0.33,  0.40)    100.00

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      7.05

   0.47  (  0.40,  0.53)     38.21

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      2.96

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)     14.33

   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      2.50

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      2.05

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      2.05

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Figure 8. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by the duration of sampling. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Random Effects by Duration

Prev
10

Study or Subgroup 

Inigo, 2003 

Martin, 2009 

Whalen, 2011 

Behr, 1998 

Bennett, 2002 

A-K, 2012 

Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

13-48 months subgroup 

<12 months 

13-48 months 

Q=42.86, p=0.00, I2=88%

>48 months 

Q=19.71, p=0.00, I2=75%

Overall 

Q=81.72, p=0.00, I2=85%

>48 months subgroup 

Leung, 2013 

Verver, 2004 

Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      6.53

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      7.91

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      8.85

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      8.15

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)      9.65

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      8.46

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      6.00

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      8.54

   0.38  (  0.19,  0.58)     44.21

   0.39  (  0.29,  0.51)    100.00

   0.45  (  0.32,  0.58)     47.88

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      7.16

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)      9.20

   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      6.81

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      6.37

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      6.37

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Stratification	by	whether	there	was	pre-selection	of	the	index	cases	

Figures 9 and 10 show fixed and random effects meta-analyses stratified by whether 

there was pre-selection of the index cases. To be included in this systematic review, 

isolates needed to have been obtained from both members of a case pair. It, 

therefore, seems likely that the majority of case pairs in papers not explicitly stating 

that they required index cases to have pulmonary TB involved at least one case of 

pulmonary TB. Again, huge heterogeneity should caution against making conclusions 

from the pooled estimates. However, it is somewhat surprising that discordance was 

not observed to be lower with a smear positive index case. Whilst smear positivity is 

an imperfect measure of infectiousness (36,37) there is a substantial literature 

demonstrating that smear positive disease is more infectious (65–67).  
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Figure 9. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by whether the index cases were pre-selected.  

Fixed Effects by Pre-selection of index case

Prev
10

Study or Subgroup 

Inigo, 2003 

Martin, 2009 

Huh, 1995 

Whalen, 2011 

Behr, 1998 

Bennett, 2002 

Pulmonary TB subgroup 

A-K, 2012 

None subgroup 

None 

Q=53.43, p=0.00, I2=91%

Pulmonary TB 

Q=1.07, p=0.78, I2=0%

Smear positive TB 

Q=26.26, p=0.00, I2=92%

MDR-TB 

Overall 
Q=83.16, p=0.00, I2=84%

Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

Smear positive TB subgroup 

Leung, 2013 

Verver, 2004 

Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      2.16

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      4.40

   0.18  (  0.01,  0.47)      1.71

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      9.17

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      5.14

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)     38.82

   0.34  (  0.26,  0.42)     20.27

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      6.48

   0.36  (  0.31,  0.40)     63.19

   0.36  (  0.33,  0.40)    100.00

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      1.71

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      6.93

   0.41  (  0.31,  0.52)     13.64

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      2.91

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)     14.08

   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      2.46

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      2.01

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      2.01

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Figure 10. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by whether the index cases were pre-selected. 

Random Effects by Pre-selection of index case

Prev
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Study or Subgroup 

Inigo, 2003 

Martin, 2009 

Huh, 1995 

Whalen, 2011 

Behr, 1998 

Bennett, 2002 

None subgroup 

Pulmonary TB subgroup 

A-K, 2012 

Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

None 

Q=53.43, p=0.00, I2=91%

Pulmonary TB 

Q=1.07, p=0.78, I2=0%

Smear positive TB 

Q=26.26, p=0.00, I2=92%

MDR-TB 

Overall 
Q=83.16, p=0.00, I2=84%

Leung, 2013 

Smear positive TB subgroup 

Verver, 2004 

Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      6.15

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      7.46

   0.18  (  0.01,  0.47)      5.64

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)      8.36

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      7.69

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)      9.14

   0.31  (  0.13,  0.50)     43.08

   0.34  (  0.26,  0.42)     29.40

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      7.99

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      5.64

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      8.07

   0.38  (  0.28,  0.49)    100.00

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      6.75

   0.59  (  0.13,  0.99)     20.77

   0.61  (  0.51,  0.70)      8.70

   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      6.42

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      5.99

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      5.99

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Stratification	by	whether	the	study	was	conducted	during	an	outbreak	

None of the studies were conducted in the context of a TB outbreak, so stratification 

on this variable was not necessary.  

 

Sensitivity	analyses	

The planned sensitivity analysis restricted to households only containing one pair of 

cases was not undertaken. This was because too few studies reported their data in a 

way that allowed this. However, it was notable that, except for one small study(145), 

discordance in the single pairs only analysis did not differ meaningfully from that 

reported in the main analysis (Table 1).  

 

During data extraction, I realised that the definition of household adopted in one 

paper (77) was broader than that used in the other papers: ‘We defined a household 

as a house and the associated informal dwelling or dwellings at the same address on 

the same plot of land’. Suzanne Verver confirmed in an email that their ‘households’ 

often contained more than one family living in different buildings on the same plot. 

She highlighted the potential complexity of the social relationships that might exist on 

a plot (150). A full set of meta-analyses excluding this paper is presented in Appendix 

3. Exclusion of this, the second largest of the studies, resulted in a more modest 

trend towards greater strain discordance with increasing disease burden, at least in 

the fixed effects meta-analysis. It also resulted in a more modest trend towards 

greater discordance with a longer sampling duration. 
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Estimates	of	the	proportion	of	MTB	transmission	occurring	within	households	

Two included studies presented estimates of the proportion of TB disease 

attributable to intra-household transmission (77,116) and two came close to doing so 

(118,148). These studies estimated the contribution of household transmission 

somewhat differently and one study (116) was later updated(149). 

 

Verver	et	al	

Verver presented data from Cape Town’s northern suburbs (77). The study area is 

neither affluent nor is it an informal settlement. HIV prevalence is lower than in many 

South African communities (5.2% among women attending antenatal clinics).  

 

Verver first calculated the number of ‘clustered’ cases within households, i.e. the 

number of cases sharing an RFLP type with another case in the same household. 

She then calculated the number of clustered cases within the entire community, i.e. 

the number of cases sharing an RFLP type with another case in the community. The 

number of secondary cases within households and within the community was then 

calculated as the number of clustered cases minus one – i.e. removing one index 

case from each community cluster and one index case from each household cluster. 

The proportion of cases resulting from recent transmission that were attributable to 

transmission within households was then calculated as the number of secondary 

cases within households divided by the number of secondary cases within the 

community.  

 

Verver’s estimate was that ‘19%...of transmissions in the community took place in the 

household.’ She also presented a sensitivity analysis, in which the 30% of culture 
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confirmed cases for which no RFLP data were available were either assumed to all 

have unique fingerprints or all assumed to have clustered fingerprints. This resulted 

in estimates of the proportion of transmission occurring within households of 13 and 

36% respectively. 

 

It is worth re-emphasising the broad definition of household used in this paper (see 

above). Using a more typical definition of household, one would expect a lower 

estimate of the proportion of TB resulting from recent transmission attributable to 

transmission occurring within households.   

 

Crampin	et	al	

Crampin presented data from Karonga District, a poor rural area in Northern Malawi 

(116). The area is relatively isolated, with little in and out migration (151). It has an 

HIV prevalence of approximately 13% (151). 

 

Crampin used the approach described in the methods section of this chapter to 

calculate the proportion of all TB disease in the community attributable to ‘recent 

transmission from identifiable close contacts’. In the 2006 paper, strain typing was by 

RFLP and the attributable fraction presented was the proportion of secondary cases 

attributable to ‘recent transmission from identified smear-positive [putative source 

cases] in their families or households.’ Non-resident family members were only 

included if first degree relatives or half siblings of the patient. The population 

attributable fraction was estimated to be 9% (or 13% if 86 reported but not confirmed 

putative source cases were included in the calculation). 
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Using the same approach and, mostly, the same cases, a paper by the same authors 

published since we undertook our search estimated attributable fractions using WGS 

strain typing data (149). They estimated that 8.1% of secondary cases were 

attributable to recent transmission from identified smear-positive source cases in 

their families. It is worth noting that, in this second analysis, the authors looked for 

transmission from smear negative putative source cases but found that the SNP 

differences between all smear negative putative source case – secondary case pairs 

were not consistent with transmission.  

 

Note that, using these same WGS data, below I present estimates of the proportion 

of all TB disease attributable to transmission within the household, excluding 

transmission from non resident family members. 

 

That Crampin and Glynn (116,149) calculated a lower proportion of TB attributable to 

household transmission than Verver (77) may be a result of methodological 

differences. As discussed, the definition of household was much broader in Verver. 

Furthermore, the denominator for Verver was clustered (i.e. recently transmitted) TB 

whereas the denominator in Crampin and Glynn was all TB.  

 

Middelkoop	and	Buu	

Both Middelkoop(148) and Buu(118) attempted to strain type all TB cases in a 

defined community and to collect data on their place of residence. They then made 

inferences about the extent of MTB transmission occurring between members of the 

same household.  
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Middelkoop presented data from another Cape Town community (148), an informal 

settlement with an adult HIV prevalence of 23-25% and a TB notification rate of 

approximately 2000 per 100,000 per annum. Middelkoop noted that whilst 45% of the 

adult patients with TB lived on a residential plot with one or more other adults with 

TB, only 8% of adults with TB lived on a residential plot with another case with the 

same RFLP type.  

 

As noted above, residential plots in this community comprised between 1 and 22 

houses. For the analysis of discordance (already presented) and the calculation of 

population attributable fractions (presented below), we used data supplied by Dr 

Middelkoop on residents of thirteen shacks and did not describe discordance among 

residents of the same plots. The number of adults living in a household with another 

case with the same RFLP type might be lower than the 8% who shared the same 

residential plot. 

 

Buu presented data from a rural area of Vietnam, a country with an HIV prevalence of 

less than 0.5% (118). The household contacts of 1,442 smear positive index cases 

with MTB isolates were followed up passively over 24 months. Only 13 secondary 

cases were diagnosed. Of these, 12 had a strain type that was discordant from the 

index case (or 11 allowing for a single difference at one MIRU-VNTR locus). They, 

therefore, conclude ‘most TB cases resulted from transmission outside the 

household’. Whilst passive follow up may have missed cases, this conclusion seems 

reasonable.  
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Post	hoc	calculation	of	population	attributable	fractions	

Population attributable fraction estimates are presented in Table 2.  

 

Only one paper (149) presented data on the percentage of TB cases exposed to a 

putative source case in the household, so we were not able, as planned, to obtain 

lower and upper bounds for this proportion from across all studies. Given this paper 

aggregated household and community contact, we approached the corresponding 

author for estimates for household contact only. The proportion used here, 18%, is 

the proportion of TB cases with a putative source case with whom they were ‘living in 

the same household while the person was ill’. 

 

As argued above, there is likely to be relationship between duration of follow up and 

strain discordance with secondary cases occurring long after the index case less 

likely to be a result of intrahousehold transmission. Therefore, multiplying the 

proportion of cases linked to another case in the household from a study with a long 

duration of follow up (Glynn(149) sampled over 168 months) by the proportion of 

pairs with strain concordance from a study with a short duration of follow up may lead 

to an overestimate of the contribution of intrahousehold transmission. 
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Table 2. Post hoc estimates of the proportion of all TB resulting from recent within household transmission. 

Study Country Midpoint incidence 
(per 100,000 per 
annum) 

Discordance 
(95% binomial CI) 

Percent of secondary cases 
exposed to a putative source 
case in the household 

Population attributable 
fraction, given reported 
exposure (%) 1 

Population attributable fraction, 
applying the exposure estimate 
from Glynn (%) 2 

Bennett(137) USA 8 30.8 (25.2 – 36.8) No data N/A 12.5 (11.4 – 13.5) 
Behr(146) USA 11 26.5 (12.9 – 44.3) No data N/A 13.2 (10.0 – 15.7) 
Martin(140) Spain 20 17.2 (5.8 – 35.8) No data N/A 14.9 (11.6 – 16.9) 
Borrell(141) Spain 21 36.4 (10.9 – 69.2) No data N/A 11.5 (5.5 – 16.0) 
A-K(143) Poland 25 34.9 (21.0 – 50.9) No data N/A 11.7 (8.8 – 14.2) 
Inigo(140) Spain 25 0.0 (0.0 – 23.2) No data N/A 18.0 (13.8 – 18.0) 
Leung(144) China, Hong 

Kong 
95 47.4 (24.4 – 71.1) No data N/A 9.5 (5.2 – 13.6) 

Huh(134) South Korea 164 18.2 (2.3 – 51.8) No data N/A 14.7 (8.7 – 17.6) 
Buu(118) Vietnam 179 92.3 (64.0 – 99.8) No data N/A 1.4 (0.0 – 6.5) 
Verver(77) 3 South Africa 318 60.6 (50.0 – 70.6) No data N/A 7.1 (5.3 – 9.0) 
Sia(145) Philippines 355 62.5 (35.4 – 84.8) No data N/A 6.8 (2.7 – 11.6) 
Glynn(149) Malawi 393 37.0 (23.3 – 52.5) 18.0 11.3 (8.6 – 13.8) 11.3 (8.6 – 13.8) 
Whalen(147) Uganda 440 24.6 (14.5 – 37.3) No data N/A 13.6 (11.3 – 15.4) 
Middelkoop(148) South Africa 948 69.2 (38.6 – 90.9) No data N/A 5.5 (1.6 – 11.1) 
1. Concordance multiplied by the percentage of TB cases exposed to a putative source case. 
2. Concordance multiplied by 18.0%, the proportion of TB cases exposed to a putative source case reported in Glynn et al(149). 
3. Note, the definition of household in this study was broader than that in other studies. 
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Discussion	

Main	findings	

Whilst there was huge heterogeneity between studies, strain discordance among 

household pairs was observed to be common in several both high and low burden 

communities. There was a modest trend towards greater strain discordance between 

household pairs in higher burden settings and with a longer duration of sampling. 

However, substantial residual heterogeneity should caution against drawing firm 

conclusions about trends from these pooled estimates. 

 

Four studies(77,118,148,149) attempted to collect data on residence and strain 

typing data from all cases within defined communities. These studies were 

undertaken in different though all relatively high burden settings. The parameters 

estimated varied between the studies. However, these studies suggested that, in 

these high burden settings, recent MTB transmission within the home makes a 

modest contribution to TB disease with one study suggesting that transmission in the 

home explains a small proportion of TB disease resulting from recent infection(77). 

 

Finally, for all of the studies, we calculated post hoc the population attributable 

fractions for the proportion of all TB disease in the community that results from recent 

infection within the household. Only one study(149) reported the proportion of TB 

cases exposed to an index case in the home. To obtain attributable fraction 

estimates for the other populations, we multiplied that proportion (18%) by the 

estimate of strain concordance from each study. Given the huge differences in study 

design and in the characteristics of these communities, applying one estimate from 

rural Northern Malawi to thirteen very different populations may not be valid. 
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Specifically, given the long duration of follow up in the Malawian study, multiplying 

that estimate by estimates of concordance from studies of shorter duration is likely to 

result in an overestimate of the proportion of TB that results from recent transmission 

in the household. However, even assuming no strain discordance, as was observed 

in one small study(139), this approach resulted in a maximum estimate of the 

proportion of all TB disease resulting from recent MTB transmission in the home of 

18%. It is notable that in the study from Vietnam(118), household secondary cases 

were only observed to arise from 0.8% of index cases over 24 months of follow up. 

Whilst the passive case find approach used in that study may have missed cases 

and some additional cases might be expected to arise after 24 months of follow 

up(129,133), the Vietnam data do  suggest that exposure to a putative source case in 

the household may be much less frequent in some communities.  

 

Interpretation	

Strain	discordance	

Studies from a wide variety of settings showed that finding co-prevalent cases of TB 

in the same household but harbouring a different strain is not unusual and, in some 

settings, may be as common as strain concordance. Strain discordance may be 

driven by different things in high versus low burden settings.  

 

In high burden settings, and in pockets of disadvantage in low burden settings, high 

rates of ongoing transmission outside the household may explain strain discordance. 

Data suggest that, on average, the yield of household contact tracing varies relatively 

little between high and low burden settings (133). However, clearly the risk of 

transmission in the community will be very different given differences in prevalence of 
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almost two orders of magnitude. Independent acquisition of MTB in the community 

should therefore be relatively much more common in high burden settings. 

 

In low burden settings, TB as a result of reactivation of latent MTB infection 

comprises a bigger proportion of disease than in high burden settings (122). If one or 

more of a household pair had TB as a result of reactivation, strain discordance would 

be expected. However, TB disease in low burden settings is a rare event. Therefore, 

two cases of TB of different strain types within the same household should occur very 

infrequently. That discordant household pairs are noted with considerable frequency 

even in low burden settings is therefore curious. Possible explanations include the 

existence of pockets of high transmission within low burden communities – there are 

certainly data that suggest such pockets exist (99,152). Another potential reason for 

discordant household pairs would be household clustering of risk factors for TB 

infection or reactivation. These might include HIV infection, deprivation, overseas 

birth or travel, or time spent in spaces, such as prisons or homeless shelters, in 

which there are higher rates of MTB transmission than in the general population.  

 

Within	household	transmission	

Only four studies had attempted to collect data on residence and strain type isolates 

from all TB cases in a defined community. All were from high burden settings, all 

estimated slightly different parameters, and all found that recent transmission in the 

home made a modest contribution to either TB as a result of recent transmission(77) 

or all TB disease(118,148,149). This is consistent with a growing body of research.  

 

TB prevalence surveys find most cases of disease occur singly in households. For 

example, in a household survey in rural India in the early 1960s, Narain(153) found 
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‘Over 80% of the total number of infected persons, in any age-group, occurred in 

households without cases. Moreover, persons suffering from the disease were mostly 

found singly in households. Thus infection and disease were scattered throughout 

the community.’ He speculated that this might be due to ‘the comparatively early 

diagnosis of cases in a household survey.’ Clearly, prevalence surveys might find 

individuals earlier in their illness. However, even in routine contact investigations, 

only a small minority of MTB patients are found to have another case in the home. In 

a recent systematic review(133), the yield of household contact investigation was 

estimated at 3.1% (95% CI 2.0-4.4) in high income countries and 3.1% (95% CI 2.1-

4.5%) in low and middle income countries.  

 

Given most TB cases have not had recent exposure to another TB case within the 

home, it should perhaps come as little surprise that the proportion of TB disease 

resulting from recent transmission within the home is modest.  

 

Molecular epidemiology can only study TB infection that progresses to disease. 

However, there are empirical and modelling studies that suggest that much TB 

infection occurs between rather than within households.  

 

Data from case control studies suggest that the association between household TB 

contact and TB infection in children depend on the TB burden in the community(154) 

and on the age of the child(154,155), with the association between household 

exposure and TB infection less pronounced in older children and in settings with a 

greater TB burden. This probably mostly reflects greater exposure to TB outside the 

home(70,156,157) rather than reduced transmission from infectious household 

contacts. 
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There are data suggesting that, in some communities, poor household construction 

might be associated with a reduced risk of household transmission of TB, perhaps 

reflecting better ventilation in these less well-constructed buildings.(75,158,159) 

However, the modest effect sizes seen for the association between the quality of 

household construction and TB suggest that, even if – as seems likely – poor 

household construction is commoner in communities with high TB burdens, this could 

not explain the attenuation of the association between household contact and TB 

infection observed with rising TB burden.  

 

Finally, there is mathematical modelling(60) from the same high burden community 

near Cape Town studied in one paper (148) included in this systematic review. The 

model suggested that 84% of MTB transmission occurs outside one’s own household 

with school (for children), workplace (for adults) and public transport being key sites 

of MTB transmission(60). The modelling used Rudnick and Milton’s adaptation of the 

Wells-Riley Equation(160), social contact pattern data(70) and carbon dioxide 

measurements to estimate risk of infection in each setting. The approach requires 

strong assumptions about full air mixing, the prevalence of infectious individuals in 

each space and the absence of heterogeneity in both infectiousness and 

susceptibility. The findings from this model regards household transmission do, 

however, seem consistent with the studies using alternative methodologies that I 

have described.    

 

The	proportion	of	all	TB	resulting	from	within	household	transmission	

Many of the observations I made previously are relevant here. It is worth, however, 

noting two additional things about this post hoc analysis. 
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First, the low proportions of all TB resulting from recent transmission in the home can 

partly be explained by reactivation TB appearing in the denominator. This is 

particularly true for the studies from low burden settings(122) where the majority of 

TB will be reactivation disease.  

 

Whilst 83% of TB disease has been estimated to occur within five years of MTB 

infection(129), MTB has a variable incubation period and disease resulting from 

household contact can occur decades later(161). Clearly, what I have termed 

reactivation TB may be a result of remote intrahousehold transmission. Whether or 

not disease resulting from remote rather than recent transmission is more or less 

likely to be a result of exposure in the home will depend on changes in TB 

epidemiology in the intervening years. It is, however, also possible that infectious 

dose predicts primary progression versus infection and subsequent reactivation. 

Given household exposure would be expected to result in a high infectious dose, the 

contribution of household transmission to disease resulting from recent transmission 

may differ from that resulting from more distant transmission.    

 

Second, in studying Table 2, it is worth noting the extent to which this result is driven 

by the low proportion of secondary cases exposed to a putative source case. 

Substantial caution is needed here, as this proportion is taken from a single study 

from rural Malawi. However, for the reasons outlined above, one might expect this 

proportion to be lower in, at least some, other settings. Therefore, regardless of 

biases and assumptions needed in analysing the molecular epidemiology data, it 

seems likely that, in some but perhaps not all settings, recent transmission in the 

home makes a modest contribution to the overall burden of TB disease.   
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Limitations	

There are a number of important limitations to this analysis. 

 

Despite the comprehensive approach taken, we were only able to find data on 644 

case pairs. Whilst data were reported from ten countries, many studies were small 

with a majority of pairs reported from only three countries: the United States (260 

case pairs, one study(137)), South Africa (107 case pairs, two studies(77,148)) and 

Uganda (61 case pairs, one study(147)). The Vietnamese study(118) was also large 

and the limited number of household case pairs detected in that study, of itself, 

informative.  

 

Nearly all included studies used RFLP or 24 loci MIRU-VNTR, making it difficult to 

make inferences regards the impact of the resolution of the strain typing technique on 

our estimates. In areas with limited diversity among circulating strains, or with 

substantial in-migration from such an area, co-prevalent TB cases sharing a common 

isolate may not reflect transmission. We know TB evolves slowly(64,108–110) and 

that WGS can distinguish between some strains that appear concordant with RFLP 

or 24 loci MIRU-VNTR (64,108).  

 

It is also possible that differences in one RFLP band or at one MIRU-VNTR loci might 

be consistent with transmission. To evaluate whether this was likely, it would have 

been informative to see data on the extent of differences between discordant strains 

within households as compared to discordant strains within communities. Few 

studies presented such data.  
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In these analyses, I assume that most individuals with TB harbour a single strain. 

Mixed infections do occur and in certain, largely high burden, settings may be found 

in 10-20% of individuals with TB(162). In individuals with disease as a result of 

household MTB transmission but also a second strain, the strain transmitted in the 

home may not be the one isolated. Where this occurred, concordance and the extent 

of household transmission might be underestimated. However, it is worth noting that 

such individuals also harbour an isolate that wasn’t transmitted in the home and there 

is – by the same mechanism – the possibility that transmission outside the household 

could also be underestimated. Only if the MTB transmitted in the home was 

systematically more or less likely than the other strain to be the one isolated would 

inference be biased across the study population – this seems unlikely.   

 

There is an assumption in these analyses that two individuals with co-prevalent 

disease and the same TB strain, residing in the same household, must result from 

transmission within the home. However, clearly people living together may also 

attend the same public spaces and could have both been infected by a third 

individual, e.g. at church. These analyses might, therefore, slightly overestimate the 

proportion of TB disease resulting from intrahousehold transmission.  

 

It should also be noted that by ‘household’, here we refer specifically to one’s own 

household. In communities where people spend more time in each other’s homes, 

there may be between household transmission that occurs in people’s homes. For 

these analyses, such transmission would be considered between household or 

community transmission.   
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There are potential biases that apply to Verver(77) but not to the other studies, given 

Verver used as her denominator clustered TB cases. Inference from TB molecular 

epidemiology is unusual in that the sampling fraction can effect the parameters of 

interest directly rather than via selection bias(104,112,113). This is because missing 

cases can result in clustered cases being wrongly classified as unique. Low sampling 

density, migration and cases occurring before or after the study period can all result 

in relevant links being missed.  

 

Verver thought that misattribution of clustered cases as unique would be more likely 

to happen in households given household clusters tended to be smaller than 

community clusters. In her study(77), most household clusters consisted of only 2 

cases. I would agree with Verver’s assessment but note that contact tracing or 

disease in one member of a household prompting others to seek healthcare might 

reduce the impact of this bias.  

 

Finally, there are limitations that are inherent to all molecular epidemiological 

analyses. Even in good laboratories, a proportion of ‘positive’ MTB cultures will be a 

result of laboratory contamination or clerical error with one review estimating a 

median false positive rate of 3.1% (163). Whilst such errors could bias results in 

either direction, one might expect a false positive culture resulting from laboratory 

cross contamination to be less likely than a truly positive culture to be concordant 

with another sample from the same household. However, large scale laboratory 

contamination events can result in large numbers of false positive cultures, all with 

the same strain type. Such an event could result in an overestimate of strain 

concordance within household pairs – e.g. if both ‘cases’ were actually diagnosed as 

a result of false positive MTB cultures. 
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Generalisability	

Many studies did not include children (Appendix 2) and, among those that did, 

children will have been underrepresented given the difficulty in obtaining isolates for 

typing from younger children. Given differences between adults and children in social 

contact patterns, infectiousness and susceptibility to TB, these analyses should not 

be used to draw strong conclusions about the role of household transmission in 

childhood TB.  

 

It should be noted, however, that the basic epidemiology described above suggests, 

at least in older children, that household transmission might play a similarly limited 

role in transmission to children, particularly in high burden settings. It should also be 

noted that Schaaf(138) reported on adult-child pairs in Cape Town’s northern 

suburbs (most if not all of these individuals will have been included in Verver(77)). 

The 35 children with RFLP type available reported by Schaaf had a median age of 4 

years (range 0.5 to 15 years). Only 19 of the 35 children with typing data lived in a 

household with another bacteriologically confirmed TB case. In 12 of the households, 

the adult(s) had isolates with the same RFLP type as the child; in 5 of the 

households, the strain type was discordant; and in 2 households, there was no adult 

isolate available for strain typing. An analysis stratified by the age of the child was 

not presented. Whilst caution should be exercised in extrapolating from so few cases, 

these data suggest that, at least in some high burden settings, transmission outside 

the home may also be an important determinant of childhood TB. 

 

Few studies defined what they meant by a household. Household composition and 

the construction of dwellings probably varied considerably across the communities 
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studied, which might explain some of the residual heterogeneity. Caution should be 

exercised in generalising these findings to communities that are very different to 

those contributing substantial amounts of data to this review – America(137), urban 

South Africa(77,148), urban Uganda(147), Vietnam(118) and rural Malawi(116,149). 

We specifically excluded studies of the homeless population. Our results therefore 

cannot be used to make inferences about MTB transmission in hostels and other 

more communal residences.  

 

Pooled	estimates	

Where there is substantial heterogeneity, there is a choice. Systematic reviewers can 

either elect not to present pooled estimates or pooled estimates can be presented 

with the necessary caveats. I elected to do the latter as I felt that the trends across 

strata were of interest. I trusted that readers would treat pooled estimates from strata 

with substantial residual heterogeneity with the necessary caution. I acknowledge the 

risk that these pooled estimates might be misused and understand the case for not 

presenting them. 

 

It might be argued that random effects models better reflect the uncertainty where 

there is substantial heterogeneity, i.e. sources of variation that cannot be accounted 

for through stratification. However, Greenland and O’Rouke (120) note that random 

effects models replace ‘a doubtful homogeneity assumption…with a fictitious random 

distribution of effects’. In reality, neither set of assumptions is ever likely to be true. 

Methodological work is ongoing to develop valid approaches to obtaining pooled 

estimates in the context of substantial heterogeneity(164). Models that enabled 

systematic reviewers to present pooled estimates from heterogeneous studies with 
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confidence intervals properly reflecting the additional uncertainty resulting from the 

heterogeneity may, in the future, provide a better solution to this problem.  

 

Conclusions	

There is a growing body of basic epidemiology and modelling that suggests MTB 

transmission outside the household is an important determinant of TB infection, 

particularly in high burden settings. There are substantial limitations to the data 

presented here and more data from a wider variety of settings are needed before 

these findings can be confidently generalised.  However, the results of this 

systematic review and meta-analysis are consistent with the basic epidemiology and 

modelling in suggesting that MTB transmission outside the household is an important 

determinant of TB disease. It is known that healthcare facilities(83,86,165), 

prisons(100), mines(82,166) and homeless shelters(99,152) are important sites of 

MTB transmission. A fuller understanding of the contributions that transmission in 

these and other public spaces make to TB epidemiology is needed. The implications 

of these findings for TB control are discussed in the final chapter of this thesis.  
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3.	M.	tuberculosis	 infection	in	the	Africa	Centre	Demographic	

Surveillance	Area	–	a	descriptive	analysis	

Background	

The	Setting	

The Africa Centre for Population Health has been operating a demographic and 

health household surveillance programme in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, since 

2000. From 2003, adults in the programme have been offered an HIV test annually. 

Buildings in the surveillance area are geolocated, allowing spatial analyses to be 

undertaken. Details of the platform and the data collected are available in published 

cohort profiles(4,167). 

 

The surveillance area is 438km2 in size, bounded to the east by the N2 national road 

and to the west by Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Game Reserve. The area does not include 

Mtubatuba, a small market town on the other side of the N2. It does include 

KwaMsane, a township on the N2, and a number of smaller settlements.  

 

The population of the surveillance area numbers approximately 90,000 people 

around two thirds of whom are resident at any one time. There are approximately 

11,000 homesteads and the population density varies substantially from 20 residents 

per km2 in more rural areas to 3000 per km2 in KwaMsane(4). Across the region, rural 

homesteads tend to be dispersed rather than concentrated in villages.  

 

The surveillance area is in Umkhanyakude District, which was the second most 

deprived district in South Africa according to the 2011 Census(168). The principle 
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sources of income are state pensions and waged employment(4). In 2013, 72.7% of 

households drank piped water or water from a borehole and 81.1% of households 

were on the electrical grid (Africa Centre household surveillance data).  

 

Healthcare is provided by seven nurse run primary healthcare clinics (PHC), six 

within the surveillance area and one in Mtubatuba. The clinic in KwaMsane is larger 

than the others with a small laboratory on site. Most people access healthcare at 

their nearest clinic(169) with substantial reductions in healthcare usage as distance 

to the nearest clinic increases.(169,170) Nurses working in PHC initiate most TB and 

HIV treatment. The nearest district hospital is in Hlabisa, which is 24km west of the 

surveillance area, on the other side of Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Game Reserve. 

 

Disease	Burden	

Between 2004 and 2011, the proportion of all HIV positive people receiving 

antiretroviral therapy (ART) increased from 0% to 31%(94). This increase in ART 

coverage was associated with an 11 year increase in life expectancy(171) and 

consequently an increase in adult HIV prevalence, from 21% to 29%(94).  

 

The TB notification rate in Umkhanyakude District was 878 per 100,000 per annum in 

2013 (168) and 730 per 100,000 per annum in 2014(89). In the communities living 

close to the Africa Centre, 76% of TB diagnoses are in HIV positive people.(172) In 

2007, 4.8% of notified TB cases in Umkhanyakude District were multi-drug resistant 

TB (MDR-TB).(95)  

 

To my knowledge, the last TB prevalence and tuberculin surveys in KwaZulu-Natal 

were conducted in 1974(96). The paper reported an 0.8% prevalence of culture 
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positive TB in adults. The team estimated an annual risk of MTB infection of 1.4% in 

children aged 1-17 years, assuming a third of reactions of 5-9mm and all 10mm or 

above represented MTB infection. At this time, the provision of health services for 

people who were not white was poor and BCG coverage was low. Only 28.7% of 

those under 18 years in the study had BCG scars despite a catch-up campaign 

providing BCG vaccination children at school enrolment. At the time of the survey, 

HIV had not arrived in Southern Africa. A comparison between the data from 1974 

and my results will be made in the discussion.  

 

Verbal autopsies undertaken by the Africa Centre(173) suggest that pulmonary TB is 

the biggest cause of premature adult deaths in the surveillance area (causing an 

estimated 48.8% of deaths in those aged 15-49 years). ‘HIV/AIDS’ (which will include 

extra-pulmonary TB) is the next most common cause of adult deaths(173). However, 

caution is needed in interpreting these verbal autopsy data as TB often presents with 

non-specific symptoms. 

 

Interpreting	TST	survey	data	

There are a number of challenges in making inferences about the incidence of MTB 

infections from TST survey data. There are choices to be made with regards to the 

cut point used.  Also, assumptions are required to make inferences about the force of 

infection, i.e. the annual risk of MTB infection (ARTI), from data on the prevalence of 

TST positivity in children.  

 

Choosing	TST	cut	points	

Interpreting TST data is challenging because BCG coverage, NTM exposure, TB 

burden and the distributions of TST reactions attributable to each differ between 
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populations. Overlap between the distributions of reactions means that, in the 

presence of non-specific reactions, picking cut points is challenging(174).  

 

Clinicians might choose a more sensitive cut point (e.g. 5mm). However, often 

researchers wish to find the cut point that best discriminates between non-specific 

reactions and reactions that are a result of MTB infection – the position of this cut 

point will vary between populations. Inevitably, there will be some misclassification. 

However, with a discriminatory cut point, prevalence estimates will be broadly 

correct. The number of TB reactions misclassified as non-specific reactions will be 

approximately the same as the number of non-specific reactions misclassified as 

TB(174). 

 

A number of standard thresholds appear in the literature – e.g. ≥10mm (commonly 

used) (175) and ≥15mm (176). Based on data from Tanzania, a threshold of ≥14mm 

has also been used, multiplying the prevalence obtained by 1.22 to correct for the 

proportion of cases that were missed when using this threshold in Tanzanian 

populations with little NTM exposure(177).  

 

An alternative approach(178,179) assumes that the distribution of true positive 

reactions is approximately normally distributed and that reactions at and above the 

mode are a result of MTB infection. The number of individuals with MTB infection is 

then calculated as the number at the mode plus twice the number with reactions 

bigger than the mode. This is the ‘mirror method’. There is also a ‘fixed mirror 

method’, fixing the ‘mode’ at 17mm, regardless of the true distribution in the data, 

based on a mode observed in patients with TB disease(180). Prevalence obtained by 
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mirror methods is very sensitive to the mode chosen and, in some TST data, a clear 

mode is not apparent. 

 

Statistical methods have been developed to determine, in a given distribution of TST 

reaction sizes, the most likely underlying distributions of non-specific reactions and 

reactions resulting from MTB infection. The approach uses mixture analysis to test 

which underlying distributions best fit the data observed.  Typically, two component 

models are fitted to the observed distribution of non-zero reactions, with one 

component representing MTB reactions and one representing non-specific reactions.  

Constraints can be applied – for example, fixing the number of components. Also, 

initial values for the mean and variance of component distributions can be set to 

approximate those seen in similar settings.  

 

Simpler approaches to mixture analysis involve fitting two normal distributions to the 

data(181,182). This can result in unrealistic predictions if the tail of the NTM 

distribution suggests a large number of reactions of less than 0mm. More 

sophisticated approaches(183) test whether normal, log normal or Weibull 

distributions best fit the data, avoiding this problem. Different distributions can be 

fitted to each component.  

 

The mixture analysis approach is appealing in that it enables an analysis plan to be 

pre-specified where little is known about the frequency of MTB and non-specific 

reactions within the population of interest. However, the approach may perform 

poorly where there is considerable overlap between the distributions of the MTB and 

non-specific reactions (common in settings with an intermediate prevalence of MTB 

infection, particularly if the mode of the MTB reactions is low)(183). It also performs 
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poorly where the sample size is small, and where measurements of induration size 

have been inaccurate(183). An evaluation of mixture analysis using data from the 

Karonga Prevention Study found the number of components that gave the best fit to 

the data varied with age and that some predicted distributions were hard to explain – 

for example, an NTM component that was only seen in individuals under the age of 

30 years(184). 

 

Given real uncertainty in many populations regards the optimal cut point and the 

limitations of mixture analysis outlined above, some authors(185,186) have opted to 

present sensitivity analyses using each of the approaches highlighted above. This is 

the approach I have taken in this thesis. 

 

In the spatial analyses in this chapter (discussed below) and in the risk factor 

analyses presented in the next chapter, the choice of cut point is – in many ways – a 

choice between statistical power and specificity. Researchers looking for 

associations between putative risk factors and MTB infection might opt for a very 

specific cut point (e.g. 15mm), sacrificing power for accuracy. However, often 

researchers do not have sufficient data to do this whilst retaining sufficient precision. 

Standard approaches to determining cut points that best balance power (sensitivity) 

and specificity (e.g. the use of receiver operating characteristic curves) are not 

possible (I believe) if the underlying distributions of reaction sizes for a particular 

population are not known. Where there are two sources of data on the same 

individuals (e.g. TST and IGRA results) that both predict MTB infection, there is 

interest in using model based approaches, such as latent class analysis, to estimate 

both the probability of MTB infection in individuals and the sensitivity and specificity 

of specific TST and IGRA cut points(187). However, usually two sources of data are 
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not available. The solution to these problems is, in my view, more likely to come from 

improvements in diagnostic tests than from statistical innovations. Statens Serum 

Institut are currently trialling a tuberculin that contains antigens found in MTB nut not 

in NTMs or in BCG. Early data suggest that the test has good specificity and 

sensitivity comparable to IGRA, though performs poorly in individuals with advanced 

immunocompromise(188,189). Poor performance in advanced immunocompromise 

should not greatly affect inference in school based studies, particularly following the 

successful roll out of prevention of mother-to-child transmission programmes.  

 

Inferring	incidence	from	prevalence	

Tuberculin school surveys have long been a cornerstone of TB epidemiology. Given 

MTB infections in young children must have occurred between birth and the test 

date, they can be used to make inferences about recent transmission within 

communities. Prevalence can be converted into an annual risk of TB infection (ARTI) 

using the approach proposed by Nyboe(190). 

 

ARTI = 1 – (1 – prevalence) 1/mean age 

 

This approach assumes the force of infection has not changed over the lifetime of 

those tested, which is a strong assumption(174,190). If the force of infection is falling 

or rising, assuming the force of infection does not differ with age (another strong 

assumption), the estimate of ARTI will best reflect the force of infection approximately 

midway between the children being born and being tested. Age assortative mixing 

(70,71,157) and the fact that children do not frequent some community settings mean 

that caution should be exercised in using risks calculated in children to make 
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inferences about transmission to adults. Furthermore, from a single survey, it is not 

possible to unpick age from cohort effects(191). 

 

For these reasons, plus the problems with the interpretation of conversions and 

reversions (detailed in Chapter 1), calculations of ARTI obtained using TST data 

should be interpreted as a proxy rather than a precise measure of the force of 

infection in a particular population.  

 

Spatial	Scanning	Statistics	

Most infectious diseases display a level of spatial heterogeneity or dependency, 

meaning that the proximity of a case makes the outcome more (or, on rare 

occasions, less) likely. This spatial dependency may result from person to person 

spread or from spatial clustering of risk factors.  

 

One challenge in looking for clustering of cases is that, in a given area, there are an 

infinite number of potential centroids and cluster sizes possible. A common means of 

dealing with this problem is by using a permutation test, such as the Kulldorff spatial 

scanning statistic(192). This approach scans the area under consideration so that all 

potential cluster centroids and sizes are evaluated. The single cluster assigned the 

highest likelihood of being a true cluster (the test can look for areas of high density 

only or for areas of both high and low density) is evaluated first. Significance testing 

is then undertaken by generating a large number of replicate datasets. In each new 

dataset, there are the same number of cases and controls and the same spatial 

locations. However, the cases and controls are randomly assigned to alternative 

locations. The significance of the cluster can then be ascertained from the proportion 

of replicate datasets in which an equivalent or more extreme degree of clustering is 
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observed at the same location. The process can then be repeated, evaluating the 

next most likely (non overlapping) cluster.  

 

Spatial	risk	factors	

There is a limited literature on spatial aspects of TB transmission risk, although 

anecdotes abound. 

 

‘Forty or fifty years ago skin-test surveys in remoter areas of Africa showed 

few positives among the population. For instance in Rhodesia (now 

Zimbabwe and Zambia) a Colonial Service doctor told me in the 50s that the 

high positivity rates were all along the railways. The rate in the communities 

decreased to very low levels as he tested in districts far removed from it. In 

the 50s rates were also very low in hill areas of Nepal away from the 

established trade routes.’ 

Crofton, 1993(193) 

 

Many surveys have mapped TST positivity on national or supranational levels, 

enabling, e.g., demonstration that the ARTI is higher in Nairobi than in rural parts of 

Kenya(194). However, typically, such surveys do not locate children more finely than 

to the region or, perhaps, the school attended. They may not collect detailed data on 

risk factors for MTB infection on each child. 

 

Many putative risk factors for MTB infection – e.g. access to healthcare for adults 

with TB disease or adult HIV prevalence – exhibit variation on a fine spatial scale. 

Substantial variation in both access to healthcare and HIV prevalence have been 
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demonstrated between communities within the 20 x 20km Africa Centre surveillance 

area(169,170,195).  

 

A small number of studies have looked at spatial variation in TST positivity at a finer 

resolution. A study in Puerto Rico(196) found that steep spatial gradients in TB 

notifications between adjacent communities were not mirrored by gradients in TST 

positivity, suggesting the gradient in notifications might be an artefact generated by 

differences in access to healthcare. The same study found higher rates of TST 

positivity in more rural areas.  

 

In rural Karonga District in Northern Malawi, TST positivity is highest in the local town 

and on the lake shore than it is in a hilly region in the North of the study area(21). In 

the same community, Palwasha Khan has recently described an association 

between TST positivity in preschool children and maternal HIV positivity, the number 

of adults living in the home and whether a case of TB had been diagnosed in an adult 

living within 200 metres of their home(197). A similar finding has been reported in a 

township near Cape Town, where children living on the same residential plot as an 

adult case of TB, especially smear positive TB, were more likely to be TST positive (a 

plot might contain between 1 and 20 houses) (198). 

 

There are a larger number of studies looking at spatial patterning in TB disease, 

usually using notification data. For example, Zelner(199) described spatial clusters of 

MDR-TB disease sharing a common 24 loci MIRU-VNTR strain type in Lima, Peru. In 

this study, active case finding was undertaken among the contacts of notified cases. 

Jenkins described pockets of higher MDR-TB notifications in both Georgia(200) and 

Moldova(201). In the Moldova study, high rates of both TB and MDR-TB were seen 
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in communities where more cases reported previous incarceration. However, such 

studies are unable to differentiate spatial variation in MTB transmission from spatial 

variation in risk factors for progression from infection to disease.  

 

In this chapter, I test for micro-geographical clustering in TST positivity among 

children in the Africa Centre household surveillance programme. In the next chapter, 

I explore risk factors for TST positivity in the same children. Many of the risk factors I 

explore in that chapter are measured at the household and community level.  

	

Objectives	

- To measure annual risk of MTB infection in a rural community in KwaZulu-

Natal, South Africa. 

- To describe spatial clustering of prevalent MTB infection in children aged six 

to eight years in this community. 

	

Methods	

Power	calculations	

Power calculations for my tuberculin school survey were based on the risk factor 

analysis, which is presented in the next chapter.  

 

Sampling	frame	

I planned to enrol young school-going children. This was to allow inference to be 

made about recent MTB transmission whilst having the logistical convenience of 
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being able to access children at school. I elected not to sample children in the 

reception year (ages 5-6 years) as testing without their parents present might be 

challenging. 

 

I recruited children registered in the Africa Centre household surveillance 

programme. Given uncertainty about recruitment rates, I decided to attempt to enrol 

all Grade 1 and 2 students attending schools in the surveillance area. Therefore, the 

sampling frame was children born in 2005 or 2006. I estimated that approximately 

3000 resident children in that age bracket were enrolled in local primary schools. 

 

Forms were printed for all registered children, except those in a handful of ‘avoided’ 

households where visits could not be undertaken safely. However, fieldworkers were 

requested to only obtain consent for testing if children were attending Grade 1 or 2 in 

one of the 38 primary or lower primary schools in the surveillance area. Where 

consent was erroneously obtained for children attending Grade R or Grade 3 at one 

of the 38 schools, we elected to test as per their parent or guardian’s wishes. 

Children reported to be currently receiving TB treatment were not eligible for testing.  

 

Residence	and	inclusion	in	analytical	datasets	

It is possible for children to be registered in the Africa Centre household surveillance 

programme but to be non-resident. The surveillance programme registers all 

individuals who are considered members of a household in the surveillance area, 

regardless of where they reside. It is possible that children with a household 

connection to the surveillance area might be resident on the periphery of the 

surveillance area, attend a school within the surveillance area, and that a parent or 
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guardian resident in the surveillance area might have signed a consent form enabling 

participation in this study.  

 

As I wanted my estimates to apply to a distinct population and as several of my 

analyses required children to be located to a place of residence, I elected to restrict 

my analyses to children in the original sampling frame (see above), who were 

resident in the surveillance area on 25 June 2013, the day we commenced 

recruitment. For data on residency, I used the September 2015 release of the Africa 

Centre’s ‘Individual Residencies’ table.  

 

Approaches	to	study	recruitment	

We planned to get written informed consent for testing from a parent or guardian in 

one of two ways. First, during a four monthly surveillance visit immediately preceding 

the tuberculin survey, fieldworkers attempted to get written informed consent if a 

parent or guardian were present. Where this was not possible (usually as a result of 

the parent or guardian not being present) and where there was no refusal to consent, 

letters explaining the study in isiZulu and English and consent forms were sent home 

from schools with children. These consent forms were pre-printed with the child’s 

name and unique barcodes. When sending letters home from schools, the study 

team looked for children in the schools closest to where they were last recorded as 

residing.  

 

Identifying	consented	children	

School visit forms with barcodes were printed for all children, unless there had been 

a refusal to consent. This enabled us to test children should we find valid signed 

consent forms had been returned to the school. To proceed to testing, the study 
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nurse required the child to provide three identifiers to confirm that they were the child 

we had parental consent to test. For this, a set of pre-printed identifiers appeared on 

the school visit form – child’s name, child’s date of birth, mother’s name, the name of 

the head of household, the area in which their homestead was located, and the 

Bounded Structure ID. The Bounded Structure ID is a unique identifier used by the 

Africa Centre to identify homesteads. A piece of plastic with the number on it is often 

tacked onto doors or gateposts. It proved unhelpful in identifying small children who 

were unable to remember this number! Children were usually able to provide their 

name, the names of household members and the name of the local area in which 

they lived.  

	

Cold	chain	and	tuberculin	storage	prior	to	use	

Tuberculin was received from the suppliers with documentation of cold chain 

compliance and stored in a fridge in an access controlled area. Minimum and 

maximum temperatures were recorded daily using an analogue thermometer with 

adjustments to the thermostat made when necessary to achieve a constant 

temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.  

 

For school visits, the vials of tuberculin were transported in cooler boxes, separated 

from direct contact with ice blocks by a layer of Styrofoam. Minimum and maximum 

temperatures during each visit were recorded using another analogue thermometer 

with the same target temperature. 

 

Care was taken to prevent the tuberculin from freezing and avoid leaving tuberculin in 

direct sunlight. Once drawn up into syringes, the tuberculin was used or discarded 
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within 90 minutes. Once open, tuberculin vials were used or discarded within 24 

hours.  

    

Tuberculin	testing	

The conduct of the survey was broadly in concordance with the KNCV generic 

protocol for tuberculin school surveys(202), except that we required written consent 

from parents and (a request from the ethics committee) written assent from the child.  

 

In brief, testing was undertaken in a quiet area identified during a visit to the school 

prior to testing. Study equipment, including alcohol gel, disposable gloves, a 

sterilisable surface, sharps containers, and medical waste bins, were transported 

from the Africa Centre each morning. The study team comprised a research 

assistant, who fetched children from class, and a research nurse who managed the 

study paperwork and administered and read tests.  

 

The study nurse administered a standardized dose of tuberculin – 2 Tuberculin Units 

in 0.1ml – to each child. The tuberculin was RT23/Tween 80 (Statens Serum Institut, 

Copenhagen, Denmark). The tuberculin was administered by intradermal injection 

into the volar aspect of the forearm using a 26 gauge needle. Skin was cleaned with 

an alcohol wipe prior to injection only if visibly dirty. Tests were not administered if 

the child had a febrile illness or skin disease. 

 

We aimed to read TST reactions at 72 hours but permitted reading at 48 hours or 96 

hours where necessary. Measurements of the extent of any induration were made 

having carefully palpated the margins of the reaction. The study nurse measured the 
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maximum transverse diameter in integer millimetres using a transparent ruler. After 

documenting the TST measurement, the study nurse inspected for a BCG scar. 

 

I observed the first 200 TSTs administered and read by the study nurse and 

undertook regular school visits thereafter to oversee testing. 

 

A small number of tests were administered or read at participants’ homes. This was 

done to bolster recruitment rates in Indlovu Village, an area of Reconstruction and 

Development Programme (RDP) housing on the N2 national road opposite 

KwaMsane township. These home visits were necessary because of high absentee 

rates at school visits scheduled after the end of year exams.  

 

Letters in isiZulu and English explaining the TST result were given to children to take 

home. Children with reactions of ≥10mm (or ≥5mm if HIV positive) were advised to 

attend Hlabisa Hospital for a clinical review if there was an additional risk factor for 

TB disease, such as recent TB contact, HIV positivity, signs or symptoms of TB, or 

failure to thrive. Parents were able to call a dedicated study phone for advice and we 

facilitated travel to Hlabisa Hospital by covering the cost of the return journey (for the 

outbound journey, there was a regular Government bus service to the hospital 

leaving from Primary Healthcare Clinics). 

 

Estimating	the	prevalence	of	MTB	infection	

I planned to use the TST cut point obtained using mixture analysis as my primary 

measure of TST positivity. I used the normalmixEM tool in R (R Foundation for 

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) to fit a two component normal model to the 

distribution of non zero reactions observed(181,182). 
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I also undertook a sensitivity analysis to look at the impact of using alternative means 

of defining TST positivity.  

 

≥ 10mm 

≥ 14mm x 1.22 

≥ 15mm 

Reactions at the mode plus twice the proportion of reactions bigger than the mode 

Reactions of 17mm plus twice the proportion of reactions bigger than 17mm 

 

In Stata version 14.1 for Mac (Stata Corp, College Station, Texas, USA), I calculated 

proportion infected using each threshold, with a 95% confidence interval. I accounted 

for clustering by school using robust standard errors. 

 

For each of the mirror methods, I used the same approach for reactions equal to or 

greater than the mode. I then repeated it for reactions greater than the mode. I 

summed these risks to obtain an estimate of the prevalence of infection. I summed 

the ends of the two sets of confidence intervals to obtain a confidence interval for 

MTB infection prevalence.  

 

Planned	subgroup	analyses	

I calculated MTB infection prevalence for each stratum of the following variables. 

 

- Age in years 

- Sex 

- Urban versus rural residence  
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- By quantiles of household asset ownership 

- By whether the child had ever lived outside the surveillance area 

- By whether the child was reported to have had prior contact with a person with TB 

 

I used the same approach as for the overall estimates with the adjustment for 

clustering by school (robust standard errors) taking into consideration correlations in 

the entire dataset not only between children in the stratum of interest.  

 

To classify children as urban or rural, I located them to the homestead in the 

surveillance area in which they were resident on 25 June 2013 and used standard 

Africa Centre definitions of urban and rural, which are based on population density.  

 

To obtain wealth quantiles, I located children to this same homestead. Using data on 

every household in the surveillance area, I calculated a household wealth index by 

principal components analysis (PCA) (203). I included 2013 data on household 

ownership of the following assets – bed net, bed, bicycle, block maker, car, car 

battery, cattle, electric hotplate, electric kettle, fridge, gas cooker, Kombi/lorry/tractor, 

kitchen sink, motorcycle, other livestock, Primus stove, radio, sofa, sewing machine, 

table and chairs, telephone, cell phone, TV, video, wheelbarrow plus the fuel used for 

cooking and the sanitation facilities available. The use of this standard set of Africa 

Centre assets data and PCA allowed comparison with other studies undertaken at 

the centre, which have used the same approach to calculating household wealth. 

 

Measures of socio-economic position based on household asset ownership are 

readily measured in household surveys. Household asset ownership is a medium to 

long term measure of wealth – which is what I wanted – and, unlike income, has 
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been shown to be relatively unresponsive to short term economic shocks.(204). The 

performance of asset indices are very dependent on the ability of the assets chosen 

to discriminate between richer and poorer households. Limited variation in patterns of 

asset ownership or the failure to include assets that distinguish between richer or 

poorer households can result in ‘clumping’ or ‘truncation’ of asset scores thus limited 

discriminatory power(203). Asset scores calculated using PCA are a relative rather 

than an absolute measure of socioeconomic position(203). They may not capture the 

function or quality of included assets but, if a sufficiently discriminatory set of assets 

are used, that additional detail may not be as important (205). 

 

One potential alternative to a household wealth index would have been to look at the 

educational attainment of the mother or the household head. Educational attainment 

is another relatively stable measure of socioeconomic position, conceptualised as a 

measure of human capital as opposed to material wealth(206). However, in the 

communities around the Africa Centre, as a result of orphanhood and labour 

migration, many children live in households headed by a grandparent(207). Given 

educational opportunities for black people in South Africa changed dramatically after 

1994 and high rates of maternal orphanhood(207), I did not think that maternal or 

household head educational attainment was likely to perform well as a measure of 

socioeconomic position.  

 

Estimating	the	annual	risk	of	MTB	infection	from	prevalence	

To estimate ARTI from MTB prevalence, I needed mean age at testing. To obtain 

mean age at testing, I calculated age at testing for each child. Then, in Stata, I 

calculated mean age with a 95% confidence interval, adjusting for clustering by 

school using robust standard errors. With little variation in age in the sample and no 
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reason to think the distribution of ages would vary by school, I did not expect the 

values adjusted for clustering to differ substantially from the crude mean. 

 

ARTI was calculated as per Nyboe(190). 

 

ARTI = 1 – (1 – prevalence) 1/mean age 

 

To obtain conservative confidence intervals on this annual risk, I repeated the 

calculations using the ends of the confidence intervals for prevalence and age that 

resulted in the widest confidence interval for the ARTI estimate. More complex 

methods, such as bootstrapping, were not attempted. With little variation in the ages 

of the children, I did not think bootstrapping would substantially affect my 

conclusions.  

 

Spatial	analyses		

The spatial distribution of positive and negative tuberculin tests was mapped on a 

point map with a random error introduced to protect confidentiality.  

 

To assess for evidence of spatial heterogeneity, I used the Kuldorff Spatial Scanning 

Statistic(192) implemented in SaTScan version 9.3(208). In the primary analysis, 

children were located to the homestead in which they had lived for the longest period 

of time.  The most likely clusters, obtained using the data without the random error, 

were then overlaid onto the point map with the random error.   

 

In a sensitivity analyses, children were located to the homestead in which they were 

living at the start of the study. I also repeated the analysis restricted to children who 
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had never moved. I repeated the analysis including children reported to have 

received treatment for TB disease as cases (they were excluded from the previous 

analyses). I also undertook a sensitivity analysis varying the TST cut point used, as 

described above.  

 

Ethics	approvals	

Approval to undertake the tuberculin survey were obtained from the University of 

KwaZulu-Natal Biomedical Research Ethics Committee (BF075/13), the Africa Centre 

Community Advisory Board, the medical director at Hlabisa Hospital and the 

Department of Education (Hlabisa Circuit). 
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Results	

Survey	Participation	

 

 

Figure 11. Flowchart describing recruitment to the tuberculin school survey. 

 

Fieldworker visits with a view to obtaining consent were undertaken between 25 June 

and 27 October 2013. School visits were undertaken between 15 July and 5 

December 2013.  

 

In Figure 11, there is a flow chart describing recruitment to the study. In summary, 

4479 children were included in the sampling frame of whom 3512 were resident at 

the start of recruitment. I obtained TST results on 1266 children of whom 1240 

(97.9%) were resident at the start of recruitment.  

 

3512 children resident on 25 
June 2013 (100%) 

391 consent refused 
394 not eligible 

1611 parent/guardian 
consents (46%) 
1340 valid consent forms signed 
during a surveillance visit 
271 valid consent forms 
returned from home 

1499 consent forms printed to send 
home from schools  
857 consent forms sent home from school 
642 children not found at nearest schools(s) 

1359 tests 
administered (39%) 
 

123 children absent 
112 names not known at school 
8 children did not assent to test 
6 could not confirm child’s identity 
2 parental consents withdrawn 
1 not tested due to admin error 

118 children absent 
1 result not recorded 

1240 tests 
read (35%) 
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The main barrier to recruitment was probably failure to make contact with a parent or 

guardian with only 391 children not participating as a result of documented 

parent/guardian refusal (11.1% of all resident children). However, the reasons for non 

participation following attempts to obtain consent using letters sent home from school 

are unclear – the majority of the consent forms distributed in this way were never 

seen again. The principal reason for non-eligibility was attending a school outside the 

surveillance area. The figures quoted for absenteeism do not include children we 

were able to test or tests that we were able to read by visiting the school on 

subsequent days. 

 

We obtained test results on between 1 and 166 resident children at each of the 38 

primary and lower primary schools in the surveillance area. These children were 

resident in 1100 households with between one and four children per household. 

 

A comparison between eligible resident children and children for whom we have a 

TST result is presented in Table 3. Here, age is age on 25 June 2013. Household 

wealth and urban versus rural residence are based on the child’s residence at the 

start of recruitment. The p values are Wald tests from a logistic regression model with 

a single categorical explanatory variable and success in obtaining a TST result as the 

outcome.  This model did not account for clustering by school or household.  
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Table 3. A comparison between children for whom I had a TST result and children for 
whom I did not. 

 Number of 
children with 
TST result 
(column %) 

Number of 
children without 
a TST result 
(column %) 

p value 

Overall 1240 (100) 2272 (100)  
Sex    
Male 622 (50) 1150 (51) 0.80 
Female 618 (50) 1122 (49) 
Age in years 1    
6  339 (27) 545 (24) <0.0001 
7 639 (52) 1047 (46) 
8 262 (21) 680 (30) 
Residence    
Urban 73 (6) 171 (8) <0.0001 
Peri-urban 290 (24) 814 (36) 
Rural 868 (71) 1260 (56) 
Household wealth    
Poorest quintile 313 (26) 357 (17) <0.0001 
Second quintile 299 (19) 423 (20) 
Third quintile 248 (21) 445 (21) 
Fourth quintile 245 (21) 464 (22) 
Wealthiest quintile 159 (13) 418 (20) 
Residence outside 
surveillance area 

   

Never 968 (78) 1767 (78) 0.84 
Ever 272 (22) 505 (22) 
BCG vaccine    
Vaccinated 1022 (100) 1762 (100) 0.15 
Not vaccinated 1 (0) 8 (0) 
1. Age here is that on 25 June 2013, the day we began to consent children. 

	

We were slightly less likely to have TST results on children living in peri-urban versus 

rural areas, on eight years olds and on wealthier children. Whilst the p values were 

low, the absolute differences in participation rates were modest.   
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The	distribution	of	positive	reactions	

 

Figure 12. A histogram showing the distribution of reaction sizes among the 214 
children with non-zero TST reactions. 

 

The distribution of the 214 non-zero TST reactions is shown in Figure 12. There was 

a clear mode at 14mm, which is similar to the distributions seen in some surveys in 

the Western Cape of South Africa(12,185,209), though slightly lower than seen in 

surveys in a township near Cape Town(210,211). The distribution did not show the 

usual digit preference for multiples of five(212). The peaks at seven and nine were 

not accompanied by troughs at five or ten millimetres. This suggests that they were 

not explained by inverse digit preference resulting from deliberate avoidance of 

values that are known to be preferred. 
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Mixture	analysis	

I performed mixture analysis, using normalmixEM. The model required two normally 

distributed components but applied no other constraints and used uninformative 

priors. The results proved unstable, predicting one of two distinct outcomes 

depending on the seed used (Figure 13). Most often, two separate normal 

distributions were predicted, one with a mean at 7.3mm and the second with a mean 

at 14.0mm. This result suggests that the standard cut point of ≥10mm would be most 

discriminatory. However, nearly as frequently, mixture analysis predicted normal 

distributions with means at 12.2mm and 14.6mm. This result suggests no distinct 

distribution of non-specific reactions – i.e. that all non-zero TST reactions represent 

MTB infection.  
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Figure 13. Two alternative underlying component distributions, both predicted by 
mixture analysis, overlaid on the distribution of non-zero TST reaction sizes. 
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Generation	of	the	wealth	index	

The 2013 household wealth index was generated using the full list of assets listed 

above, with toilet type and source of energy converted into sets of dummy binary 

variables. The first principal component explained 16.6% of total variance. The 

histogram of 2013 household asset scores (Appendix 4) showed some clumping at 

the top of the distribution, suggesting that the set of assets that were used might fail 

to discriminate between the wealthier households.  

 

Estimated	prevalence	of	MTB	infection	

The prevalence of MTB infection overall and by subgroup is presented in Table 4. As 

expected, the definition of MTB infection used substantially affected prevalence 

estimates. The thresholds based on mixture analysis are highlighted. The expected 

higher prevalence of MTB infection in older children was not seen, probably because 

the age range was narrow and there were relatively few six year olds.  

 

There were few children on whom we had a TST result (n=73) who were living in an 

urban area so those estimates should be treated with caution. Among children 

consented for TST testing, 23.9% reported a history of TB contact. In most cases 

(88.1%) this was a household TB contact. Given the limited data, I elected not to 

present separate estimates for children with a history of TB contact outside the 

household. 
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Table 4. The prevalence of MTB infection overall and by subgroup using various definitions of TST positivity (%). 1 

 All positive 
reactions 

10mm 14mm x 1.22 15mm Mirror (mode 
14mm) 

Fixed mirror (at 
17mm) 

All positive 
reactions plus 
those on TB 
treatment 

10mm plus 
those on TB 
treatment 

Overall 17.3 (14.3-20.7)  12.4 (10.2-15.0) 9.3 (7.2-12.0) 5.6 (4.1-7.7) 13.3 (10.1-17.5) 4.3 (2.6-7.1) 19.1 (15.8-22.9) 14.4 (11.8-17.4) 
Sex         
Male 15.8 (11.8-20.7) 11.4 (8.3-15.4) 9.0 (6.2-13.0) 5.5 (3.6-8.3) 12.9 (8.6-19.0) 4.5 (2.4-8.6) 18.4 (13.9-23.8) 14.2 (10.5-18.8) 
Female 18.8 (15.6-22.5) 13.4 (10.9-16.4) 9.7 (7.1-13.1) 5.8 (3.8-8.7) 13.8 (9.7-19.5) 4.0 (2.1-7.7) 19.8 (16.2-24.0) 14.5 (11.6-18.0) 
Age in years 2         
6 18.1 (12.3-25.7) 11.8 (7.3-18.6) 5.9 (2.7-12.7) 4.9 (2.2-10.4) 9.7 (4.4-20.9) 2.8 (0.7-11.2) 17.5 (13.3-22.8) 12.6 (9.0-17.4) 
7 16.7 (13.4-20.6) 12.6 (10.0-15.6) 11.2 (8.8-14.2) 6.9 (5.2-9.3) 16.1 (12.4-20.9) 5.3 (3.3-8.6) 18.9 (15.0-23.6) 14.6 (11.6-18.3) 
8 17.9 (12.9-24.2) 12.4 (8.9-17.0) 7.6 (4.5-12.4) 3.8 (2.0-7.0) 10.0 (5.7-17.2) 3.1 (1.3-7.4) 21.5 (15.7-28.6) 15.9 (12.0-20.8) 
Residence 
(2013) 

        

Urban 28.8 (23.6-34.5) 19.2 (13.6-26.3) 15.0 (7.6-28.1) 9.6 (5.1-17.4) 21.9 (11.3-40.4) 9.6 (4.6-19.5) 30.7 (24.6-37.4) 21.3 (14.8-29.8) 
Peri-urban 17.2 (11.6-24.8) 14.1 (9.9-19.8) 11.4 (8.1-15.8) 7.2 (4.3-12.0) 16.6 (10.9-24.9)  4.8 (2.5-10.1) 18.1 (11.8-26.7) 15.0 (10.1-21.8) 
Rural 16.4 (13.8-19.3) 11.3 (9.3-13.7) 8.2 (6.1-10.8) 4.7 (3.3-6.8) 11.4 (8.2-15.6) 3.5 (1.8-6.7) 18.5 (15.7-21.7) 13.6 (11.1-16.5) 
Household 
wealth (2013) 

        

Poorest quintile 17.6 (13.1-23.1) 12.1 (8.8-16.6) 9.4 (5.9-14.7) 5.4 (3.1-9.3) 13.1 (7.9-21.4) 4.8 (1.7-13.2) 19.9 (15.5-25.1) 14.6 (11.3-18.7) 
Second quintile  14.8 (11.3-19.3) 12.2 (9.3-16.0) 9.6 (6.8-13.3) 4.8 (2.9-7.8) 12.7 (8.6-18.7) 3.9 (1.7-9.2) 16.3 (12.6-20.9) 13.7 (10.5-17.8) 
Third quintile 21.4 (16.2-27.7) 16.1 (11.9-21.6) 10.8 (6.8-16.9) 5.6 (3.0-10.3) 14.5 (8.6-24.1) 5.2 (2.2-12.5) 22.9 (17.2-29.9) 17.8 (13.1-23.7) 
Fourth quintile 17.1 (12.1-23.7) 10.6 (6.8-16.2) 8.0 (4.2-14.6) 5.3 (2.7-10.2) 11.8 (6.2-22.2) 2.9 (1.0-7.7) 18.1 (12.9-24-9) 11.7 (7.6-17.5) 
Wealthiest 
quintile 

16.4 (10.8-23.9) 11.9 (8.2-17.1) 10.0 (6.6-14.9) 8.2 (5.4-12.2) 16.4 (10.8-24.5) 5.7 (2.6-12.4) 17.9 (12.5-25.0) 13.6 (9.8-18.5) 

Residence 
outside 
surveillance 
area 

        

Never 16.3 (13.2-20.0) 11.9 (9.7-14.5) 9.1 (6.9-11.8) 5.7 (4.0-8.0) 13.1 (9.7-17.7) 4.1 (2.4-7.2) 18.1 (14.5-22.3) 13.8 (11.0-17.0) 
Ever 20.6 (15.7-26.6) 14.3 (10.9-18.6) 10.3 (6.9-15.3) 5.5 (3.2-9.2) 14.0 (8.9-21.7) 4.8 (2.1-10.9) 22.6 (17.8-28.2) 16.5 (13.1-20.5) 
History of  
household TB 
contact 

        

No 15.4 (12.4-19.0) 11.1 (8.7-14.0) 7.9 (5.9-10.6) 4.7 (3.2-6.8) 11.1 (8.0-15.5) 3.8 (2.4-6.2) 15.4 (12.4-19.0) 11.1 (8.7-14.0) 
Yes 23.9 (18.9-29.8) 17.5 (13.4-22.5) 14.4 (10.6-19.3) 8.9 (6.1-12.9) 20.7 (14.8-28.7) 6.1 (2.5-14.3) 23.9 (18.9-29.8) 17.5 (13.4-22.5) 
1. All estimates adjusted for clustering by school using robust standard errors. 
2. Here age is age at testing except for calculations including children reported to be on TB treatment, where I used age on 25 June 2013. 
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Estimated	annual	risk	of	MTB	infection	

The mean age on the day the TST test was administered in the children with a TST 

result was 7.71 years (95% CI 7.66 – 7.75 years), adjusted for clustering by school. 

ARTI estimates were as follows. 

 

2.4% (95% CI 2.0-3.0%) including all positive reactions as cases 

1.7% (95% CI 1.4-2.1%) using a threshold of ≥10mm  

0.8% (95% CI 0.5-1.0%) using a threshold of ≥15mm 

 

Children on TB treatment had the same mean age at enrolment as those who had a 

TST result (7.4 years). ARTI estimates including those children (as cases) and 

assuming they had the same age distribution as children with TST results were as 

follows. 

 

2.7% (95% CI 2.2-3.3%) including all positive reactions and children reported to be 

receiving TB treatment as cases 

2.0% (95% CI 1.6-2.5%) using a threshold of ≥10mm and including children reported 

to be receiving TB treatment as cases 

 

We collected no additional data on the ‘TB treatment’ children were receiving. 

Furthermore, those children were slightly more likely to be included in the sample as 

there was not the same attrition as a result of failure to make contact with a parent or 

guardian, absenteeism, or test refusal. The estimates including self-report of TB 

treatment might therefore slightly overestimate ARTI.  
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The	spatial	distribution	of	MTB	infection	

Spatial heterogeneity in MTB infection was not clearly apparent locating children to 

the homestead in which they were living on 25 June 2013 nor locating them to the 

homestead in which they had lived for the longest period of time. There was only a 

weak suggestion using a threshold of ≥15mm that an area just north of KwaMsane 

Township had a lower than expected number of MTB infections.  The evidence for 

this was stronger locating children to the homestead in which they had lived for the 

longest period of time (p=0.06) than locating them to the homestead in which they 

were living on 25 June 2013 (p=0.08). In the former analysis, no MTB infections were 

seen in the 150 children resident in the cluster versus 8.47 expected (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14. A point map locating children to the homestead in which they lived for the 
longest period of time with children with TST reactions ≥15mm in purple.  

In the cluster, located to the north of KwaMsane Township, there were no positive reactions in 150 children whereas 
8.47 were expected (p=0.06). A random error has been added to the point locations. Major roads are shown in red. 
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Better evidence for spatial heterogeneity in MTB infection was apparent in an 

analysis restricted to 583 children that been resident in the same homestead for most 

of their lives. Here, I opted to include children who had spent less than six months 

living elsewhere to maintain power.  

 

In these analyses, there was evidence for an area of low infection prevalence in the 

same location north of KwaMsane classifying all positive reactions as MTB infection, 

both including (p=0.01) and not including (p=0.02) those reporting current receipt of 

TB treatment as cases. In the former analysis, no MTB infections were seen in 55 

children resident in the cluster versus 9.77 expected (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15. A point map only including 592 children who had lived in the same 
homestead for most of their lives with children with non-zero TST reactions or 
reported receipt of TB treatment in purple.  

In the cluster north of KwaMsane Township, no MTB infections were seen in 55 resident children whereas 9.77 were 
expected (p=0.01). A random error was added to point locations. 
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There was also evidence for an area of high infection prevalence spanning parts of 

Indlovu Village and parts of KwaMsane Township. This was apparent using a ≥10mm 

threshold (p=0.05), a ≥15mm threshold (p=0.11) and using a ≥10mm threshold with 

individuals reporting current receipt of TB treatment also included as cases (p=0.11). 

Two of these clusters were very small, containing only four children. However, using 

the 15mm threshold, there were 8 cases in a population of 32 children, versus 1.59 

expected (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. A point map including 583 children for whom we had a TST result who had 
lived in the same homestead for most of their lives with children with TST reactions of 
≥15mm in purple.  

In the cluster, located in KwaMsane and Indlovu Village, there were eight cases in a population of 32 children 
whereas only 1.59 were expected (p=0.11). Here, MTB infection was defined as a TST reactions of ≥15mm. A 
random error was added to the point locations. 
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Slight overlap between the high and low prevalence clusters probably explains the 

fact that in any single analysis we did not see both the high and low prevalence 

clusters.  

 

Discussion	

I successfully obtained TST readings from 1240 children resident in the Africa Centre 

surveillance area. These children were broadly representative of the underlying 

population. To my knowledge this is the first TST survey undertaken in KwaZulu-

Natal in forty years.  

 

I demonstrated that, as expected, MTB infection was common and the ARTI high, 

though residual uncertainty about the appropriate TST cut point and the inherent 

limitations of the test, mean these figures should be taken as a proxy for rather than 

a precise estimate of the force of infection. There was some evidence for spatial 

heterogeneity in MTB infection with a small pocket of higher prevalence in 

KwaMsane Township and Indlovu Village and an area with lower prevalence 

immediately to the north of the township. This heterogeneity was only apparent using 

more specific cut points or restricting analysis to children who had mostly lived in the 

same household.  

 

Mixture	analysis	

That mixture analysis was unable to confidently ascribe a set of underlying 

distributions to the observed reaction sizes is consistent with the known limitations of 

the approach. It is expected to struggle where the frequency distribution is noisy as a 
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result of a small sample size or digit preference or where there is considerable 

overlap in the distributions(183). Here, whilst there was no evidence of digit 

preference, the sample size was relatively small and the mode was low, as has been 

seen elsewhere in South Africa(185,209). 

 

The question regards which set of underlying distributions best fit these data is an 

interesting one.  

 

The 1974 tuberculin survey in KwaZulu-Natal(96) found six percent of children had 

stronger reactions to an ‘avian’ purified protein derivative (presumably prepared from 

Mycobacterium avium or Mycobacterium intracellulare, two NTMs) than to tuberculin. 

However, the mixture analysis result with two distinct modes would suggest a much 

higher prevalence of non-specific reactions than that.  It is possible that there was 

some residual BCG effect in these children who had almost all been vaccinated 

shortly after birth – BCG coverage was much lower in 1974(96). The near universal 

coverage of BCG vaccine precluded a comparison of reactions in BCG vaccinated 

and unvaccinated children. The alternative mixture analysis result, with no non-

specific reactions, would be consistent with there being no 1-2mm reactions in my 

data. Such small reactions are common in settings where NTMs are prevalent(7). 

 

Infection	prevalence	and	ARTI	estimates	

Our ARTI estimate of around 2% per year is high by African standards. For example, 

ARTI in Karonga, Northern Malawi, is approximately 1% per year and falling(151). 

Recent national tuberculin school surveys in Ghana(186) and Kenya(194) reported 

ARTIs of 0.0-0.6% and 1.1% per year respectively.  
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However, our results are comparable to other estimates from Southern Africa. For 

example, I modelled my analysis of the sensitivity of the ARTI estimates to the TST 

cut point chosen on a TST survey undertaken as part of the ZAMSTAR trial(185). In 

the Zambian communities in that survey, the ARTI estimates fell between 0.8% and 

2.8% respectively(185), strikingly similar to our estimates from KwaZulu-Natal. Our 

data are also not too different to the 1974 ARTI estimate from KwaZulu-Natal of 1.4% 

per year. This is interesting given the huge changes that have occurred in the 

province, including substantial improvements in access to healthcare, the arrival of 

HIV and the roll out of antiretroviral therapy, a period of communal violence in the 

early 1990s, and the lifting of Apartheid era restrictions on freedom of movement.  

 

TST surveys undertaken in the Western Cape of South Africa, however, have 

consistently estimated ARTIs that are higher than seen elsewhere in Southern Africa. 

For example, recent surveys from the Western Cape have estimated ARTIs of 2.5-

4.2% per year in primary school children across eight different communities(185), 

ARTI of 4.1% in 5-17 year olds and 4.2% in 13-22 years olds in a township near 

Cape Town, and (analysing IGRA data using the same cross sectional approach as 

in the other studies) 7.3% per year in 12-18 year olds in the Cape Winelands. As 

outlined in Chapter 1, I am not aware of any definitive explanation for the very high 

force of infection seen in the Western Cape.  

 

Spatial	heterogeneity	

That, in a mobile population, spatial heterogeneity in MTB infection prevalence was 

only apparent when the analysis was restricted to children who had spent most of 

their lives resident in one homestead is an important methodological lesson.  
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The area of low MTB prevalence immediately north of KwaMsane Township is 

interesting. The evidence for this cluster was reasonably good. It was noted using the 

≥15mm threshold in the full sample either locating children to the homestead in which 

they were living on 25 June 2013 (p=0.08) or to the homestead in which they lived 

longest (p=0.06). There was moderate evidence for this cluster in children who had 

mostly lived in the same homestead by two different definitions of MTB infection – all 

positive reactions (p=0.02) and all positive reactions or reported receipt of TB 

treatment (p=0.01).  That it was not seen using the other thresholds is probably 

because of overlap with the high prevalence cluster immediately to the south. This 

‘low prevalence’ community is neither remote nor clearly urban. Residents would be 

expected to have an intermediate HIV prevalence(195) and neither very ready 

access to healthcare and other amenities nor long journey times to reach such 

facilities(169,170). 

 

There was less good evidence for the smaller area of higher infection prevalence in 

KwaMsane Township and Indlovu Village. This is a densely populated area with very 

high HIV prevalence, though ready access to healthcare and other amenities. The 

clusters here were only noted in the analysis restricted to children who had mostly 

lived in the same homestead. Furthermore, only using the ≥15mm threshold did this 

cluster affect more than a handful of children (n=32 rather than n=4). However, 

SaTScan would not have evaluated clusters with lower likelihoods that overlapped 

with these clusters. It is possible that, for this reason, I did not see other clusters of 

high infection prevalence in the same region. This phenomenon probably also 

explains why, in no single analysis, did I observe both high and low prevalence 

clusters.  
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Limitations	

Limited	power	

I did not obtain TST results on as many children as I intended to. Whilst the 

confidence intervals around my ARTI estimates were acceptable, there was 

considerable uncertainty on the MTB prevalence estimates for some subgroups. 

There was also only weak statistical evidence to support the existence of high and 

low prevalence spatial clusters.  

 

Power in spatial analysis is not simply a function of numbers but also of their spatial 

distribution. That said, I recruited better in rural areas where the incremental benefit 

per child tested will have been higher than in urban areas. 

 

No	formal	validation	

With hindsight, I regret not including formal validation of the TST results documented 

by my study nurse. Having all tests administered and read by a single clinician was 

valuable in obtaining consistent and comparable results and I had no concerns about 

her technique. However, quantifying agreement in TST readings with blind double 

reading of a random sample of test reactions would have been reassuring.  

 

No	data	on	HIV	status	

I elected not to collect data on these children’s HIV status. Among the 2005‑6 birth 

cohort in the Africa Centre surveillance programme, HIV prevalence is estimated to 

be less than 5% (personal communication, Dr James Ndirangu). This assumes an 

antenatal HIV prevalence of approximately 40%, a vertical transmission rate at that 

time of approximately 15% and substantial early mortality. Therefore, in 
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approximately one in twenty children in my study, the TST may have had reduced 

sensitivity(15). This may have led to an underestimation of the prevalence of MTB 

infection and of the ARTI, particularly if HIV positive children had greater exposure to 

MTB than other children.   

 

Differential	survival	

Of the 5690 children registered in the surveillance programme who were born in 

2005-6, 281 (or 4.9%) had died by 25 June 2013 (Africa Centre data). By verbal 

autopsy, the major causes of death in young children in the community were acute 

respiratory infections, HIV/AIDS and birth asphyxia(173). If MTB infected children 

had a higher mortality than those not infected with MTB, such differences in survival 

could also result in me underestimating the ARTI. However, it is not usual to account 

for such differences when analysing TST survey data and thus my estimates may still 

be comparable with those from similar communities. 

 

Assumptions	

A further reason I may have underestimated MTB transmission is that I used cross 

sectional rather than longitudinal data. Fine noted, ‘Conventional cross-sectional 

analysis methods give an accurate estimate of incidence only if there is in fact no 

reversion, and if there are equal numbers of false negative and false positive tests.’ 

(21) TST reversions have been documented to occur in longitudinal data (12), even 

applying stringent definitions of test conversion(21). Such longitudinal studies 

therefore tend to produce substantially higher ARTI estimates than do cross sectional 

studies. Therefore, whilst my data provide an ARTI estimate that allows comparison 

with other similar cross sectional studies, I may have substantially underestimated 

the force of infection. For example, in the study in Cape Winelands adolescents, a 
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7.3% per year ARTI estimate was obtained treating the data cross-sectionally versus 

a 13.0% per year ARTI obtained from longitudinal data(12). 

 

I also have no data to support the stable incidence assumption. There has been no 

clear trend towards higher or lower TB notifications in the district(89). However, 

notifications are a complicated function of force of infection, rates of progression to 

disease, and the capacity of the healthcare system. If ARTI were not stable, our 

estimate would best reflect the force of infection midway between these children 

being born and being tested (i.e. approximately 2009).  

 

Finally, caution needs to be exercised in applying force of infection measured in 

young children to other individuals in the community. Age assortative mixing is seen 

in many communities(157), including South African communities(70,71). 

Furthermore, infections in children can provide only indirect estimates of transmission 

in settings that children do not frequent (i.e. only if they are infected by an adult who 

had been infected in that space). 

	

Conclusions	

I have demonstrated a high force of infection in this community in Northern KwaZulu-

Natal and some evidence of spatial heterogeneity in infection prevalence. I have 

demonstrated the limitations of the mixture analysis approach, particularly in smaller 

datasets. My data have also suggested that population mobility can obscure 

underlying spatial patterns in the prevalence of longstanding conditions such as MTB 

infection. 
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Spatial clustering of MTB infections might reflect transmission occurring in that 

community or, alternatively, spatial clustering of risk factors for MTB infection. In the 

next chapter, I explore risk factors for MTB infection in these data. 
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4.	 Individual,	household	and	community	 level	 risk	 factors	 for	

M.	 tuberculosis	 infection	 in	 the	 Africa	 Centre	 Demographic	

Surveillance	Area	

 

Background	

Despite its limitations, there is a long tradition of using the tuberculin skin test (TST) 

to understand MTB transmission with clear and expected gradients in TST positivity 

seen between higher and lower burden settings(213), over time as TB burden 

falls(214,215), according to characteristics of the index case(37,65–67) and 

according to the extent and duration of contact(35).  

 

In this chapter, I seek to test a series of hypotheses about MTB transmission in a 

rural community in northern KwaZulu-Natal by linking the tuberculin school survey 

data to data from the Africa Centre household surveillance programme.  

 

Social	contact	

As outlined in the introduction, there is a growing body of evidence associating 

exposure to indoor public spaces with MTB transmission. However, with the 

exception of a small number of studies demonstrating an increased risk of TB 

infection or TB disease among individuals commuting by public 

transport(78,216,217), empirical studies have focussed on elevated risk in individuals 

with occupational exposure to public spaces(79–83).  
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Other than studies among miners, healthcare workers and prisoners, the relationship 

between exposure to specific indoor congregate settings and MTB infection in high 

burden settings in Southern Africa is not known.  

 

A qualitative study in a Cape Town township(218) attempted to identify congregate 

settings that might play a role in MTB transmission based on the number of people 

present, duration of exposure and factors such as whether the space appeared well 

ventilated. The researchers suggested drinking establishments (including informal 

‘shebeens’), clinics and churches (including church groups that met in private homes) 

might be important sites of MTB transmission.  

 

Also working in a Cape Town township, Robin Wood’s group combined data on 

social contact patterns(70), data on ventilation obtained using CO2 metres and data 

on MTB infection by age(219). Using Rudnick and Milton’s adaptation of the Wells-

Riley Equation(160), they were able to predict the spaces that might be important for 

MTB transmission in the community(60). The model suggested that 84% of MTB was 

acquired outside one’s own home, that school and workplace were the main site of 

transmission for children and adults respectively, and that public transport and 

households might be important places in which MTB transmission between age 

groups occurred. The risks associated with schools and workplaces were driven by 

the length of time spent in these spaces, poor ventilation in schools, and the large 

number of potentially infectious adults present in workplaces. Important limitations to 

this work include the lack of location specific TB prevalence data and the strong 

assumptions of the model (full air mixing and no heterogeneity in infectiousness or 

susceptibility to infection). 
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A social contact pattern study has attempted to estimate the number of ‘contact 

hours’ (a product of the number of people in the space and the duration of exposure) 

attributable to specific spaces in various communities in Zambia and the Western 

Cape of South Africa(72). In the Western Cape, most contact hours occurred in 

workplaces whereas, in Zambia, most contact hours took place in churches. The 

study did not collect data on location specific TB prevalence or attempt to measure 

ventilation in these spaces. 

 

Palwasha Khan recently reported data on incident MTB infection in under fives in 

Karonga, in Northern Malawi(220). Data were available on 1242 children who had 

both a baseline and a repeat TST and whose parents or guardians answered a set of 

questions about use of public space. After adjusting for age, sex, household 

socioeconomic position and population density, the odds of MTB infection were 3.6 

(95% CI 1.2-11.1) fold higher in children who had attended church more than four 

times in the preceding year as compared to other children. The adjusted odds of MTB 

infection were also higher in children who had been to a healthcare facility at least 

once in the preceding year (aOR 3.1; 95% CI 1.0-9.8) and in children who travelled 

by minibus (aOR 1.8; 95% CI 0.9-3.6) but not in children with greater exposure to 

outdoor congregate settings such as markets and funerals. 

 

The	prevalence	of	untreated	adults	

As outlined in Chapter 1, individuals with pulmonary TB, initiated on effective TB 

treatment, rapidly become non infectious. A major focus of TB control programmes 

is, therefore, finding TB cases and ensuring they are effectively treated(221). Prompt 

treatment reduces the duration of infectiousness and therefore reduces the 

prevalence of infectious cases. As noted in the previous chapter, in the community 
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living near the Africa Centre, distance to the nearest primary healthcare clinic is a 

major determinant of healthcare usage (169,170).   

 

HIV	prevalence	

The arrival of HIV in Southern Africa in the early 1990s resulted in dramatic increases 

in TB burden. However, strikingly, it was noted (in gold miners) that, over the 1990s, 

steep increases in TB incidence in HIV positive individuals were not associated with 

changes in HIV negative individuals in whom incidence was stable over the same 

period(222). This may suggest that HIV positive TB cases are not important sources 

of MTB infection.  

 

The force of infection in gold mines is very high and an alternative explanation is that, 

in such settings, host susceptibility is the primary determinant of TB incidence, not 

transmission. However, as outlined in Chapter 1, there are reasons to think that HIV 

positive people might be less infectious than HIV negative people with TB. They 

progress faster to death or treatment(53,54). They have more smear negative or 

extra-pulmonary disease and less cavitary disease(68,69). Greater morbidity may 

reduce levels of social contact.  

 

Much of this data comes from the era before widespread availability of anti-retroviral 

therapy in Southern Africa. ART clearly extends life expectancy(94,171) and there is 

a suggestion that individuals on ART have TB disease with a more HIV negative 

phenotype(68,69). However, individuals in ART care might have their TB diagnosed 

faster and ART reduces incident TB disease in HIV positive people by approximately 

two-thirds (although incidence after immune recovery is still higher than in HIV 

negative individuals) (223). Modelling suggests that the net impact of the ART roll out 
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on TB incidence is uncertain and critically dependent on the extent of immune 

recovery and the success of HIV prevention efforts(224). The net impact of ART and 

ART care on MTB transmission is, I would argue, also uncertain, depending on both 

the impact on TB incidence and the impact on infectiousness.  

 

Socioeconomic	position	

TB has long been considered the archetypal disease of poverty with social gradients 

in the prevalence of TB disease observed in Bangladesh(225–227), the 

Philippines(227), Vietnam(227), Kenya(227), Zimbabwe (through this did not reach 

statistical significance)(228), Myanmar (though the association was not seen after 

stratifying by rurality)(229), Zambia and the Western Cape of South Africa(230).  

Social gradients in TB prevalence might occur as a result of differences in the 

incidence of MTB infection, in progression from infection to disease or in disease 

duration.  

 

There are fewer studies of the association between MTB infection and 

socioeconomic position and results have not been consistent. A large study in 

adolescents in the Western Cape found MTB infection associated with low parental 

income and low parental educational attainment(209). However, a study in Zambia 

found MTB infection to be associated with both household crowding and higher 

household wealth(231). The authors of the latter study speculate that the association 

they observed may be because wealthier households have better access to ‘facilities’ 

(congregate settings) in which transmission occurs or alternatively that less well 

constructed homes might be better ventilated. An association between poor 

household construction and reductions in TB disease (75,158), exposure to ‘shared 
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air’ (159) and modelled risk of MTB infection (232) have been observed in a range of 

different settings in Sub Saharan Africa.  

 

Objectives	

1. To ascertain individual, household and area level risk factors for TB infection in 

this community, including the association between TB infection and exposure to 

indoor public spaces. 

2. Specifically, to test the hypotheses that MTB infection in children is associated 

with: 

- Social contact in homes, in public spaces, and in clinical spaces 

- HIV prevalence in adults  

- Low socio-economic position  

- Poor access to TB treatment  

 

Methods	

Power	calculation	

To achieve 90% power to detect a 10% absolute difference between children 

exposed and children unexposed to a risk factor in the proportion of children with a 

positive test, I estimated that TST results on 1350 children would be needed 

(alpha=0.05, two tailed test). This assumed 20% would be TST positive overall 

(based on recent TST survey data from the Western Cape(185,209–211)), 50% 

exposed to the risk factor and a design effect of 2 (given sampling would be 

undertaken in schools). Previous studies of schistosomiasis infection in the same 

schools (unpublished) suggested such numbers were realistic and would provide 

sufficient power to conduct spatial analyses. 
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Population	

The population studied in this chapter is the same as that studied in the previous 

chapter – namely children aged 6-8 years, registered in the Africa Centre surveillance 

programme, resident at the start of enrolment, and attending one of the 38 primary or 

lower primary schools in the area.  

 

Outcome	measures	

Here, I used the thresholds to define MTB infection obtained by mixture analysis – all 

positive tests and TST ≥10mm. I also tested whether the key findings were robust in 

further sensitivity analyses: including children on TB treatment as cases or using a 

potentially more specific ≥15mm threshold. 

 

Locating	children	

For these analyses, I located children to the homestead in the surveillance area in 

which they were resident for the longest period of time.  
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Conceptual	framework	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Conceptual framework for the risk factor analysis. 

 

All analyses were adjusted for the child’s age and sex. 

 

I considered the prevalence of individuals with infectious pulmonary TB (not directly 

measured) and children’s exposure to specific indoor congregate settings to be the 

immediate determinants of a child’s contact with individuals with infectious pulmonary 

TB.  

 

I thought socioeconomic position was a potential determinant of the indoor spaces 

children would be exposed to. For example, children in households who owned a car 

would be less exposed to public transport. The same might be true if there were no 

money for public transport. 
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I knew that distance was associated with attendance at primary healthcare clinics in 

the community(169,170) and thus might determine children’s exposure to clinical 

spaces and also the prevalence of both untreated pulmonary TB and HIV(94,170) in 

adults. I thought that socioeconomic position might modify these effects given money 

for public transport or access to private transport might facilitate access despite 

spatial barriers. TB patients are known to struggle with the high costs of 

transportation in this community(233). Social gradients in access to TB treatment 

have been well described in other settings(225,229,234). 

 

Finally, I knew that social gradients in prevalent TB disease were observed in many 

settings and therefore considered that socioeconomic position might directly affect 

TB prevalence via mechanisms other than determining access to healthcare. For 

example, insufficient dietary protein has been associated with prevalent TB disease 

in Zambia(230).  

 

Social patterning in HIV prevalence has also been observed though this has been 

seen to change over time(235) and may be context specific. HIV is associated with 

TB prevalence, though to a lesser extent than it is associated with TB 

incidence(53,54). Socioeconomic position might, therefore, be associated with TB 

prevalence by determining risk of HIV.  

	

In this framework, spatial barriers to accessing healthcare and socioeconomic 

position were upstream determinants of MTB infection in children, with their effects 

mediated, at least in part, through social contact patterns, adult HIV prevalence and 

the prevalence of pulmonary TB. Therefore, I elected not to adjust for social contact 

patterns or HIV prevalence when estimating their associations with MTB infection in 
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children.  For the reasons outlined above, I planned a priori to test for an interaction 

between spatial barriers to healthcare and socioeconomic position. I repeated these 

analyses adjusting for population density in an attempt to obtain estimates of 

association between MTB infection in the child and distance to healthcare that were 

not explained by the more urban environments in which healthcare facilities tend to 

be situated. 

 

I considered socioeconomic position and HIV prevalence potential confounders of the 

association between social contact patterns and MTB infection in children. I 

considered distance to healthcare a potential confounder of the association between 

exposure to clinical spaces and MTB infection (again exploring for potential 

interaction between socioeconomic position and distance to healthcare). Again, I 

repeated these analyses adjusting for population density in an attempt to isolate the 

effects of social contact in specific indoor spaces from other aspects of the more 

urban environments in which such spaces tend to be located.  

 

I viewed socioeconomic position and spatial barriers to healthcare potential 

confounders of the association between HIV prevalence and MTB infection in 

children (and that there might be an interaction between socioeconomic position and 

distance to healthcare). I didn’t adjust for children’s social contact patterns as I 

thought it unlikely that there would be an association between HIV prevalence and 

children’s social contact patterns after accounting for socioeconomic position and 

spatial barriers to healthcare. I repeated these analyses adjusting for population 

density as HIV prevalence is known to be higher in more urban parts of the 

surveillance area(195). 
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Where I found associations between putative risk factors and MTB infection in 

children, I repeated the analysis with history of household TB contact included in the 

model. This was to assess the extent to which association between the risk factor 

and MTB infection in the child might be mediated through their being exposed to 

individuals with TB disease in the household.  

 

Accounting	for	the	multi-level	structure	of	the	data	

Some variables were measured at the level of the child and some at the level of the 

household. Given the mounting evidence that much MTB transmission occurs outside 

the home (see Chapters 1 and 2), I was also interested in exploring the impact of risk 

factors such as deprivation and HIV prevalence at the community level. I therefore 

had a three level data structure to consider and also needed to account for clustering 

at the level of the school, given that is where testing was performed.  

 

Given a four level model was not feasible, I needed another approach. For each of 

the community level variables, I was provided with a set of Gaussian kernels (236) 

centred on each homestead. These were generated by superimposing data at an 

individual or household level (e.g. HIV prevalence or household ownership of a 

specific asset) onto a 30 x 30 metre raster grid. A kernel of diameter 3km was then 

passed over each square in the grid and a Gaussian weighted prevalence estimate 

for each variable allocated to each cell. These kernels meant I could assign a unique 

value for HIV prevalence or area level deprivation to the 3 km radius immediately 

surrounding each household.  

 

The approach had two major advantages. First, it allowed me to fit a three level 

model with variables at the level of the child and the household whilst also accounting 
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for clustering by school. Second, it avoided the modifiable areal unit problem (237) 

whereby choices regards the position of boundaries when generating community 

level data can substantially affect the inferences made.  

 

Measures	of	social	contact	

I added a module to the Africa Centre surveillance programme which was inserted 

into fieldworker bundles during surveillance rounds two and three of 2013. A separate 

form was printed for each eligible child. A key informant was asked to answer the 

following questions regards the child.   

 

For these questions, inside means within a space with a roof and at least three walls. 

If you are not sure the exact answer to a question, please estimate if you can... 

 

1. In the last seven days, how many times has [name of child] been inside an indoor 

shop, an indoor market or supermarket, a bank or a post office? 

2. In the last seven days, how many times has [name of child] been inside an indoor 

restaurant, takeaway, bar or shebeen? 

3. In the last seven days, how many times has [name of child] used a bus or a 

minibus taxi? (count return journeys separately) 

4. How many of these journeys lasted more than one hour? 

5. In the last seven days, how many times has [name of child] been to a church 

service? (don’t include outdoor services) 

6. If they have been to a service, which church in which place did they attend most 

recently? 

7. In the last month, how many times has [name of child] been inside a clinic or 

hospital, including if accompanying someone else? 
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8. In the last seven days, how many visitors to your homestead have been inside 

your household? 

9. In the last seven days, how many households on other homesteads has [name of 

child] been inside?  

10. Is [name of child] currently taking treatment for TB? 

 

To improve the accuracy of recall, I only asked about visits in the preceding week (or 

month for visits to clinic or hospital). Shebeens are informal drinking establishments. 

The stipulation regards outdoor services was included as the Nazareth Baptist 

Church – whose followers are colloquially referred to as ‘Shembe’ – is popular in the 

region. The church holds its services outdoors. In data cleaning, I set the number of 

church visits to zero where the name of the last church attended was a Nazareth 

Baptist Church. 

 

Given concerns that models might become over parameterised, I planned to 

generate aggregate measures of the number of contacts in household spaces, non 

clinical public spaces and clinical public spaces, but only if the effect estimates for 

variables I planned to combine were not in opposite directions in unadjusted 

analyses. I planned also to look at the impact of household size (number of members 

per household) as a proxy for contact with other members of the same household. 

The household size variable was the number of residents on 1 June 2009 in the 

homestead in which the child lived longest. Where the child was not resident in that 

homestead on 1 June 2009, I substituted the number of residents in the homestead 

in which they were resident on 25 June 2013. 
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I did not generate an aggregate community level measure of social contact because I 

believed that adult-adult and child-adult contacts were the relevant community level 

measure. I had no data on these contacts. 

 

Quantifying	socioeconomic	position	

Household asset indices were calculated by PCA, as described in chapter 3, using 

2009 data.  

 

This had two advantages. First, the distribution of household wealth indices have 

become increasingly skewed over time, presumably as goods have become more 

affordable (Appendix 4). Thus newer data might be less discriminatory. Second, 2009 

is approximately midway through these children’s lifetimes and, therefore, the 2009 

data arguably best capture the socioeconomic position of these children over the 

period in which they were infected/at risk of infection regardless of whether that was 

recently or shortly after birth.  

 

The area level deprivation score was derived by calculating a ‘prevalence’ of 

ownership of specific assets in households using a set of 3km kernels centred on 

each homestead. A similar (though not identical) set of assets were used – here, 

access to piped water and electricity were included (markers of socioeconomic 

position at the community but not necessarily the household level). The prevalence of 

ownership of each asset in the area around each household was then fed into a PCA. 

An asset score for each household was derived from the first principal component.  
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Quantifying	access	to	healthcare	

Here, I used travel time in minutes from each homestead to the nearest PHC. These 

data were provided by my supervisor, Frank Tanser. They were derived using a 

published model that was validated against reported travel times(169).  

 

Quantifying	HIV	prevalence	

The HIV data from the Africa Centre household surveillance programme is a rich 

resource. However, analysis is complicated by missing data. Between 26 and 46% of 

adults agree to provide a sample for HIV testing each year (238). More complete 

estimates of HIV status can be obtained by treating the data longitudinally with 60.6% 

and 68.4% of adults having tested at least once after three and five years 

respectively(238). 

 

To obtain estimates of household HIV prevalence, I took the 2009 data. If an 

individual had no HIV test result from 2009, I used the result from 2010. If there was 

no result from 2010, I used the result from 2008. I then continued iteratively until 

either I found a non-missing result or reached 2005 (when our first children were 

born) or 2013 (when the children were tested). 

 

Data on community HIV prevalence were from 3km Gaussian kernels provided by 

Frank Tanser. Detail about how they were derived can be found in the literature(195). 

 

Statistical	approach	

I began with a descriptive analysis describing the distribution of the exposures of 

interest in children for whom we had a TST result and comparing this to the 

population of resident children who were eligible to participate in this study. I then 
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described the crude associations between each exposure and MTB infection in the 

child. 

 

Complementary log log regression is traditionally used to analyse data from TST 

surveys because coefficients can be interpreted as rate ratios which are more 

intuitive than the prevalence odds ratios obtained using logistic regression(239). 

However, in practice, where prevalence of the outcome is less than 0.2, coefficients 

will be almost identical and at prevalences of 0.2-0.4 they will be very similar(239).  

Here, because I struggled to get complementary log log regression models to fit to 

the data, I used logistic regression. I fitted mixed effects models to account for the 

multi-level structure of the data, with random intercepts for both household and 

school. I ensured all estimates were stable when the number of integration points 

was increased from 7 to 15.  

 

Tools	

All analyses in this chapter were undertaken in Stata version 14.1 for Mac (Stata 

Corp, College Station, Texas, USA).  

 

Ethical	approvals	

The TST survey was approved by the University of KwaZulu-Natal Biomedical 

Research Ethics Committee (BF075/13). Additionally, the same committee approved 

an amendment to the ethics approval for the Africa Centre demographic and health 

surveillance programme (E009/00). This amendment permitted us to ask the social 

contact pattern questions and to merge the TST data with data from the surveillance 

programme. 
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Results	

Generation	of	the	wealth	index	

The household wealth index was generated as in chapter 3 but using the data from 

2009. The first principal component explained 15.5% of total variance. The histogram 

of the 2009 household wealth scores showed less evidence of truncation than that 

describing the distribution of 2013 household wealth scores (Appendix 4).  This 

suggests that this set of assets were more discriminatory in 2009 than in 2013, 

perhaps as a result of household goods becoming more affordable over time. 

	

The	distribution	of	risk	factors	in	my	sample	and	in	the	wider	population	

Table 5 shows the distribution of risk factors in all eligible children who were resident 

on 25 June 2013 and in children for whom we obtained a TST result. The p values 

are Wald p values from a logistic regression model with a single categorical exposure 

and having a TST result as the outcome. The model did not account for clustering by 

school or household. 
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Table 5. The distribution of putative risk factors among children for whom I had a TST 
result and those for whom I did not. 

 Number of children 
with TST result 
(column %) 

Number of children 
without a TST 
result (column %) 

p value 

Overall 1240 (100.0) 2272 (100.0)  
Attendances at commercial spaces in past week 
None 909 (78.4) 1409 (84.0) 0.0002 
1-2 127 (11.0) 115 (6.9) 
3+ 123 (10.6) 154 (9.1) 
Attendances at social spaces in past week 
None 1126 (94.8) 1656 (96.5) 0.03 
1+ 62 (5.2) 61 (3.6) 
Trips by public transport in past week 
None 936 (78.5) 1353 (79.1) 0.92 
1-9 143 (12.0) 203 (11.9) 
10+ 113 (9.5) 155 (9.1) 
Attendances at church in past week 
None 758 (63.6) 1206 (70.7) 0.0001 
1+ 433 (36.4) 500 (29.3) 
Attendances at clinic/hospital in past month 
None  1026 (86.5) 1568 (93.0) <0.0001 
1+ 160 (13.5) 119 (7.1) 
Visits to other households in past week 
None 729 (64.2) 1173 (71.4) 0.0001 
1 173 (15.2) 222 (13.5) 
2+ 234 (20.6) 249 (15.2) 
Visitors to household in past week 
None 803 (70.2) 1283 (78.0) <0.0001 
1 105 (9.2) 119 (7.2) 
2+ 236 (20.6) 244 (14.8) 
Homestead size (number of residents) 
1-9 438 (35.3) 765 (33.7) 0.59 
10-15 421 (34.0) 781 (34.4) 
16+ 
 

381 (30.7) 726 (32.0) 

Travel time to nearest PHC in minutes (quintiles) 
Mean 5 229 (18.5) 471 (20.8) 0.0001 
Mean 32 212 (17.2) 488 (21.6) 
Mean 55 238 (19.3) 462 (20.4) 
Mean 76 285 (23.1) 415 (18.3) 
Mean 102 272 (22.0) 

 
427 (18.9) 

Household wealth score (quintiles) 
1 (poorest) 260 (21.1) 339 (15.4) <0.0001 
2 293 (23.8) 475 (21.5) 
3 258 (20.9) 464 (21.0) 
4 242 (19.6) 487 (22.1) 
5 (richest) 
 

179 (14.5) 443 (20.1) 
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2009 area level deprivation in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead 
1 (poorest) 311 (25.7) 375 (17.0) <0.0001 
2 269 (22.2) 413 (18.7) 
3 229 (18.9) 455 (20.6) 
4 211 (17.4) 473 (21.4) 
5 (richest) 190 (15.7) 493 (22.3) 
2009 number of HIV positive individuals in homestead 
0 504 (41.7) 981 (44.4) 0.15 
1 423 (35.0) 703 (31.8) 
2+ 283 (23.4) 525 (23.8) 
2009 HIV prevalence in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead (tertiles) 
Mean 15% 468 (38.7) 672 (30.4) <0.0001 
Mean 21% 424 (35.0) 717 (32.5) 
Mean 29% 318 (26.3) 820 (37.1) 
Population density in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead (quartiles) 
Mean 60 residents/km2 390 (32.2) 467 (21.1) <0.0001 
Mean 126 residents/km2 353 (29.2) 500 (22.6) 
Mean 290 residents/km2 254 (21.0) 601 (27.2) 
Mean 975 residents/km2 213 (17.6) 641 (29.0) 
	

Whilst some of the p values were low, there was little real difference in the 

distribution of risk factors between children for whom we had a TST result and other 

resident eligible children. I was slightly more likely to recruit children resident in areas 

with a lower population density and from more deprived communities and 

households. 

 

Minimally	adjusted	estimates	

All data presented in this section (Table 6) are from mixed effect logistic regression 

models accounting with random intercepts for clustering by homestead (the one in 

which children lived for the longest period of time) and by school. They each contain 

a single categorical exposure variable and no covariates. 
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Table 6. Minimally adjusted associations between putative risk factors and MTB 
infection. 

 Infection defined as a non zero 
TST 

Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 

 n/N (%)  OR (95% 
CI) 1 

p 
value 
2 

n/N (%) OR (95% 
CI) 1 

p 
value 2 

Age at testing in years 
6 26/144 (18) Referent 0.93 17/144 

(12) 
Referent 0.25 

7 113/676 (17) 0.96 (0.52-
1.76) 

85/676 
(13) 

1.33 (0.60-
2.13) 

8 75/420 (18) 1.04 (0.55-
1.97) 

52/420 
(12) 

1.11 (0.57-
2.15) 

Sex  
Male 98/622 (16) Referent 0.18 71/622 

(11) 
Referent 0.28 

Female 116/618 (19) 1.30 (0.88-
1.91) 

83/618 
(13) 

1.24 (0.84-
1.82) 

Attendances at commercial spaces in past week 
None 153/909 (17) Referent 0.95 115/909 

(13) 
Referent 0.43 

1-2 21/127 (17) 0.98 (0.53-
1.82) 

11/127 (9) 0.64 (0.32-
1.29) 

3+ 23/123 (19) 1.11 (0.60-
2.05) 

15/123 
(12) 

0.93 (0.49-
1.75) 

Attendances at social spaces in past week 
None  191/1126 

(17) 
Referent 0.60 136/1126 

(12) 
Referent 0.57 

1+ 12/62 (19) 1.26 (0.53-
2.99) 

9/62 (15) 1.28 (0.55-
2.97) 

Trips by public transport in past week 
None 168/936 (18) Referent 0.28 122/936 

(13) 
Referent 0.25 

0-9 24/143 (17) 0.95 (0.52-
1.76) 

16/143 
(11) 

0.87 (0.46-
1.62) 

10+ 12/113 (11) 0.54 (0.24-
1.21) 

8/113 (7) 0.52 (0.22-
1.19) 
 

Attendances at church in past week 
None 131/758 (17) Referent 0.86 96/758 

(13) 
Referent 0.53 

1+ 74/433 (17) 0.96 (0.64-
1.46) 

50/433 
(12) 

0.88 (0.57-
1.33) 
 

Attendances at clinic/hospital in past month 
None 174/1026 

(17) 
Referent 0.75 121/1026 

(12) 
Referent 0.28 

1+ 29/160 (18) 1.09 (0.63-
1.91) 

24/160 
(15) 

1.36 (0.78-
2.35) 
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Visits to other households in past week 
None 122/729 (17) Referent 0.05 87/729 

(12) 
 

Referent 0.07 

1 24/173 (14) 0.72 (0.35-
1.51) 

15/173 (9) 0.62 (0.28-
1.40) 

2+ 53/234 (23) 1.80 (0.95-
3.41) 

38/234 
(16) 

1.61 (0.85-
3.04) 
 

Visitors to household in past week 
None 134/803 (17) Referent 0.27 95/803 

(12) 
 

Referent 0.26 

1 14/105 (13) 0.74 (0.30-
1.83) 

9/105 (9) 0.69 (0.28-
1.69) 

2+ 48/236 (20) 1.49 (0.81-
2.75) 

35/236 
(15) 

1.42 (0.81-
2.50) 
 

Homestead size (number of residents) 
1-9 88/438 (20) Referent 0.26 56/438 

(13) 
Referent 0.70 

10-15 67/421 (16) 0.72 (0.46-
1.14) 

48/421 
(11) 

0.89 (0.55-
1.43) 

16+ 59/381 (15) 0.72 (0.45-
1.14) 

50/381 
(13) 

1.10 (0.68-
1.79) 
 

Travel time to nearest PHC in minutes (quintiles) 
Mean 5 47/229 (21) Referent 0.46 38/229 

(17) 
Referent 0.09 

Mean 32 42/212 (20) 0.98 (0.52-
1.85) 

33/212 
(16) 

0.94 (0.52-
1.71) 

Mean 55 39/238 (16) 0.72 (0.38-
1.39) 

28/238 
(12) 

0.65 (0.35-
1.22) 

Mean 76 45/285 (16) 0.67 (0.35-
1.28) 

29/285 
(10) 

0.54 (0.28-
1.02) 

Mean 102 41/272 (15) 0.61 (0.31-
1.19) 

26/272 
(10) 

0.49 (0.25-
0.94) 
 

Household wealth score (quintiles) 
1 (poorest) 45/260 (17) Referent 0.19 28/260 

(11) 
 

Referent 0.19 

2 44/293 (15) 0.80 (0.44-
1.46) 

32/293 
(11) 

1.00 (0.55-
1.83) 

3 57/258 (22) 1.55 (0.85-
2.85) 

44/258 
(17) 

1.84 (1.00-
3.37) 

4 36/242 (15) 0.87 (0.46-
1.63) 

28/242 
(12) 

1.14 (0.60-
2.14) 

5 (richest) 31/179 (17) 1.14 (0.58-
2.27) 

22/179 
(12) 

1.26 (0.63-
2.50) 
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2009 area level deprivation in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead 
1 (poorest) 47/311 (15) Referent 0.25 32/311 

(10) 
Referent 0.34 

2 47/269 (17) 1.30 (0.70-
2.41) 

31/269 
(12) 

1.24 (0.66-
2.31) 

3 41/299 (18) 1.48 (0.75-
2.90) 

29/229 
(13) 

1.47 (0.75-
2.86) 

4 45/211 (21) 1.94 (0.96-
3.90) 

34/211 
(16) 

1.96 (1.00-
3.85) 

5 (richest) 27/109 (14) 0.94 (0.43-
2.06) 

23/190 
(12) 

1.26 (0.60-
2.68) 

2009 number of HIV positive individuals in homestead 
0 85/504 (17) Referent 0.95 53/504 

(11) 
Referent 0.06 

 
 
 
 

1 71/423 (17) 1.03 (0.65-
1.61) 

49/423 
(12) 

1.13 (0.71-
1.78) 

2+ 51/283 (18) 1.09 (0.66-
1.80) 

47/283 
(17) 

1.75 (1.07-
2.88) 

2009 HIV prevalence in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead (tertiles) 
Mean 15% 76/468 (16) Referent 0.62 53/468 

(11) 
Referent 0.68 

 
Mean 21% 79/424 (19) 1.25 (0.78-

2.01) 
53/424 
(13) 

1.13 (0.71-
1.82) 

Mean 29% 52/318 (16) 1.06 (0.61-
1.83) 

43/318 
(14) 

1.26 (0.74-
2.17) 

Population density (quartiles) 
Mean 60 
residents/km2 

71/390 (18) Referent 0.98 50/390 
(13) 

Referent 0.98 

Mean 126 
residents/km2 

61/353 (17) 0.96 (0.57-
1.62) 

40/353 
(11) 

0.94 (0.55-
1.62) 

Mean 290 
residents/km2 

42/254 (17) 0.88 (0.48-
1.62) 

32/254 
(13) 

1.03 (0.57-
1.86) 

Mean 975 
residents/km2 

33/213 (15) 0.89 (0.44-
1.80) 

27/213 
(13) 

1.08 (0.56-
2.12) 

History of TB contact in the household 
No 145/941 

(15) 
Referent 0.002 104/941 

(11) 
Referent 0.007 

Yes 67/280 (24) 2.04 (1.24-
3.38) 

49/280 
(18) 

1.82 (1.15-
2.86) 

1. From a mixed effects logistic regression model accounting for clustering by household and school 
2. Likelihood ratio test. 
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Age	and	sex	

The expected trend towards increased odds of MTB infection with age was not seen, 

presumably as there was limited variation in age in the sample. There was no clear 

difference in infection prevalence by sex. 

	

Social	contact	

There was little evidence in the unadjusted analysis that these social contact 

variables were associated with MTB infection using either threshold. The exception 

was social contact within households with weak evidence that visits to other 

households were associated with increased odds of MTB infection (p=0.05 with the 

lower threshold and p=0.07 with the higher threshold). 

 

I planned a priori to create aggregate measures of the number of contacts in 

household spaces, non clinical public spaces and clinical public spaces, assuming 

that effect estimates of the variables I planned to combine were not in opposite 

directions in unadjusted analyses. This was, broadly speaking, the case. However, 

given a trend towards reduced risk of MTB infection with greater use of public 

transport (not statistically significant), I decided not to include public transport in the 

aggregate measure of contacts in non-clinical public spaces. 

 

Socioeconomic	position	and	access	to	healthcare	

Here, there was a trend towards reduced odds of MTB infection in children residing 

further from clinics. This trend was the opposite to that I was expecting. This might be 

a result of confounding by, e.g., other aspects of the more urban environments in 

which clinics tend to be located. Using the higher threshold for TST positivity (but not 
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the lower threshold), there was weak statistical evidence that this was not a chance 

finding (p=0.09).  

 

There was no evidence of an association between either household or community 

level socioeconomic position and MTB infection in children. There was no evidence 

for an interaction between household wealth scores and travel time to PHC (p=0.94 

using all positive results and 0.18 using a ≥10mm threshold).  

 

HIV	prevalence	

To obtain the number of HIV positive adults in the homestead in which the child lived 

longest, I took the result of the HIV test for each adult obtained closest to 2009, as 

described above. However, by this method 44% of adults registered in the 

surveillance programme still had no HIV test result and 13% of households contained 

no adult with an HIV test result.   

 

There was weak evidence using the higher TST threshold that exposure to HIV 

positive adults in the household might be associated with MTB infection in the child 

(p=0.06) but no suggestion of such an association using the lower TST threshold. 

There was little evidence that HIV prevalence in the community immediately 

surrounding the household was associated with MTB infection in children. 

 

Population	density		

There was no evidence in this model for an association between population density 

and odds of MTB infection. 
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TB	contact	

Reassuringly, there was strong evidence for increased odds of MTB infection in 

children with a history of household TB contact.  

 

Adjusted	estimates	

Socioeconomic	position	and	access	to	healthcare	

Table 7. Adjusted associations of distance to nearest clinic and measures of 
socioeconomic position with MTB infection (model not adjusted for population 
density). 

 Infection defined as a non-zero TST Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 
 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 
Travel time to nearest PHC in minutes (quintiles) 
Mean 5 Referent 0.72 Referent 0.26 
Mean 32 0.88 (0.44-1.75) 0.86 (0.44-1.67) 
Mean 55 0.68 (0.32-1.43) 0.61 (0.29-1.28) 
Mean 76 0.62 (0.28-1.36) 0.48 (0.21-1.09) 
Mean 102 0.59 (0.25-1.42) 0.43 (0.17-1.05) 
Household wealth score (quintiles) 
1 (poorest) Referent 0.39 Referent 0.51 
2 0.73 (0.39-1.36) 0.93 (0.49-1.75) 
3 1.22 (0.65-2.32) 1.48 (0.77-2.86) 
4 0.73 (0.37-1.46) 0.95 (0.47-1.93) 
5 (richest) 0.94 (0.45-1.97) 0.99 (0.46-2.13) 
2009 area level deprivation in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead 
1 (poorest) Referent 0.36 Referent 0.71 
2 1.21 (0.62-2.36) 1.02 (0.51-2.02) 
3 1.21 (0.57-2.56) 0.99 (0.47-2.11) 
4 1.41 (0.61-3.24) 1.10 (0.48-2.52) 
5 (richest) 0.66 (0.25-1.76) 0.65 (0.25-1.70) 
1. Likelihood ratio test. 
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Table 8. Adjusted associations of distance to nearest clinic and measures of 
socioeconomic position with MTB infection (model adjusted for population density). 

 Infection defined as a non-zero TST Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 
 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 
Travel time to nearest PHC in minutes (quintiles) 
Mean 5 Referent 0.77 Referent 0.29 
Mean 32 0.89 (0.44-1.82) 0.87 (0.44-1.72) 
Mean 55 0.68 (0.32-1.47) 0.62 (0.29-1.31) 
Mean 76 0.65 (0.29-1.47) 0.49 (0.21-1.14) 
Mean 102 0.61 (0.25-1.46) 0.44 (0.18-1.07) 
Household wealth score (quintiles) 
1 (poorest) Referent 0.40 Referent 0.53 
2 0.73 (0.39-1.36) 0.93 (0.49-1.74) 
3 1.19 (0.63-2.26) 1.46 (0.76-2.82) 
4 0.71 (0.36-1.43) 0.94 (0.47-1.91) 
5 (richest) 0.94 (0.45-1.97) 0.99 (0.46-2.13) 
2009 area level deprivation in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead 
1 (poorest) Referent 0.31 Referent 0.81 
2 1.32 (0.65-2.69) 1.07 (0.52-2.21) 
3 1.48 (0.64-3.44) 1.09 (0.47-2.50) 
4 1.62 (0.63-4.15) 1.16 (0.47-2.91) 
5 (richest) 0.58 (0.15-2.34) 0.62 (0.16-2.38) 
1. Likelihood ratio test. 

 

There was little evidence that household wealth or area level deprivation were 

associated with MTB infection in the child in a model also adjusted for age, sex and 

travel time to the nearest clinic. The addition of population density to the model 

changed little. 

 

From the same model, there was a trend towards reduced odds of MTB infection with 

increasing distance to the nearest clinic. This trend was not attenuated by adding 

population density to the model. However, there was no evidence to support the idea 

that this trend was anything other than a chance observation (p=0.77 using all 

positive reactions and p=0.29 using the ≥10mm threshold). 
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Adult	HIV	prevalence	

Table 9. Adjusted associations between household and community level HIV 
prevalence and MTB infection (model not adjusted for population density). 

 Infection defined as a non-zero 
TST 

Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 

 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 
2009 number of HIV positive individuals in homestead 
0 Referent 0.90 Referent 0.05 
1 1.03 (0.66-1.61) 1.14 (0.71-1.83) 
2+ 1.12 (0.68-1.86) 1.81 (1.08-3.07) 
2009 HIV prevalence in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead (tertiles) 
Mean 15% Referent 0.40 Referent 0.76 
Mean 21% 1.24 (0.76-2.00) 1.11 (0.68-1.81) 
Mean 29% 0.85 (0.45-1.63) 0.90 (0.47-1.71) 
1. Likelihood ratio test. 

 

Table 10. Adjusted associations between household and community level HIV 
prevalence and MTB infection (model adjusted for population density).  

 Infection defined as a non-zero TST Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 
 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 
2009 number of HIV positive individuals in homestead 
0 Referent 0.89 Referent 0.05 
1 1.03 (0.66-1.62) 1.14 (0.72-1.83) 
2-7 1.13 (0.68-1.87) 1.81 (1.08-3.05) 
2009 HIV prevalence in 3km Gaussian kernel around homestead (tertiles) 
Mean 15% Referent 0.18 Referent 0.62 
Mean 21% 1.38 (0.83-2.29) 1.17 (0.70-1.95) 
Mean 29% 0.81 (0.41-1.57) 0.88 (0.46-1.68) 
1. Likelihood ratio test. 

 

There was weak evidence that exposure to HIV positive adults in the home was 

associated with increased odds of MTB infection in the child but only using the 

≥10mm threshold. This was from a model adjusted for age, sex, household wealth 

score, area level deprivation and travel time to nearest clinic, and area level HIV 

prevalence. From the same model, there was no evidence that HIV prevalence in the 

3km around the homestead was associated with MTB infection in the child. 
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I repeated these analyses using alternative thresholds (≥15mm, all positive cases 

plus reported receipt of TB treatment, and TST reactions of ≥10mm plus reported 

receipt of TB treatment). I did not adjust for population density as it was not 

associated with MTB infection and did not appear to be an important confounder in 

the main analysis. 

 

Using the ≥15mm threshold, the association between exposure to HIV positive adults 

in the household and MTB infection in the child appeared stronger with children 

exposed to two or more HIV positive adults in the homestead having 3.50 times the 

adjusted odds of MTB infection (95% CI 1.33-9.18). However, model fit seemed poor 

with implausible values predicted for other covariates. Adding children reported to be 

receiving TB treatment as cases did not alter estimates in either the model including 

all positive reactions (in which there remained no association) or in the model 

including reactions of ≥10mm.  

 

Adding history of household TB contact to the model only slightly attenuated the 

association between exposure to HIV positive adults in the home and MTB infection 

in the child with children exposed to two or more HIV positive adults having 1.63 

times the adjusted odds of MTB infection using the higher TST threshold (95% CI 

0.97-2.76). 
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Social	contact	patterns	

During data cleaning, I noted that there were 65 children where the number of 

journeys of more than an hour in duration was reported to be greater than the total 

number of journeys. Nearly all of these nonsense values were captured by four 

fieldworkers. They had mostly recorded exactly twice as many journeys of more than 

one hour’s duration as the total number of journeys. I spoke to three of the 

fieldworkers. They had understood the second question to mean total number of 

journeys including return journeys. 

 

I resolved this issue in the following way 

 

1. Where the total number of journeys was exactly twice the number of journeys more 

than an hour, I set the total number of journeys to the larger figure and set the 

number of journeys more than an hour to missing. 

2. Where it was not exactly twice the number and where there was no data entry 

problem, I set both values to missing. 

3. I elected not to analyse the data on journeys of more than one hour in duration, as 

I was not sure how well it was understood. 

 

A regression model containing all variables I considered a priori potential 

confounders of the association between social contact patterns and MTB infection 

did not converge. I therefore elected to drop the community level deprivation variable 

and the community level HIV prevalence variable out of the model. Given these were 

not associated with MTB infection in the adjust analyses presented above, I 

considered them unlikely to be important confounding variables here.  
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I also elected not to adjust each social contact variable for the other social contact 

variables, so as not to over parameterise the model. The associations between the 

social contact variables were limited although clinic attendees had slightly more 

community and household contact than children that had not visited clinic or hospital 

in the preceding month. Note, adjusting clinic attendance for community or household 

contact did not meaningfully alter the effect estimate for either measure of social 

contact (data not shown). 

 

Table 11. Adjusted associations between social contact patterns and MTB infection 
(model not adjusted for population density). 

 Infection defined as a non-zero TST Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 
 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 
Attendances at non clinical congregate settings in past week 
None Referent 0.95 Referent 0.85 
1 0.93 (0.60-1.43) 0.91 (0.58-1.43) 
2+ 0.97 (0.57-1.66) 0.87 (0.49-1.52) 
Trips by public transport in past week 
None Referent 0.11 Referent 0.14 
0-9 0.87 (0.47-1.60) 0.84 (0.44-1.60) 
10+ 0.43 (0.18-1.03) 0.44 (0.17-1.09) 
Attendances at clinic/hospital in past month 
None Referent 0.73 Referent 0.26 
1+ 1.10 1.37 (0.79-2.38) 
Sum of visits to other households plus number of visitors to own household in past 
week 
None Referent 0.39 Referent 0.13 
1-2 0.97 (0.54-1.73) 0.77 (0.42-1.41) 
3+ 1.51 (0.79-2.89) 1.57 (0.85-2.91) 
Homestead size (number of residents) 
1-9 Referent 0.31 Referent 0.72 
10-15 0.74 (0.47-1.17) 0.91 (0.56-1.49) 
16+ 0.71 (0.43-1.17) 1.11 (0.66-1.87) 
1. Likelihood ratio test. 
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Table 12. Adjusted associations between social contact patterns and MTB infection 
(model adjusted for population density). 

 Infection defined as a non-zero 
TST 

Infection defined as TST ≥10mm 

 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 aOR (95% CI)  p value 1 
Attendances at non clinical congregate settings in past week 
None Referent 0.97 Referent 0.89 
1 0.95 (0.61-1.48) 0.94 (0.59-1.49) 
2+ 1.00 (0.59-1.70) 0.87 (0.49-1.54) 
Trips by public transport in past week 
None Referent 0.21 Referent 0.15 
0-9 0.88 (0.47-1.63) 0.85 (0.44-1.62) 
10+ 0.50 (0.21-1.15) 0.44 (0.17-1.10) 
Attendances at clinic/hospital in past month 
None Referent 0.63 Referent 0.24 
1+ 1.15 (0.66-1.99) 1.39 (0.80-2.42) 
Sum of visits to other households plus number of visitors to own household in past 
week 
None Referent 0.34 Referent 0.12 
1-2 0.95 (0.53-1.72) 0.75 (0.40-1.39) 
3+ 1.55 (0.80-3.00) 1.56 (0.84-2.91) 
Homestead size (number of residents) 
1-9 Referent 0.34 Referent 0.72 
9-15 0.74 (0.47-1.18) 0.91 (0.55-1.49) 
16+ 0.72 (0.44-1.18) 1.11 (0.66-1.88) 
1. Likelihood ratio test. 

 

In these data, there was very weak evidence (p=0.11 at the lower threshold and 

p=0.14 at the higher threshold) that children with greater exposure to public transport 

had lower adjusted odds of MTB infection than children with no exposure to public 

transport. However, this effect was attenuated and no longer close to statistical 

significance after adjusting for population density.  

 

In these data, there was very weak evidence at the higher TST threshold (p=0.12 in 

the model also adjusted for population density) that children who visited other 

households or had visitors to their household had higher adjusted odds of MTB 

infection.  
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Discussion	

Main	findings	

In my main analyses locating children to the household in which they lived longest 

there was weak evidence (p=0.05) that children living in households with more HIV 

positive individuals were at greater risk of MTB infection. Children living in 

households with two or more HIV positive adults had nearly twice (aOR 1.81; 95% CI 

1.08-3.07) the adjusted odds of MTB infection as children living in households where 

no adults were known to be HIV positive. This effect persisted after adjusting for 

population density but was only apparent using the higher TST threshold. At the 

higher TST threshold, the association was robust to including children reported to be 

on TB treatment as cases. The association was only partially attenuated by including 

report of household TB contact in the model.  

 

There was some suggestion (p=0.11 using the lower TST threshold or p=0.14 using 

the higher threshold) that children with greater exposure to public transport had 

reduced risk of MTB infection. This effect was most apparent in children reported to 

have undertaken ten or more journeys by bus or minibus taxi in the preceding week. 

The majority of children in this group had undertaken exactly ten journeys. Reasons 

these children might be at reduced risk of MTB infection are discussed below. It 

should also be noted that this association was attenuated by including population 

density in the model. 

 

There was a suggestion that children with greater exposure to other households or to 

members of other households within their home had higher adjusted odds of MTB 

infection (p=0.13 using the higher TST threshold). However, there was little evidence 

for this association at the lower TST threshold. 
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There was also a trend towards reduced odds of MTB infection in children living 

further from healthcare facilities although there was insufficient evidence to be 

confident that this was not due to chance.  

 

Results	in	context	

As outlined above, there is little published literature on the association between 

wealth and MTB infection and findings have been mixed. That I found no clear 

association between household wealth and MTB infection at either the household or 

the community level is interesting given an association between wealth and reduced 

risk of TB disease is observed consistently in prevalence surveys. As outlined in the 

introduction, it is plausible that the reduced risk of MTB infection associated with 

living among adults with lower TB prevalence is offset by living in better constructed 

(and thus less well ventilated) homes. Alternatively, wealth might facilitate attendance 

at congregate settings in which there is a risk of MTB transmission.  

 

The association between exposure to a greater number of HIV positive adults in the 

household and MTB infection in children should be viewed with caution given it was 

only apparent at the higher TST threshold. However, it is perhaps unsurprising given 

76% of TB in the community is among HIV positive individuals(172). This suggests 

that the data from the South African gold mines in the pre-ART era that suggested 

HIV positive people with TB made a very limited contribution to MTB 

transmission(222) may not hold true in this rural community where a growing 

proportion of HIV positive individuals are on ART(94,240). Studies from other settings 

exploring this association would be valuable. 
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That the association between exposure to HIV positive adults in the household and 

MTB infection in the child was only partly attenuated by adding history of household 

TB contact into the model might be because report of TB contact was incomplete or, 

alternatively, that there is some other mechanism by which exposure to HIV positive 

adults is associated with MTB infection in the child. For example, children might be 

exposed to TB when accompanying their parents to clinic appointments.  

 

There was a trend towards reduced risk of MTB infection in children living further 

from healthcare facilities. This was not attenuated by adjusting for population density. 

This was the opposite of what I expected. One possible explanation would be that 

healthcare facilities are important sites of MTB transmission. A large proportion of the 

adult population in the community attend clinics regularly for pre-ART and ART 

care(94,240). Undiagnosed TB is known to be common in South African healthcare 

facilities(84,85,87), adherence to TB infection control practices in some South African 

healthcare facilities is poor(241) and transmission within healthcare facilities was a 

prominent feature of the Tugela Ferry Extensively Drug Resistant TB (XDR-TB) 

outbreak(86). Very high force of infection has been described among South African 

healthcare workers(242). However, in my data, there was no real evidence that this 

trend towards a reduced risk of MTB infection among children living further from 

healthcare facilities was anything other than a chance association. Larger studies 

and studies from other settings are needed. 

 

The trend towards reduced risk of MTB infection with greater exposure to public 

transportation was also surprising. Wells Riley based modelling undertaken in the 

Western Cape has predicted that public transport would be an important site of MTB 

transmission(60,243). It is worth noting that the group of individuals with ten or more 
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journeys per week were dominated by children who had undertaken exactly ten 

journeys. These ten journeys were probably journeys to school and back. School 

runs tend to use ‘staff transport’ – i.e. the same taxi or truck containing the same 

individuals (mostly children) each day. As such, these journeys would carry a much 

lower risk of MTB transmission than if these children hailed a minibus taxi at the 

roadside where there would be more adults present and children would be exposed 

to a different set of individuals each day. Children attending school by public 

transport may be different to their peers in other ways that were not accounted for by 

the covariates in the model – for example, parents prioritising sending their children 

to more distant but better schools might have taken other decisions that reduced their 

children’s risk of MTB infection (e.g. better health seeking behaviour). 

 

The trend toward increased odds of MTB infection in children with greater exposure 

to other households or who lived in households that had a larger number of visitors 

may be important. The finding in Chapter 2 that a low proportion of TB disease is a 

result of recent transmission between members of the same household does not 

necessarily mean that transmission in public spaces is important. An alternative 

explanation is that people spend a lot of time in other people’s homes – private space 

being used as public space – and that this is an important site of MTB transmission. 

Wells-Riley based modelling from a Cape Town township suggested household 

(including other people’s households) might be an important site of transmission from 

adults to children (60). Additional empirical data exploring this association would be 

valuable. 

 

The lack of an association between other measures of social contact and MTB 

infection is at odds with what I expected, with the predictions of Wells-Riley based 
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models(60,243) and with empirical research from other settings(78–80,220). It is 

possible that public spaces in this community are better ventilated than public spaces 

elsewhere – the climate is good and windows often kept open. That many of these 

children reported no attendance at public spaces (other than school, which was a 

universal exposure for these children) and the potential short duration of exposure to 

many of these spaces (e.g. shop visits) relative to time spent at home, school and in 

other people’s homes may also explain the observation. Alternative explanations are 

that relevant social contacts of this sort are difficult to measure, particularly in a cross 

sectional survey, and that the study was underpowered. Note, that there was a trend 

towards increased odds of MTB infection in children reporting clinic attendance and 

that confidence intervals for several other putative risk factors were consistent with 

both meaningful reductions and increases in the odds of infection. I discuss these 

issues below.  

 

That neither of my area level variables were associated with MTB infection in the 

child is notable. This may relate to mobility, as I discuss below. However, I note that 

a Brazilian study exploring socioeconomic risk factors for TB disease found that 

household level risk factors predicted risk better than community level risk 

factors(244). 

 

Limitations	

Power	

Due, largely, to failure to make contact with parents and guardians, we obtained TST 

results on 1240 rather than the intended 1350 resident children. I had insufficient 

resources to fund repeat visits to the homestead and sending letters home from 
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school had a low yield. Furthermore, the prevalence of positive tests was lower than 

observed in the Western Cape, particularly using higher thresholds.  

 

Therefore, the study was underpowered, meaning that I may have missed some 

associations. In situations where power is limited, there is also a greater chance that 

observed associations are spurious.  

 

Low power presented a problem in the adjusted analyses, where I was attempting to 

estimate a large number of parameters relative to the number of positive outcomes 

observed. There were no obvious problems with model fitting (e.g. large standard 

errors or strata with no observations). However, a simulation study suggests that 

biased estimates can be obtained in logistic regression where there are fewer than 

10 events per variable, even where models converge without difficulty(245). My 

adjusted models were all close to this threshold, particularly using the higher TST 

threshold. Where I attempted a sensitivity analysis using a ≥15mm threshold (only 70 

events), I obtained implausible results. The simulation study did not consider a multi-

level data structure. Furthermore, most variables considered were binary, whereas 

several of my variables were categorical meaning that up to four parameters were 

estimated per variable (a few of my models had fewer than ten events per parameter 

estimated). For these reasons, I cannot be certain that some of my adjusted analyses 

were not slightly over parameterised, particularly using the higher TST threshold. 

 

Unmeasured	and,	as	yet,	unstudied	variables	

By siting my survey in the surveillance area, I was able to look for associations 

between MTB infection and a number of important putative risk factors. However, 

besides reported TB contact (almost all household contact), I did not have data on 
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adult TB prevalence in putative sites of transmission. I did not have data on adult-

adult or adult-child social contact. These may be important drivers of MTB 

transmission in Southern Africa with recently published modelling based on detailed 

social contact pattern data suggesting that most MTB infections may be a result of 

contact with adult men(71). These results were driven by higher TB prevalence in 

men and age and sex assortative mixing.  

 

Ventilation in putative sites of transmission would be expected to modify the MTB 

infection risk associated with exposure. I did measure ventilation in a number of 

public spaces in the community in collaboration with researchers at the Bartlett 

School of Architecture(246). However, we only studied a small number of buildings 

so generalising our findings would be inappropriate. If there was substantial variation 

in the ventilation of buildings that might obscure associations between exposure to 

those spaces and MTB infection.  

 

There are some ecological data suggesting that TB in Southern Africa may be driven, 

in part, by high rates of TB disease in migrant labourers – particularly miners(166). 

Whilst no data have been collected on past employment in the mines or past 

imprisonment (both strong risk factors for TB disease) we plan, in future work, to look 

for an association between rates of adult in-migration from outside the surveillance 

area (into households and communities) and MTB infection in children. 

 

Measurement	error	

The social contact pattern data looked as I expected it to. Churchgoers tended to 

attend once a week. Many children reported 10 journeys by public transport, which 

would be consistent with children using taxis to get to school. Most variables were 
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right skewed with a small number of children reporting more frequent attendance at 

certain venues. 

 

However, that I found little evidence for an association between social contact 

patterns and MTB infection in children may be due to inherent difficulties in 

measuring social contact patterns. 

 

These data were collected from any adult found at home. In only 42% of cases was 

this a parent or guardian. It is possible, particularly where households were large and 

the respondent not closely involved in the care of the child, that children’s attendance 

at particular venues might not have been known. The children were quite 

independent – most walked to school unaccompanied – and may have visited places 

without informing adults in the household. Ordinary events, such as trips to the shops 

for groceries, might be easily forgotten. 

 

Our data related to social contacts within the previous week or month whereas MTB 

infections may have occurred many years ago. With more fixed behaviours – e.g. 

church attendance, or regular clinic attendance for chronic ailments – this may not 

matter. However, other social contact patterns are likely to vary from week to week 

and over the lifetime of the child.  

 

I would expect errors in measuring social contact patterns to be mostly non-

differential as latent MTB infection should not affect recall or patterns of social 

contact. As such, this would bias effect estimates towards the null.  
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Measurement error is also likely in the HIV prevalence variables.  Whilst I attempted 

to reduce missingness by averaging over a number of years, I did not have test 

results for 44% of adults registered in the surveillance programme. HIV test uptake in 

population based surveys has been observed to be missing not at random with 

individuals knowing themselves to be positive less likely to agree to testing(247,248). 

Relative differences in community level HIV prevalence across the Africa Centre 

surveillance area have been shown to be robust to choices made regards the 

handling of missing data(195,240) (although, to my knowledge, missing not at 

random mechanisms have not been explored). However, missing data may have led 

me to underestimate exposure to HIV positive adults within the household. Again, this 

underestimate would probably be independent of TST positivity and thus to lead to 

bias towards the null. 

 

Scale	and	location	

For the community level variables, we used Gaussian kernels with a 3km radius. 

However, little is known about the spatial extent of MTB transmission networks and 

these might well be setting specific. Were most children to be infected within 500m of 

their home, the kernels I used might have smoothed over meaningful spatial variation 

in community level exposures. Were many infections to occur more than 10km from 

children’s homes, the relevant variation in community level exposures might not be 

appreciable using 3km kernels. There is a literature from ecology showing the 

importance of scale in obtaining reliable estimates(249,250). 

 

In assigning community level exposures, we located children to their homes. 

However, particularly if much MTB transmission occurs in the community, household 

may not be the relevant location. Household location may be a reasonable proxy for 
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the location of community settings in which transmission occurs. For example, most 

people attend their nearest primary healthcare clinic (169). However, I cannot 

discount the possibility that null results for community level variables were because 

homesteads were not a good proxy for the location in which MTB transmission 

occurred. 

Mobility	

In chapter 3, there was a suggestion that spatial patterning of MTB infections was 

more apparent in analyses restricted to children that had lived most of their lives in 

one homestead. Misattribution of household and community level variables might 

occur where children have lived in several different places given we cannot know in 

which location any MTB infection was acquired. Population mobility might also be 

expected to bias estimates towards the null.    

	

Conclusions	

I have shown limited evidence for an association between household exposure to 

HIV positive adults and MTB infection in children. I have also shown some evidence 

for an association between children visiting other households or having visitors to 

their household and MTB infection. Given the limitations outlined above, these 

findings should be considered hypothesis generating rather than definitive. 

 

In the next and final chapter, I discuss some potential approaches to obtaining more 

definitive answers regards risk factors for MTB infection with a focus on locating 

important sites of MTB transmission. 
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5.	Implications	for	future	research	and	M.	tuberculosis	control	

 

In this short final chapter, I make recommendations for future research and comment 

on the implications of my findings for TB control. 

 

Key	findings	

In Chapter 2, I showed that strain discordance between co-prevalent cases of TB 

resident in the same household was observed in several countries. Reasons for this 

discordance are likely to vary. In low burden countries, reactivation TB will explain a 

higher proportion discordant pairs than in higher burden countries. In high burden 

countries and in pockets of high transmission within low burden countries, recent 

transmission from non-resident individuals is likely to be important.  

 

The systematic review suggested that, in some communities and perhaps more 

generally, recent transmission between members of the same household may 

explain only a limited proportion of all TB disease. This should maybe not come as a 

surprise given, usually, only one TB case is found per household. These data were 

mostly from adults but limited data suggest that between household transmission 

may contribute to childhood TB in high burden settings. 

 

That TB cases with different genotypes are commonly found in households in a 

variety of different settings suggests that the higher prevalence of TB disease found 

among household TB contacts may be driven both by intrahousehold transmission 

and by the clustering of risk factors for TB disease within households. In Southern 
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Africa, the clustering of HIV related immunocompromise within households will be 

important. 

 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I studied MTB infection in primary school children in rural South 

Africa.  

 

In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that, whilst mixture analysis was unable to confidently 

ascribe a threshold that best discriminated between MTB infection and potential non-

specific reactions, using reasonable thresholds the annual risk of infection in the 

Africa Centre surveillance area was approximately two percent. Annual risks of MTB 

infection derived from TST surveys in school children should only be considered 

proxies for the force of infection in the wider community. These data suggest that the 

force of infection in this community in Northern KwaZulu-Natal is very high by global 

standards. The estimate is lower than that observed in communities in the Western 

Cape(12,185,209–211), comparable to estimates obtained in Zambia(185), and 

higher than estimates obtained in surveys in Ghana(186), Malawi(197) and 

Kenya(194). Estimates of trends in ARTI are insensitive to the cut point used(251). 

My survey will provide a useful baseline allowing a subsequent study to estimate 

whether the force of infection in this community is rising or falling. 

 

The spatial and risk factor analyses presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were 

underpowered. In these data, there was a suggestion that the presence of HIV 

positive adults in the homestead was associated with increased risk of MTB infection. 

There was also a suggestion that time spent in other people’s homes might be 

associated with MTB infection. There were also a number of surprising null findings 

and a number of interesting trends that did not reach statistical significance. As 
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discussed at the end of the previous chapter, population mobility, difficulties in 

measuring both social contact patterns and household HIV exposure, and the fact 

that up to eight years may have elapsed between MTB infection and the 

measurement of putative risk factors mean null results should not come as a 

surprise. I discuss alternative study designs that might provide more definitive 

answers below.  

 

Approaches	to	locating	MTB	transmission	in	communities	

To better target TB control interventions, a more detailed understanding of settings in 

which between household TB transmission occurs will be needed.  Below are some 

thoughts regards how such data might be obtained. 

 

Accurate	measures	of	social	contact	patterns	

It is likely that low power and measurement error combined to limit my ability to 

detect associations between use of public space and MTB infection.  

 

Clearly fixed exposures to sites of putative transmission will be simpler to measure – 

for example, occupation, church attendance, and regular clinic appointments. Such 

exposures tend to vary little from month to month or from year to year. Such contacts 

– regular and with longer durations of exposure – may also be the most relevant to 

MTB transmission. 

 

However, more every day exposures such as visits to a neighbour’s house or 

occasional trips to very crowded indoor spaces, such as banks or post offices, may 
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be important determinants of MTB transmission at the population level. Measuring 

such social contacts may be challenging. 

 

For now, questionnaires and social contact pattern diaries are likely to remain the 

primary means of quantifying exposure to putative sites of transmission. Palwasha 

Khan took this approach in Karonga, Malawi, and has been able to describe plausible 

associations between MTB infection in young children and exposure to specific 

indoor (but not outdoor) congregate settings(220). By studying younger (and 

therefore less independent) children, she may have obtained more accurate reports 

of their social contact patterns from adult informants.  

 

There is, however, emerging technology that may allow more accurate estimation of 

exposure to indoor public spaces. For example, wearable Global Positioning System 

tags have been used by Robin Wood’s group in Cape Town to quantify exposure to 

specific indoor public spaces and to concurrently estimate ventilation using a CO2 

meter (159,252). Other such approaches to measuring social contact patterns, 

including the use of wearable Radio Frequency ID tags, are being explored(253–

255). These technologies are exciting but they would need to be scalable to a few 

thousand individuals if one wanted to demonstrate an association between social 

contact patterns, measured in this way, and MTB infection. An alternative approach 

would be to use these tools to optimise and validate questionnaires or social contact 

pattern diaries. 

 

Measuring	incident	rather	than	prevalent	infection	

Another important difference between my study and the results recently reported by 

Palwasha Khan is that she measured incident MTB infection (with a baseline and 
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then a follow up TST survey). It is therefore likely that measured social contact 

patterns will have related more closely to exposure during the period of risk. Clearly, 

measuring incident infection requires larger studies. However, the observation that 

the incidence of MTB infections measured longitudinally is higher than that estimated 

from cross sectional surveys(12,21), might attenuate some of the loss of power. If 

resources are available, this should be the preferred approach.  

 

An added advantage of infection incidence cohorts is that adolescents and young 

adults might be included and inference made about the locations in which they 

acquire MTB infection. A growing body of evidence suggests that adults – especially 

men – may be the source of most new infections in high burden communities(71). 

Therefore, understanding where adults acquire MTB infection may be particularly 

valuable.    

 

Implications	for	TB	control	

Household	case	finding	

If little TB disease is a result of recent transmission in the household, should we 

invest resources in household case finding? Fifty years ago, Narain studied the 

distribution of TB cases in a community in South India and concluded that the 

approach was misguided. 
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Clinical experience has led to a strong belief that tuberculosis is a family 

disease and contact examination is a sine qua non for case-finding 

programmes. Considerable doubts are cast on the usefulness of contact 

examination in tuberculosis control by the present study, which is based on a 

sample of an entire population rather than on family contacts of known cases 

only. Cases of tuberculosis occurred mostly singly in households, and contact 

examination could have revealed only a very small percentage of the cases in 

this community. 

Narain et al, 1966(153) 

 

I disagree with Narain that ‘considerable doubts are cast on the usefulness of contact 

examination’ by this observation. Even in settings with a very high prevalence of TB 

disease, the yield of household contact tracing will be higher than active case finding 

in the general community(133). Even if active disease is not found, contacts may 

benefit from preventative therapy. In areas where HIV is prevalent, household case 

finding interventions are also an effective means of finding undiagnosed cases of 

HIV(256). Household contact tracing should be undertaken where resources allow. 

 

The extent to which household contact tracing impacts on MTB transmission at the 

community level, however, is an important question. Katharina Kranzer’s systematic 

review found only five studies examining the impact on TB epidemiology of adding 

active screening to passive case finding(257). Of these, only the ZAMSTAR cluster 

randomised trial, conducted in 16 communities in Zambia and 8 in the Western Cape 

of South Africa, allowed a clean comparison of passive case finding with active case 

finding interventions. The interventions studied included a package of interventions, 

including TB case finding, HIV testing and the provision of IPT to eligible contacts, 
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that were delivered in the homes of TB cases(256,258). The outcomes measured 

included TB prevalence at the end of the trial and incident MTB infection, measured 

using the TST in a cohort of school children. In the communities randomised to 

receive the household intervention versus those randomised not to receive the 

household intervention (the study used a factorial design) the adjusted TB prevalence 

ratio was 0·82 (0·64–1·04). The adjusted rate ratio for incident TB infection was 0·45 

(0·20–1·05)(256). There was thus weak evidence that a package of interventions, 

including household case finding, had reduced MTB transmission in the intervention 

communities. Of note, only 4.2% of individuals in the communities allocated to the 

household intervention arms of the trial were actively screened for tuberculosis.  

 

Modelling also suggests household based interventions can reduce TB incidence at a 

population level(259). These data were obtained using an agent-based model, 

parameterised to reflect the epidemiology and household structure seen in Brazil and 

India. Transmission was partitioned into household and community components. In 

the model, the lower bound of the proportion of MTB transmission that occurs in 

households was based on the 19% estimate obtained by Verver in Cape Town(77). 

In this ‘lower bound’ scenario, the model suggested that a 10% reduction in incidence 

could be achieved over five years if 100% of household contacts were screened with 

a test with 100% sensitivity. Substantial additional benefit was predicted if contacts 

without TB disease received preventive therapy. Were only 50% of contacts to be 

screened with a test with 50% sensitivity, the year on year decline in the incidence of 

TB disease would fall from 2% to 0.5%. Globally TB incidence is estimated to be 

declining at 1.5% per annum(1).   
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However, Narain is probably correct that transmission between rather than within 

households is the primary driver of incident disease in the community. As Rose 

noted, ‘a large number of people at a small risk may give rise to more cases of 

disease than the small number who are at a high risk’ (260). Whilst household 

contacts are at elevated risk, they comprise a relatively small proportion of the 

population. Furthermore, in communities where household TB contact is more 

common, the association between household TB contact and MTB infection is 

modest – presumably as a result of a high force of infection in the community(154). 

As such, we should consider whether, particularly in high burden settings, 

interventions designed to directly interrupt MTB transmission between households 

might usefully supplement interventions based on passive case finding and 

household contact tracing.   

 

Potential	approaches	 to	 interrupting	M.	 tuberculosis	 transmission	 in	public	

spaces	

Targeting	active	case	finding	interventions	

Were specific indoor congregate settings found to be important sites of MTB 

transmission, transmission might be reduced by targeting active case finding to those 

settings. The strategy would have two obvious advantages. First, the yield of 

screening might be higher as individuals in these spaces would have been exposed 

to a higher force of infection. Second, individuals frequenting such spaces would be 

expected to contribute more to onward transmission than other individuals. Removing 

them from the pool of infectious individuals would thus be expected to have a 

disproportionate impact on MTB transmission. 
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TB	infection	control	interventions	

TB infection control is a badly neglected area of TB research. There has, to my 

knowledge, been only one controlled trial of a TB infection control intervention with 

MTB infection in people as its outcome(261) and none undertaken in high burden 

countries. 

 

TB infection control interventions comprise administrative controls, e.g. cough triage; 

environmental controls, such as improvements to ventilation or the installation of 

upper room ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI); and the use of personal 

protective equipment, such as N95 respirators. TB infection control interventions are 

poorly implemented even in high risk environments such as South African healthcare 

facilities(241) and generally not considered in non clinical public spaces. Whether 

such interventions might be implemented in non-clinical public spaces found to be 

important sites of MTB transmission would depend on the nature of the spaces and 

their users.  

 

If much MTB transmission occurred in a small number of large institutional spaces, 

then many of the infection control interventions implemented in healthcare facilities 

may be feasible. Workers in the space could be regularly screened for TB and HIV 

positive workers assigned to lower risk activities. Environmental measures, such as 

improvements in natural ventilation or the installation of UVGI, might be expected to 

substantially reduce transmission(74,76,262,263). In settings with a very high force of 

infection, N95 respirators could be considered. 

 

However, if MTB transmission were found to largely occur in small institutions or in 

gatherings in private spaces then alternative strategies might be needed. For 
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example, licensing regulations could mandate a minimum level of natural ventilation 

and custodians of buildings supported to fit extra windows. Alternatively, TB infection 

control specialists could proactively involve themselves in major construction 

projects, ensuring new buildings are well ventilated. An example of such a project 

would be South Africa’s Reconstruction and Development Programme which, since 

1994, has built more than a million new homes. 

 

Whilst there may be limits to the protection that can be achieved through 

environmental controls – especially where duration of exposure is long(61) –

mathematical models of MTB transmission suggest that TB incidence is very 

sensitive to changes in the effective contact rate(264). Synergism with case finding 

interventions might be expected with any missed cases less able to transmit to 

others. 

 

I have argued elsewhere that such an approach to TB control has a number of 

inherent advantages(3). Most importantly, it does not place additional demands upon 

healthcare workers, who are in short supply in many high burden communities.   

 

Reflections	on	undertaking	research	in	this	setting	

Undertaking research at the Africa Centre was brilliant. The area is beautiful. I learnt 

a huge amount TB, HIV and the practicalities of undertaking population based 

research. Driving pick up trucks on dirt roads and spending time with six to eight year 

olds was a lot of fun. My colleagues were great. 

 

The primary challenges in undertaking this research in Northern KwaZulu-Natal were 

ensuring adequate follow up for children with positive TSTs; managing the 
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considerable demand for a “TB test” given the study had limited resources; and 

challenges in making contact with parents and guardians to obtain consent for 

testing.  

 

I planned for children with positive TSTs and risk factors for TB disease to be 

reviewed by a doctor at Hlabisa Hospital, the only Government facility in the area 

able to provide a chest x-ray. The letter in both English and isiZulu, handed to 

children with positive TSTs, informed parents and guardians that there were free 

Government buses running to the hospital from local clinics three mornings a week 

and that we would provide money for the return journey. I left a box of cash in TB 

clinic for this purpose. I planned to undertake clinical work in the hospital to 

compensate them for the additional workload my study generated.  

 

In reality, things were more complex. For a period, there were problems with the 

buses. To address this, we provided families with a phone number to call should they 

have problems with transport and ended up providing transport in Africa Centre 

vehicles to a small number of children. Delays in obtaining my medical license meant 

that I ended up doing my clinical work after my study had concluded. 

 

In marked contrast to HIV research in adults, where the Africa Centre has struggled 

with high test refusal rates(238), parents and guardians seemed very keen to obtain 

a “TB test” for their children. My uncertainty regards the number of TST tests my 

research nurse would be able to undertake in a day led me to restrict recruitment to 

Grade 1 and 2 students. In reality, my research nurse was excellent and we could 

have tested substantially more children each day. Families and schools were often 

keen for us to test older children and, in one school, parents and the headmistress 
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argued that not providing the test to older children was unjust. There was little that 

could be done once the study was underway except to explain that most children with 

positive TSTs would be healthy and that unwell older children could be evaluated for 

free at local healthcare facilities.  

 

Finally, consent rates were lower than expected with letters sent home from school 

resulting in the enrolment of a low proportion of children whose parents or guardians 

had not been found at home by the fieldworkers during surveillance visits. This 

strategy might have been more successful had we had more success finding children 

at school. I would, in future, invest more resources in contacting parents or guardians 

at home. For example, I would fund repeat visits by fieldworkers to the homestead. 

The Africa Centre should consider capturing data on which school children attend as 

part of their routine surveillance. This would greatly assist researchers attempting to 

recruit to school based studies by sending letters home from schools.  

 

Conclusions	

In this thesis I have undertaken a systematic review which provides some evidence 

to support a growing body of research suggesting that much (perhaps most) TB 

disease results from transmission between rather than within households. In one 

rural community in Northern KwaZulu-Natal, I demonstrated a very high force of 

infection. In that community, I was frustratingly unable to demonstrate associations 

between exposure to specific public spaces and odds of MTB infection. My inability to 

do so was probably a result of limited power and limitations of the study design. 

However, it is, of course, possible that exposure to public spaces in this community is 

not an important determinant of MTB infection in children, even if it appears to be 

elsewhere. Achieving a better understanding of where MTB transmission occurs in 
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high burden settings should be a research priority as it would permit TB control 

activities to be better targeted. I believe cohorts capturing detailed social contact 

pattern data and measuring MTB infection longitudinally is one means by which that 

might be achieved. 
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Appendix	1	–	search	terms	used	in	the	systematic	review	

Terms	used	in	MEDLINE	and	EMBASE	

1     exp Tuberculosis/ or exp Mycobacterium tuberculosis/  

2     (tuberculos* or TB or Mtb or "M.tb").mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of 

substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol 

supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

3     ((mycobacterium or mycobacteria or m or "m.") adj3 (bovis or africanum or 

microti or canetti)).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, 

subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare 

disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

4     (tubercle adj3 (bacillus or bacilli)).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of 

substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol 

supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4  

6     (home* or house* or hut* or dwelling* or residence* or flat* or apartment* or 

domicile* or abode*).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, 

subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare 

disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

7     ((in or within or between) adj (family or families)).mp.  

8     exp Marriage/ or marriage*.mp. or married.mp. or marry*.mp. or husband*.mp. or 

wife.mp. or wives.mp. or spous*.mp. or cohabit*.mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, 

name of substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol 

supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

9     ((live or living or stay or staying or reside or residing or sleep or sleeping) adj3 

(together or "with each other" or "with eachother")).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original 
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title, name of substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol 

supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

10     ((close or household or family or prolonged or intimate) adj3 (contact or 

contacts)).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject 

heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease 

supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

11     cluster*.mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject 

heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease 

supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

12     6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11  

13     exp Molecular Epidemiology/  

14     (molecular adj3 (epidemiology or epidemiological)).mp. [mp=title, abstract, 

original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, 

protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique 

identifier]  

15     exp Disease Transmission, Infectious/ or transmission*.mp. or transmitted.mp. 

or transmitting.mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject 

heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease 

supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

16     exp Bacterial Typing Techniques/  

17     ((molecular or strain) adj3 (type or types or typing)).mp. [mp=title, abstract, 

original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, 

protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique 

identifier]  

18     exp Polymorphism, Restriction Fragment Length/  
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19     (RFLP or "R.F.L.P." or "restriction fragment length polymorphism*").mp. 

[mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, 

keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary 

concept, unique identifier]  

20     IS6110.mp.  

21     exp DNA Fingerprinting/ or (fingerprint* or "finger-print*" or "finger print*").mp.  

22     exp Interspersed Repetitive Sequences/  

23     exp Minisatellite Repeats/  

24     (interspersed adj3 repetitive).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of 

substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol 

supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

25     ((minisatellite or "mini-satellite" or "mini satellite" or tandem) adj3 repeat*).mp. 

[mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, 

keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary 

concept, unique identifier]  

26     (MIRU or "M.I.R.U.").mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance 

word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, 

rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

27     (VNTR or "V.N.T.R.").mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance 

word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, 

rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier]  

28     exp Genotype/  

29     exp Sequence Analysis/  

30     exp Genome, Bacterial/  

31     genotyp*.mp.  
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32     ((genetic or genome or "whole-genome") adj3 (sequence* or sequencing)).mp. 

[mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, 

keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary 

concept, unique identifier]  

33     ((genetic or sequence*) adj (analysis or analyses or comparison*)).mp. 

[mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, 

keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary 

concept, unique identifier]  

34     13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 

or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33  

35     5 and 12 and 34  

36     Animals/  

37     Humans/  

38     36 not 37 

39     35 not 38 
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Terms	used	in	POPLINE	

( ( tuberculos* OR tb OR mtb OR "M.tb" OR bovis OR africanum OR microti OR 

canetti OR tubercle ) AND ( home* OR house* OR hut* OR dwelling* OR residence* 

OR flat* OR apartment* OR domicile* OR abode* OR family OR families OR 

marriage* OR married OR marry* OR husband* OR wife OR wives OR spous* OR 

cohabit* OR "close contact" OR "household contact" OR "family contact" OR 

"prolonged contact" OR "intimate contact" OR cluster* ) AND ( "molecular 

epidemiology" OR "molecular epidemiological" OR transmi* OR "molecular typing" 

OR "strain typing" OR "RFLP" OR "restriction fragment length polymorphism" OR 

IS6110 OR fingerprint* OR "finger printing" OR "finger-printing" OR "VNTR" OR 

"MIRU" OR "MIRU-VNTR" OR genotyp* OR genetic* OR genom*  OR "whole-

genome" OR sequenc* ) ) 
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Terms	used	in	Global	Health	

1     exp Tuberculosis/ or exp Mycobacterium tuberculosis/  

2     (tuberculos* or TB or Mtb or "M.tb").mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad 

terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

3     ((mycobacterium or mycobacteria or m or "m.") adj3 (bovis or africanum or 

microti or canetti)).mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, 

identifiers, cabicodes]  

4     (tubercle adj3 (bacillus or bacilli)).mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad 

terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4  

6     (home* or house* or hut* or dwelling* or residence* or flat* or apartment* or 

domicile* or abode*).mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading 

words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

7     ((in or within or between) adj (family or families)).mp.  

8     exp Marriage/ or marriage*.mp. or married.mp. or marry*.mp. or husband*.mp. or 

wife.mp. or wives.mp. or spous*.mp. or cohabit*.mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, 

broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

9     ((live or living or stay or staying or reside or residing or sleep or sleeping) adj3 

(together or "with each other" or "with eachother")).mp. [mp=abstract, title, original 

title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

10     ((close or household or family or prolonged or intimate) adj3 (contact or 

contacts)).mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, 

identifiers, cabicodes]  

11     cluster*.mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, 

identifiers, cabicodes]  

12     6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11  
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13     exp Molecular Epidemiology/  

14     (molecular adj3 (epidemiology or epidemiological)).mp. [mp=abstract, title, 

original title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

15     exp Disease Transmission, Infectious/ or transmission*.mp. or transmitted.mp. 

or transmitting.mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, 

identifiers, cabicodes]  

16     ((molecular or strain) adj3 (type or types or typing)).mp. [mp=abstract, title, 

original title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

17     (RFLP or "R.F.L.P." or "restriction fragment length polymorphism*").mp. 

[mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

18     IS6110.mp.  

19     exp DNA Fingerprinting/ or (fingerprint* or "finger-print*" or "finger print*").mp.  

20     (interspersed adj3 repetitive).mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, 

heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

21     ((minisatellite or "mini-satellite" or "mini satellite" or tandem) adj3 repeat*).mp. 

[mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

22     (MIRU or "M.I.R.U.").mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading 

words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

23     (VNTR or "V.N.T.R.").mp. [mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading 

words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

24     genotyp*.mp.  

25     ((genetic or genome or "whole-genome") adj3 (sequence* or sequencing)).mp. 

[mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

26     ((genetic or sequence*) adj (analysis or analyses or comparison*)).mp. 

[mp=abstract, title, original title, broad terms, heading words, identifiers, cabicodes]  

27     13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26  
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28     5 and 12 and 27  

29     Animals/  

30     Humans/  

31     29 not 30  

32     28 not 31  
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Terms	used	in	Web	of	Science	Conference	Proceedings	Citations	Index	

tuberculos* OR tb OR mtb OR "M.tb" OR bovis OR africanum OR microti OR canetti 

OR tubercle 

 

AND 

 

home* OR house* OR hut* OR dwelling* OR residence* OR flat* OR apartment* OR 

domicile* OR abode* OR family OR families OR marriage* OR married OR marry* 

OR husband* OR wife OR wives OR spous* OR cohabit* OR "close contact*" OR 

"household contact*" OR "family contact*" OR "prolonged contact*" OR "intimate 

contact*" OR cluster* 

 

AND 

 

“molecular epidemiology” OR “molecular epidemiological” OR transmission* OR 

transmitted OR transmitting OR “molecular typ*” OR “strain typ*” OR RFLP OR 

“R.F.L.P.” OR “restriction fragment length polymorphism*” OR IS6110 OR fingerprint* 

OR “finger print*” OR “finger-print*” OR “interspersed repetitive sequence*” OR 

“minisatellite repeat*” OR “mini satellite repeat*” OR “mini-satellite repeat*” OR 

“tandem repeat*” OR MIRU OR “M.I.R.U.” OR VNTR OR “V.N.T.R.” OR genotyp* OR 

genetic* OR “genom*” OR “whole-genome” OR sequenc* 
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Appendix	2	–	Summaries	of	the	included	studies	

Augustynowicz-Kopec	et	al,	2012	(143)		

Setting	

Households in 10 of the 16 ‘voivodeships’ (provinces) in Poland. January 2003 to 

September 2010. Local data about TB burden in these communities not presented. 

Population	

Seventy-eight patients with pulmonary tuberculosis, residing in 35 ‘Family-

households’ (either families ‘linked by ties of consanguinity’ or ‘married couples’). 

Mostly Poles, although four Chechens. Ages 1-63 years. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

The primary technique was 15 loci MIRU-VNTR, supplemented with spoligotyping.  

Definition	of	household	

‘…a group of two or more people residing in the same dwelling.’ 

Definition	of	index	case	

‘An ‘index case’ was defined as the first TB case diagnosed in the household, 

according to the date of collection of the first culture-positive sample. All 

subsequently identified cases in the same household were defined as secondary 

cases.’ 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Not presented. However, the date of MTB isolation is presented for every case and 

all secondary case isolates were obtained in the same or subsequent year as the 

index case.  
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Behr	et	al,	1998	(146)	

Setting	

San Francisco County, 1 January 1991 to 31 December 1996. Local data about the 

TB burden in the county not presented. 

Population	

The contacts of all people with infectious (pulmonary or laryngeal TB) and all people 

with TB under the age of fifteen.  

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP supplemented with polymorphic GC rich sequence based RFLP 

where the IS6110 pattern had five or fewer bands.  

Definition	of	household	

‘…those who shared the same front door with the index case…’ 

Definition	of	index	case	

‘the first case diagnosed…when the first case was a child (younger than 15 yr of 

age), the adult was considered the index case…’ 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

No maximum interval used. 45/54 secondary cases had disease at initial contact 

investigation. Of the 11 contacts that developed MTB subsequently, they did so after 

a median of 218 days. 
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Bennett	et	al,	2002	(137)	

Setting	

Five US states (Arkansas, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey) and 

selected sites in California and Texas, January 1996 to December 2000. Local data 

about the TB burden in these sites not presented. 

Population	

Both adults and children. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP supplemented with Polymorphic GC-rich sequence typing or 

(later) spoligotyping where there were six or fewer IS 6110 bands(265).  

Definition	of	household	

Not presented. 

Definition	of	index	case	

‘…a source case was defined as a person with active TB identified in a routine 

contact investigation as the probable source of transmission to another person with 

active TB.’ 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Not presented. However, ‘secondary cases’ were people ‘with active TB identified in 

a routine contact investigation as having acquired TB from one source case.’ 
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Borrell	et	al,	2009	(141)	

Setting	

Barcelona, Spain, between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2014. Local ‘incidence’ 

(a notification rate, I believe) was 31.8 per 100,000 inhabitants in 2003 and 25.9 per 

100,000 inhabitants in 2004. 

Population	

All TB cases reported to the TB programme. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP supplemented with 12 loci MIRU-VNTR where six or fewer 

bands or where IS 6110 patterns differed by a single band. 

Definition	of	household	

Not presented. 

Definition	of	index	case	

‘…the patient who first manifested symptoms with a pulmonary localisation. When 

these data were not available or the patients were asymptomatic, the index case was 

considered to be…the patient who initiated treatment earliest.’ 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Not presented. 
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Buu	et	al,	2010	(118)	

Setting	

Rural Vietnam, 1 January 2003 to 31 December 2006. Local data about the TB 

burden in the study site not presented. 

Population	

Not clear but (I believe) the study recruited only adults with smear positive TB. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

All isolates were typed by 15 loci MIRU-VNTR and spoligotyping. Some isolates were 

additionally typed by IS 6110 based RFLP. 

Definition	of	household	

‘…all persons who share the same floor and the same food…’ 

Definition	of	index	case	

‘All persons for whom TB had been diagnosed through December 31, 2004.’ 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

‘…household members for whom TB was diagnosed within 24 months after 

enrolment of the index case-patient.’ 
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Glynn	et	al,	2015	(149)	

Setting	

Karonga District, a rural area in Northern Malawi, 1997-2010. Data on the local TB 

burden not presented but readily available elsewhere(151). 

Population	

Culture confirmed TB patients recruited using enhanced passive case finding.  

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

Whole genome sequencing with transmission considered confirmed if ten or fewer 

SNP differences.  

Definition	of	household	

Not defined. 

Definition	of	index	case	

In the data Judith Glynn shared with us, index cases needed to have lived in the 

same household as the secondary case ‘whilst the index case was ill’. 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

No maximum interval applied. 
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Huh	et	al,	1995	(134)	

Setting	

South Korea. The dates isolates were obtained is unclear and local TB burden data 

are not presented.  

Population	

‘Close contact’ patients with pulmonary tuberculosis. The patients were aged 15-54 

years. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

RFLP using both IS 6110 and IS 1081. 

Definition	of	household	

Not presented but Dr SJ Kim confirmed by email that all ‘close contact’ patients were 

living together.  

Definition	of	index	case	

Not presented and, actually, not required as in the one household with three cases all 

had the same RFLP type. 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Not presented. 
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Inigo	et	al,	2003	(139)	

Setting	

Three districts of Madrid, Spain, during 1997-1999. Local annual incidence 31.0, 29.2 

and 30.2 per 100,000 in 2007, 2008 and 2009 respectively.  

Population	

All culture positive TB patients. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP typing with spoligotyping on isolates with fewer than six bands.  

Definition	of	household	

‘…sharing of a mutual residence…’ 

Definition	of	index	case	

Not presented. 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

‘We examined every case for contact with another TB patient in the two years prior to 

symptom onset…’ 
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Leung	et	al,	2013	(144)	

Setting	

Hong Kong, 1997-2011. Local TB incidence declined from 109 per 100,000 

population in 1997 to 74 per 100,000 population in 2009. 

Population	

All MDR-TB cases notified between 1997 and 2006 plus their contacts. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP. 

Definition	of	household	

‘…persons living and sleeping in the same household as the index case for at least 1 

month.’ 

Definition	of	index	case	

These were the MDR-TB cases notified between 1997 and 2006.  

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Reported both ‘prevalent case[s]’ who were ‘detected in the initial screening’ and 

‘secondary case[s]’ who were detected in the subsequent surveillance period (to May 

2011). 
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Martin	et	al,	2009	(140)	

Setting	

Nine urban districts in the south of Madrid, Spain, 2002-2006. No local TB burden 

estimates presented.  

Population	

All residents diagnosed with culture positive TB between January 2002 and 

December 2006. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP with spoligotyping if five or fewer bands. 15 loci MIRU-VNTR on 

a subset of isolates  

Definition	of	household	

Not presented. 

Definition	of	index	case	

Not defined. 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

‘…the existence of one or more secondary cases arising from the same source over 

a 1-year period after the index case was diagnosed.’ 
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Middelkoop	et	al,	2015	(148)	

Setting	

A township near Cape Town with a TB notification rate of approximately 2000 cases 

per 100,000 people per year. 

Population	

‘All tuberculosis patients resident in the community and notified from 2001 to 2010.’ 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP with strains with fewer than 6 bands excluded from analysis. 

Definition	of	household	

In the paper, most data was by residential plot, which might contain between 1 and 

22 households. However, Dr Middelkoop provided me with data on residents of 13 

shacks and I restricted my analysis to these individuals. 

Definition	of	index	case	

‘…the first case diagnosed within the cluster.’ 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

‘…subsequent patients in the clusters…’ 
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Sia	et	al,	2013	(145)	

Setting	

A DOTS clinic in Manila in the Philippines, between 2001 and 2003. No data on the 

local TB burden presented. 

Population	

Smear positive TB patients and their household contacts. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP, 12 loci MIRU VNTR and spoligotyping were performed on all 

isolates.  

Definition	of	household	

Not presented. 

Definition	of	index	case	

I believe this was this was the first patient from the household diagnosed by the 

clinic. Index cases were smear positive and over the age of 18 years whereas 

secondary cases were not required to be smear positive and ranged in age from 10-

60 years. 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Not presented but I believe these were individuals identified during household contact 

tracing. 
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Verver	et	al,	2004	(77)	

Setting	

Cape Town’s Northern Suburbs, 1993-1998. Local TB notification rate 320 per 

100,000 per year (bacteriologically confirmed disease only). 

Population	

All diagnosed TB patients. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP. No secondary typing method used (266). 

Definition	of	household	

‘…a house and the associated informal dwelling or dwellings at the same address on 

the same plot of land.’ (see Chapter 2 for details) 

Definition	of	index	case	

Not defined. 

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

Calculated as the total number of cases in the household minus one.  
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Whalen	et	al,	2011	(147)	

Setting	

Mulago Hospital, Kampala, Uganda. 1995-2004. 

Population	

Cases of smear positive TB and their household contacts. 

Details	of	strain-typing	method	used	

IS 6110 based RFLP with PGRS on samples with fewer than six RFLP bands. 

Definition	of	household	

Not presented. 

Definition	of	index	case	

Smear positive  

Definition	of	‘co-prevalent’	

I included both those Whalen termed ‘co-prevalent’ (‘a tuberculosis case occurring 

within three months of the initial diagnosis in the incident case’) and those he termed 

‘incident tuberculosis’ which were cases occurring after three months. Contacts were 

followed for 2 years.  
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Appendix	3	–	Meta-analyses	with	Verver	et	al	excluded	

There was substantial heterogeneity in the unstratified meta-analysis (I2 77%). 

Supplementary figure 1. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by national mid study TB incidence (excluding Verver et al). 
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Q=16.84, p=0.00, I2=76%

>100 per 100,000 

Q=32.87, p=0.00, I2=85%

Overall 

Q=56.95, p=0.00, I2=79%

A-K, 2012 

Borrell, 2009 

Glynn, 2015 

>100 per 100,000 subgroup 

Leung, 2013 

Sia, 2013 

Middelkoop, 2015 (shacks) 

Buu, 2010 

    Prev (95% CI)          % Weight

   0.00  (  0.00,  0.12)      2.52

   0.17  (  0.05,  0.33)      5.12

   0.18  (  0.01,  0.47)      1.99

   0.25  (  0.15,  0.36)     10.67

   0.26  (  0.13,  0.43)      5.98

   0.27  (  0.19,  0.35)     20.56

   0.30  (  0.25,  0.36)     51.17

   0.31  (  0.25,  0.37)     45.19

   0.33  (  0.29,  0.36)    100.00

   0.35  (  0.21,  0.50)      7.55

   0.36  (  0.10,  0.67)      1.99

   0.37  (  0.24,  0.51)      8.07

   0.41  (  0.33,  0.48)     28.27

   0.47  (  0.25,  0.70)      3.38

   0.63  (  0.37,  0.85)      2.86

   0.69  (  0.41,  0.92)      2.34

   0.92  (  0.70,  1.00)      2.34

Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Supplementary figure 2. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by national mid study TB incidence (excluding Verver et al). 
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Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Supplementary figure 3. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by the resolution of the strain typing technique (excluding Verver et al).  
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Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Supplementary figure 4. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by the resolution of the strain typing technique (excluding Verver et al).  
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Supplementary figure 5. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by the duration of sampling (excluding Verver et al). 
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Supplementary figure 6. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by the duration of sampling (excluding Verver et al). 
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Supplementary figure 7. Fixed effects meta-analysis, stratified by whether the index cases were pre-selected (excluding Verver et al). 
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Proportion of household index-secondary case pairs with a discordant strain-type  
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Supplementary figure 8. Random effects meta-analysis, stratified by whether the index cases were pre-selected (excluding Verver et al). 
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Appendix	 4	 –	 The	 distribution	 of	 household	 wealth	 scores	

obtained	using	Principal	Component	Analysis,	2003-2013	

 

These histograms plot the distribution of household wealth scores for households in 

the Africa Centre surveillance area over time. These scores were obtained using 

PCA on the same standard set of data on household ownership of assets that I used 

to construct the household wealth scores used in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis. 
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